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Prologue
You may not remember, but, last Sep-
tember I wrote an article for the Sandspur
about my hopes and expectations for a decent
yearbook. It did not seem right to me that , so
many ideas, episodes and encounters have
been crammed into these four years and we
had not yet found a dependable way to cap-
ture some ofit on paper. We can not afford to
forget our time at Rollins -they were far too
expensive.
For years and years, Rollins' students
have produced the Tomokan as a yearbook
satisfactory for stirring up a few fond memo-
ries here and there. That's not good enough
for me, though. In twenty years 1 want to
walk into my ah, study (yeh, study ) and reach
for the 1990-91 Tomokan and by looking
through the pages BE back at Rollins. I'm not
going to look at the picture and say, "Gee, we
had some nice tennis courts." I want to see
the sweat drip from Bill Le Blanc's brow and
know how hard the tennis team worked or
glance at a shot of Casino Night and practi-
cally be able to smell the stale beer on the
Student Center floor and recall how at least
ten people wiped out slipping on the indoor
puddles. We don't just go to Rollins, we
experience it. Hopefully this will be a year-
book that will trigger our mental VCRs into
play so that in twenty years we'll be able to
"experience" it again. It is perhaps the most
time consuming challenge I've ever taken on
,
but for you . . .it was worth it.
There is no place else quite like Rollins
College. Where else do they have Fox Day?
Where else can you design your own major?
Where else is diversity not just tolerated, but
Celebrated? Where else are the classes so
small that each professor - in your - major
not only knows your - name, but also your
extracirrricular act i vites, your hometown,
etc.? Where else arc there programs like
SKY, RLC,and the Wellness Floor in Kliza-
beth? What other - "countr y clubs require
that its members average over - an 1150
SAT? Where else do you find such a
beautiful campus?
No place else but Rollins.
Years from now we will probably for-
get the impact of the changes we made at
Rollins: the debates we had on the hous-
ing issue, the successful revival of the
Sandspur, the creation of Rollins College
Productions, the many pet itions we signed
to improved Ma Holt's food, and the list
goes on. We each played our part in
molding this institution info what we
sought for - most in a college. We each
would like to believe that in some way, no
matter - how small, we were able to leave
our mark here.
Chances are, though, Rollins changed
us a lot more than we changed it. And the
fact is that life will go on here even after
the (-lass of 1991 is gone. If is a sad, but
true reality. After all, weren't we the
biggest and the brightest? Personally, I
think they should close the place down.
-Erin I Iiggins
Tomokan Co-Editor
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Academics
April is an auspicious time in the history of Rollins. Imag-
ine, if you will, a meeting of the Florida Congregational Association,
April 14, 1885, 106 years ago tomorrow.
This meeting is to select the location for Florida's first
college, and nervous representatives from six competing communities
have brought their offers. Frederick Lyman, real estate developer, is
there on behalf of Winter Park, a frontier town ofjust 130 families.
Lyman startles the group by announcing a pledge from
Winter Park of financial support and property more than three times
greater than that of any other Florida community.
On April 15th, skeptical association leaders travel by mule
wagon from the meeting in Mt. Dora to inspect the property offered for
the college. They have been warned by jealous competitors that Winter
Park is under water most ofthe year, but once here are enchanted by this
beautiful site overlooking Lake Virginia. On April 17th they select
Winter Park as the location for Florida's first college. . . .
Our founders designed an institution of the highest qual-
ity: the admissions standards and curriculum in the early years were no
different from those at the New England colleges on which they were
modeled. But it was not until the dream of excellence we coupled with
the daring innovation that Rollins gained the national recognition it so
fervently desired. . . .
In this unlikely southern outpost, Hamilton Holt and his
faculty were among the first in the nation to develop a student-centered
curriculum based on John Dewey's progressive education principles.
This golden era at Rollins left a powerful legacy of excellence, innova-
tion, and community.
My three predecessors, President Hugh McKean, Jack
Critchfield, and Thaddeus Seymour, each in his own way and appropri-
ate to his own time, pursued excellence, encouraged innovation, and
built community. Under their stewardship Rollins College flourished. I
am more grateful than I can say for their friendship, and for their
presence here beside me today.
That I stand before you as president is testament to the
courage and vision of the trustees and faculty who recognized that
contemporary presidents may embody characteristics and biographies
different from those of their predecessors.
Women leaders are not new to Rollins. On the contrary,
women have played a crucial role in the history of the College.
Lucy Cross, educated at Oberlin and principal ofa school in
Daytona Beach, was the driving force behind the founding of Rollins
College. Cross later said, "Vocally I cannot sing, but the song in my soul
during the latter months of 1883 was a college in Florida."
Rollins was among the first American colleges to admit both women and men, and the first two Rollins graduates were
women. Indeed, in 1890 when Clara Louise Guild received the first Bachelor's degree granted by Rollins, she was receiving the
first degree granted to a woman in the state of Florida. Guild later founded the Rollins Alumni Association and became its first
president.
Two of the first five Rollins professors were women, and in 191 the trustees elected the first woman, Edna Giles Fuller, to
the board. Fuller later became Florida's first woman legislator and was at the forefront of the struggle for women's suffrage and
better race relations.
In 1989, Betty Duda, who presides today, became the first woman elected to chair the Rollins Board of Trustees.
And on the buildings and rooms in which we conduct our work we find the names ofmany women who supported this college,
from Frances Knowles Warren to Harriet Cornell.
These foresighted and persistent women and men fashioned the admirable college we celebrate today. But as we muster
the courage to meet the challenge ofthe next millennium, our view ofthe College must change. Instead ofcharacterizing ourselves
as a New England college which happens to be situated in Florida, we will proudly portray Rollins as a Florida college with a nations
constituency and a global perspective . . .
Today, Florida has become one of the most influential American incubators of new populations, new businesses, and new
ideas. Rollins is fortunate to be housed in communities with the distinctiveness of Winter Park and the dynamism of greater
Orlando
. . .
Now ranked among the top colleges in the South, with a nationally competitive undergraduate arts and sciences program,
Rollins also boasts a noted graduate management school, graduate programs in education and counseling, a unique liberal arts
curriculum for nontraditional students, and a satellite campus in Brevard County . . .
Last September, shortly after I arrived at Rollins, I appointed six task forces to consider our future and to assure that Rollins
Rita Bornstein
resident ofthe College
is as excellent, well-governed, innovative, and communal a place as can be conceived. These task forces have enlisted the
participation of trustees, faculty, administrators for the future with great passion and wisdom. . .
The three values nourished by our history and cherished by this culture—excellence, innovation, and community—find
embodiment in the work of the planning committees.
First, and fundamentally, we value excellence. . . .
We are committed to preserving and fortifying the historical liberal arts focus ofthe college and to that end we will continue
to strengthen the arts and sciences disciplines. . . . We will build on the acknowledged quality of the Roy E. Crummer Graduate
School of Business, increasing the number of full-time M.B.A. students and expanding executive education.
Excellence will elude us unless we demand from our students nothing less than the highest level of performance of which
they are capable; hire and retain only those professors, staffmembers, and administrators who embody the qualities we treasure;
and ensure a rich, coherent, and balanced curriculum.
Our second value is innovation, one of the wellsprings of excellence. Not all innovations are successful or worthy, but
professors and students need the freedom and encouragement to experiment. . . .
We are proud of the important pedagocial and scholarly contribution to education made by Rollins professors. . . In my
talks with community leaders and educators, I find that Rollins is known for its distinctive programs in the performing arts, Latin
American affairs, environmental studies, Australian studies, classics, and values education. We shall continue to nourish the
development of innovative, interdisciplinary, and collaborative ventures. . .
Our third profoundly held value is that of community— a values deceptively simple in concept but elusive in execution.
Rollins is noted for its friendly campus and, in the words of George Cornell, benefactor
,
friend
,
and graduate of the class of 1935,
its "homelike atmosphere," but there is here a yearnings for a greater spirit in the community. . . .
Friendship communities are based on relationships of equality and reciprocity, justice and fair play, tolerance and mutual
respect. Communities are not without conflict, but conflict can be managed creatively an is an important part of the education we
provide. I ask my Rollins friends to help me build a network of relationships that will begin to satisfy our hunger for community.
-Let us nourish intellectual community, based on the fundamental premise that higher education is about a love oflearning
and intellectual adventure, of shared curiosity, of the lively exchange and confrontation of ideas.
-Let us fashion an integrated all-college community without relinquishing the uniqueness and the pursuit of excellence
within each of our units.
-Let us create and integrated living and learning community fro our students. Part of the progressive education legacy
at Rollins is our focus s on the whole person with emphasis on athletic, cultural, spiritual, social, and citizenship development as
well as intellectual growth.
-Let us forge a greater partnership with our external communities. Already we are working with schools to improve the
quality ofeducation, and with civic, planning, cultural,, and commercial boards to improve the quality of life an the competitiveness
of business. . .
-Let us also embrace the global community as context and content for our undergraduate and graduate programs. We are
now inextricably bound to Japan
,
Poland, Nigeria, and the rest of the world through commerce, tourism, ecology, and family ties,
as well as by disease and war. These connections will find expression through our discourse, curriculum, activities, and
relationships, and will enhance rather than detract from work in the traditional disciplines.
Spinning these webs of connectedness with filament that is both strong and distinctive, will test us. Our quest for
excellence, innovation, and community will demand extraordinary courage.
At a time when institutions ofhigher education compete for every student and professor, we must ensure that our drawing
power has never been better, and that people will be attracted to Rollins not simply for the climate nor for the beauty of the campus,
but for the excellence of our learning, our programs, and our people. We must assure that they will find here a dynamic spirit of
adventure, and a community of ideas and values that is too powerful to resist.
As I talk with the seniors these days, they report both elation and apprehension at being trust into independence. Many
wish they could remain just a little longer in the Rollins cocoon.
Nineteen ninety-one graduates will never forget that their final year of college was framed by war and uncertainty.
Although they celebrate the heroism of our military men and women in the Persian Gulf, they realize that world leaders have
achieved no permanent resolution for the intractable problems that led to the conflict.
Our graduates will craft their lives within an uncertain global environment. They face the specter of new wars,
insurrections, and terrorism along with the uncertainties ofinternational recessions, and political and economic realignment. They
will confront ethical dilemmas in science and technology, ecological disasters, increasing immigrant and aging populations and
rapidly changing work places. The modern plagues, AIDS, will haunt them. . . .
We are committed to producing graduates who will take the responsibilities of citizenship and service seriously, who will
have a global perspective on local and national issues, who will value and respect peoples form different cultures, religions, racial
and ethic groups, who will consider work a contribution to society as well as to their own lives, who will understand and cherish
democracy and defend the freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, who are exemplars of ethical behavior,
and who engage in a life pursuit of learning. . .
The goals I set forth today constitute a bold agenda. Endowed with a superb faculty, dedicated staff, enthusiastic students
and alumni. Rollins lacks only the financial resources to become one of the top-ranked colleges in America. We will not permit our
ambitions to be thwarted by our scant treasury to support the flourishing of excellent, innovation, and community . . .
Let me conclude by saying that I accept the challenge before me with great pride and humility. I shall seek the courage
to lead boldly and wisely: to listen well to the heartbeat of the College and to nourish its values and its dreams: to design a college
for tomorrow, anchored firmly in the proud traditions of the past: and to enlist old friends and new in service of our mission.
Alan Nordstrom
Professor ofEnglish
Fiat Lux
Dear Rollins, foster mother of our youth
And mentor of our slow maturity,
We thank thee for the certainty that truth
May still be sought and that security
Of soul may yet be found if we but seek
Together, in a fellowship of mind,
And strive to let our deepest wisdom speak
To free us from the slavery of the blind.
O, Fiat Lux, let there be light indeed
So Truth and Beauty may ally with Good
To banish ignorance and odious greed:
O, teach us how to flourish as we should.
A Virtuous and Useful life we owe
Our Alma Mater dear, before we go.

ff
President Bornstein, the faculty is
assembled. . .
"




Charles Rock
Professor ofEconomics
I was asked to present some of my
visions(hallucinations?!) of Rollins' future. I
thought the best way to do this was in a list of
more-or-less specific proposals. I think they are
feasible. However, only a few are possible if
Rollins' endowment remains as small as it is-may
it grow! Please excuse my English; I never made
it to the Writing Center before the Tomokan
deadline.
Participation of Students AND Faculty on
the Curriculum and Reforms
The curriculum ought to be continuously
revised by committees of faculty, students, and
administrators. The key goal is for the process to
be very public. Students should be help create and
re-create the curriculum while sharing in the
actual decision-making.
Grading: More Options for Teachers and
Students
This new feature would allow faculty to
offer certain courses which have a simplified grade
structure: for example, an Excellence-Pass-Un-
satisfactory system with faculty writing an essay-
evaluation on the student's progress, efforts, and
performance. A more flexible system would let
Rollins' faculty demand more of students aca-
demically, while making the learning process less stressful and more tailored to individual learning styles.
Housing: ALL Students in Democratically Governed "Houses"
My proposal is for ALL students to become affiliated with a "residential house." I believe this new
method would retain the positive aspects of the current fraternity/sorority/interest system but would add
some ADDITIONAL BENEFITS. These changes would create a system which would (a) include ALL
students; (b) be VOLUNTARY-every student can choose to become active in his/her House government; (c)
promote more DIVERSITY.
More Student and Faculty Representation from ALL Parts of American Society
On the faculty, I feel we need more women and more people of color, i would like to see a student body
and a faculty which approximates the demographics of our diverse American population. My sense(after 7
years here) is that Rollins has changed. Different viewpoints and experiences enrich classrooms and other
activities. Imagine a couple offriendly, peace-loving, tolerantly Islamic, and democratic Iraqi students living
on your floor of the dorm.
International Living and Study Experience for ALL Rollins Students
I'd like to see Rollins try to create the arrangements necessary for every student here to spend at least
a winter term abroad in a foreign country.
Expansion of Special Courses and Programs Putting Students and Faculty Together in Non-traditional
Teaching-Learning Relationships
I am very impressed with the Residential Learning Community. I believe that very small seminars are
extremely effective environments. I would also like to see more experimentation in "cooperative learning"
in which students help teach each other material. This methodology is more "real-life".
More Time for Faculty Research and Joint Faculty-student Research Projects
One of the defiencies at Rollins is that research is extremely difficult to complete. A solution could be
for some faculty to offer research courses combining theory and applied research.
I am also pretty sure that I forgot something important that I wanted to say.


"Aw, they're just a bunch of dumb jocks ..."
That weary cliche is so tired that even Rip Van Winkle's long snooze couldn't give it enough rest to
make it even remotely applicable to the nearly 300 Rollins College student-athletes (one fifth of the entire
student body).
The reason? Rollins
ways pulled their weight
water as well as in the
Consider these sta-
(1) The last three
all been student- a t h -
(waterski) 1990, Kirsten
ketball) 1989 and Dan Gar-
(2) Nearly 50% of all
or better grade point aver-
ts) 99% percent of
ally graduate (most in four
(4) Twelve Rollins
named GTE Regional Aca-
last two years and former
Arterburn was a Second
I always chuckle
ball factories brag about
tion rates of almost 50%.
achieving the fine balance
demies. One of my most
year was immediately fol-
road loss in basketball. On
Tars' star players, who had
had an all-world perfor-
in mind. Asked about the
"Geez, my marketing test
tough. Guess I better crack
As the Rollins
tor, I am very proud of the many outstanding achievements ofour athletes. My job ofpromoting the athletic
department is made much easier every time an athletes makes an All-American team, wins a national
championship or is selected to an All-Conference or All-Region team.
Rollins is ranked in the Top 20 in nearly every sport, won the Sunshine State Conference champion-
ship in men's basketball and tennis, finished third at the collegiate national waterski championships, won
the regional championship in sailing and will challenge for national titles in men's tennis and men's and
women's golf in the Spring.
When I see athletes like David Wolf, a sophomore form Cincinnati on the men's basketball team,
outside my office shooting baskets every day, then going to practice and still having enough energy left to
maintain a 3.8 grade point average, it makes me proud to be on the Rollins team. My dream is that one day,
the Rollins community will recognize the gigantic amount oftime that student-athletes spend perfecting their
athletic skills and balancing that ability with the dedication and discipline necessary to maintain some ofthe
highest grade point averages at any private college in America.
Hey folk, Rollins does not have any "dumb jocks!"
Fred Battenfield
Sports Information Director
student-athletes have al-
on the diamond, court or
classroom,
ti sties:
Rollins valedictorians have
letes - - Helena Kjellander
Dellinger (women's bas-
rison (base ball) 1988.
student- athletes have a 3.0
all student-athletes actu-
years).
student-athletes were
demic All-American the
basketball player Sam
Team selection last year.
when the Division I foot-
their "impressive" gradua-
Rollins prides itself on
between athletics and aca-
vivid memories from last
lowing a particular tough
the team bus, one of the
scored nearly 30 points and
mance, had only one thing
game, the player replied,
tomorrow is going to be
the books."
Sports Information Direc-
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Residential Groups
Em : Are you sure it's okay, are you sure? Catie : Parlez-vous francais? Kristin :
Only ONE guest per party? Lisa L. : Dorothy? I'll give her a five. Jenny M. : There's a
Boyle on your butt. Kriya : There is this unspoken bond of chemistry. Tamara: How
many trips to Victoria's Secret and the Peabody will there be with A.K.? Sandy S.: Your
room on a good day is worse than the kitchen on a bad day. Erin: The office, the field,
the ski boat, what's next, an elevator? Gina: Is Jeff that hairy all over, is he like the
picture in the book? Laura B. : Never without a cig, a beer, and a Sig Ep. Rosebud:"Glad
you found it, after losing it" A.B. "Psyched to see Maura you." Morgan: You Only Better.
Chrissy:What's next Miss America. . .Playboy? Tasha:Um. . . What?! Tashie our crunchy
little deadhead. Lauren: the Never Ending Story Subtle Scammer, chips and salsa-
chew with your mouth closed! Kristi F.: you shold try it -"69" Bev: Couldn't you have
"waded" till your first date?! Susan G: You really should enjoy it, it won't make you
RALF(PH) Melissa R.: Short skirts & lusts for the "RED WIGGLER" Mimi: "I've got
scams in low places"-Mckean. Larissa: alias Blanche DeVereaux- too many to recall.
Leigh: Over the bra, under the bra??? Deirdre: What does Robert Hartley really pay
you for? Kari: "Dave Dreams" P.T.O., Forgot to scuff the shoes Hammer Time. Anne:
ATL, Chi-0 laundry room, chronic halitosis. Rachel C: Hickey- don't you wish you had
one? Sarah: The Gardner, the Baker. Diane: You thought you were the queen of the
Castle til you came home with a Hickey... too bad you couldn't find your car. Carolyn:
Make up your mind babes-Reid, Pete. Natalie: We know you miss Dave Collis, but he's
attached to an elder Chi-O. Gretchen: Pledge Sat? You really loved to share those
clothes in College- keep it in the family! Maria: We know you're really Jonesing for
Jonesy! Tymi: Bet you had a "RIP" roaring time at Sig Ep. Amanda: Garanimal- it's
time...lose it. Ruthie: you
can do ANYTHING on the
hood of a Honda! Lisa M.:
Gas X, Sunsweet and next
year's retreat Kristina M.:
Moo HOME!!! Amy:
Drama Queen- What's your
real hair color? Rachel L.:
By the way, Pucca Beads
went out in the '70's. Kelso:
The nerd in yellow shoes.
Cassie: Dolphins by the
light of the moon!!! Hos:
Did you learn the disap-
pearing act in France?
Susan N. : SPF 25 For
Faces Only. Milette: Nine
Inch Nails and a stocked
drug store all hours of the
day. Kristen L. : Satan's
Sister capture the moment.
Kim: Let the "Crow" fly.
Eleanor: Will you still
wear white at your wedding? Lynne K. : "Skip -idi-do-da." Jilli: Chew the "Meat" down
to the bone. Jill S.: Brown nose, green thumb. Jen M. : Once she lost the ring, she
started to swing. Stacey: How was VA? Marianne:Who was that bandanna boy in
Pamplona? Lynne S. : "Glowing" on the Disco and bleaching your skirt.
To Our Awesome Pledges: You Got The Right One, Baby ! !
Chi Omega


1990-91 was another banner year for the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon. Hedonism was once
again the focus, and the high life was to be found behind the red door.
Manson-Steve's a killer.. Steve's a mess. Popeye-Everywhere that mary went, Liebel was sure to
go. Sandman-Hello there boys.. I was soo wasted. Willie-You're lucky I'm only mean when I 'm drunk..or
sober. Atchmo-The little drummer boy and head B-keeper. Red Cutlet-Oh Waah! Get offthe phone,
we're got a game to play. Tullis- Jax, AMEX, XX Small. No, we don't need any insurance. Hix-
Pregame..Solid 4-year highlight film-score doesn't reflect how well you played. Rilo-Rilo- Somebody
help me, I;m getting wet. That doesn't suck for me, that's great for me. Sprlinters-I'm just a poor old
senior trying to get drunk. What time's brain surgery? Goldilocks- Bump, Set, Spike. When are we
going to party? Thad- Killed in Saudi by his own troops. Coach-Hasta la vista, baby..free food and booze.
Gerald Gumbyhands- The legend of Freenbeard..Colonel Sanders would be very disappointed. The
Younger-Ifyou get to know him, you'll really like him a lot. Hello in there, Mike. Griggree-Did we vote
on this? I'm laughing, but I'm really angry. Chad-$400 social dues + $60 weekly kegger + Fake I.D.=
Sig-Ep's non-alcoholic drunk. Miles- Always Grateful, never Dead. Tagg-Storytime's overrated,
Claven. Longshot-Lowest stroke average on the LPGA. D-Dock-Steve's brother goes to Rollins?
Preaus-Sprowse, Prowse, Prowse, oh be jeesus, Sprowse,..What did you break this time? Joe College-
Quit playing with your snake. Frank-Quit playing with Shawn's snake. P.W- Why am I such a nic fit?
I am not just a nit wit. Chucky-Look what the cat dragged in.. I don't have any bad habitats. Box-The
closest 's bigger than Delware. .self-praise is no praise. Lachlan-You got any iced tea, Stacy? Brownie-
What do we got here? Who's drinking vino? Bunkycued Needlesalmon-It's storytime..Vitamin A and
pins. Hex-Sorry I have plans
Friday. .and Saturday. .and
Sunday. .and 1992. Schwartz-
Cincinatti, Skyline Chili,
Isreal, and WPRK. Whatever.
Alf-Our Anti-social chairman.
My, what a furry backside.
Vlasic-This is Spinal Tap.
Lars-Jane's Addition. .Show
me a card tick. Stepileptic-
Brain Dead. .Called us
names. .very creative hair
game. Colby-Isn't a casualty
worse than death? Canatee-
Don't let your brain forget to
tell you to breathe. Billy
Hawk- It's slammer time. Vir-
tue, dilligence, and broken
bones. Curtis-Drippy
slits..Saturday Night's Alright
for Fighting. Dana-If you're
got the time, we've got the beer.
Kelbo-9 bangers, 2 bells, 12 beers, 8 bones, 732 brain cells. Dijon-ROCin' down the highway. Benji-
Gorilla Monsoon. If the South woulda won.. Fry Guy-An athlete and a gentleman..You're not fooling
anybody. McSkirt-Slid into the house, skied out ofcontention, snuk outa here. You are missed. Wilbur-
Living with the Younger puts another Sig-Ep in the hospital. Woody-Gosh, he's cute. Is he in politics?
Special Thanks to: Harry and Sig-Ep Laper, Frat Boys on Vitamins, The Pit, and the road trips.
Special No-Thanks to: McKean Basement, Goose-eggs, and Dry rush.
MIA-Diz, Boeck, and Bruiser. Love Ya Boys.
To the boys of January 1991: Keep the tradition alive- Big Brother is watching.
Sigma Phi Epsilon


The seniors ofKKG want to say goodbye to our special friends. Remember we love you- it's all in fun-
Susan D: A shotgun for black cats, a life without Todd's and a higher tolerance. Lisa G: An address book
to alphabetize your David's. Ann Louise: Finally found the G-spot! Stephanie H.: Brain cells, a frequent
flyer plan. Debbie J.: After Choates' boat capsized, the party began. Kathy K: A love shack room with
a height requirement. Amy M.: A toast to her two favorite comics: Dennis the Menace and Amos & Andy.
Jen M.: Walking down the Lane in Miguel's P.J.'s. Valerie: After being bored with the roommates she
found comfort in her Leigh Jeans while enjoying late nights at the Meadow Motel in her kissing bandit
disguise. Debbie R.: A map of Florida so you don't get lost. Tiffany: A semester of shadiness,and an
unlimited supply of B.C. pills. Page : a published book on how to kick a guy out of your room. Merritt
: A $100,000 credit limit, a one way ticket ot California. Marnie.: A life as a Phi Delt woman who is swept
off her feet from her balcony. Wesley: Life as a Banker gave you bad vibes so you went for a second time
around with TV. Christine B.: We leave you a four legged pair ofjeans to fit you and your other half. Carla
: a little time to fit in all ofyour activites. Nina: At sea for six months, Nina was the content Kappa girl,
not until she came back did she up-Chucks. Cynthia C. : Last seen drinking aTom Collin's, dreaming about
the Santiago Bay while trying to walk through Landmines. Winston, A.K.A. Stoner: We will you many
green harvests. Allison: She came out of her shell and went to visit the Old Kappa house one pledge
Saturday. Cara: Christmas Eve on the S.S. Kappa looking very Chipper. Riki: We will you peace, love,
and flower power. Emily F. : Trying to dig as many Burrows so you can get into the McGinnis Book ofWorld
Records. Mimi: You deserve the most wonderful guy in the world and a Myers on the Rocks to kick the
AA habit. Cecilia: Better at balancing the books than your love life. Tiffa: After getting rid ofthe Stanley
tool; you were Farrelly shady. Suzanne G.: Robbing the Cradle; late night fire alarms. Colby: To the
President ofthe Five Alive Club, let's not be so sneaky. Sara: Drives like a maniac and stone sober no less.
Jen H. : Your boyfriend came to town but that turned out to be the Pitts. Amy K. : A Martini & Rossi spiked
with Gillen's Gin. Claudia: May 1-800-want-pot never be disconnected. Hillary A.K.A. "the other
woman": A life time filofax to make sure nothing falls out of place. Pam O.: We will you an unlimited
account to Rose Clothes. Lauren: Jones-ing for Crowe's. Get "Sioked". Lindsay: After eating Berger &
Fries you took a stroll down memory Lane. Jen P.: We hear you enjoy going down under. Jen R.: Don't
slack off; there's always love in an elevator. M-C R: Her first year surrounded by a bed of roses without
the thorns ofCM.: Cathy
S.: Chips& Dips by the
pool- side at the KeyWester
wearing a KA shirt.
Serena S.: Drinking JD
w/Bangles on her wrists,
eating a Big Sugar Daddy.
Sally: Lots of luck with
your new found freedom
and the best room on cam-
pus. Marianne: You fi-
nally got the Phi Delts out
of your system. Wendy
W.: A composite for you-
Pal- to learn your sisters names. Vandy: Erasable markers for all your victim. Betsy: A one way ticket
to Colorado. Kathy C . : A sound prooflove shack. Ann H: A big diary with a sturdy lock to keep your untold
secrets-too bad we have the Key! Lee:A sober night out, may your life be sweet and Lowe. Lizzie: No more
hospital visits. Lisa L.: Alife of shadiness while singing on a Microphone. Jennie: A valuim, a safe ride
to your next Phi-Delt formal. Christy M.: A lifetime supply of sun block. Clara:not so proper southern
belle. Christina M.: your own green crop on Gillan's Island. Marli:A year without housing review. Lala:
Have you had your V-milk today? Peggy: After you untied the Knott she opened a restaurant with the
Bangles serving Trys of Practical bloops and Blundins. Dayna: A hell week without a triathalon to train
for. Kristen S.: We hope some day you'll be able to "let your hair down" at Kappa! —Keep the bonds just
as tight! We'll miss you all and remember: Give us Whiskey, Gin, or Rye- we'll be Kappa's till we die!
Kappa Kappa Gamma


Greetings I bid you from the halls of Psi,
You will read many things that may catch your eye.
It was a good year for the Brother s you see,
Usually, we have our Christmas party for free.
For the Yearbook this year some things will change,
In less than one sentence we'll prove we're deranged.
So onward we go, and one thing to remember,
We are not arrogant, we are just better.
Meat- Best body on campus. Max- "I'm better looking now than I've ever been." Hassold- Kim left
and Bill arrived. Savage- Still screwing us. Schmarty- "What! Bah, Bah, Buff." Forbes- Would have
more dunks than Michael Jordan if pigs counted too! Lifetime Hooter Achievement Award. North-
Jimmy Buffet on Rocky Top Mountain. Brooky- Still smiling. Sutton- "Wendy is purely platonic, dude."
Obes- Four years and still baconless. Odie- Orson Wells loves Erin. Cliff- "I'll split your Bluegrass
Brain." Ralf- "Where were you?" Brandon- Too bad Disco is out. Foley- Pet peeves: You! BigAl- 1 refuse
not to party hard. Little Al- Stud? Mader- Lifetime Sponge Achievement Award. Rich- Still on the road
from Miami. Brocket- Pig Pen personified. Nails- Redneck Country hick. Chayez- Hit the ball HARD,
just once. Cerere- Sleepy. Stork- Rock on dude. Fatty- "Whoo!" Kandell- The Candy Man can. Jorge-
Learn the language! Hart- Idiot. Riva- You can do the alphabet with your what!? Nads- Fruity. Pyne-
Dude, Dude it's the Skylark. Lindsay- "Where's Obes?" Flipper- Crew Tard. Gilbert- Still combing
the high school. Kinkster Twins- They split Steve in half. Sweet Lou- Study much? Judd- Mookie.
Robert "The Swine" Laureano! - "Chicks dig me," wind tunnel tested hairdoo. Shady- Maladjusted.
Seed- The Foz Raped Saddam. Dixie- The most K.A. Chi Psi. Wolfy- Two is not enough! ! Neil- Crabby
Zelkin. Goluf- Digs any and all chicks.
Our Pledges- You'll have to wait until next year neophytes!
Chi Psi


Liz "Breaking up is hard to do" Warthen- a daily "Walsh" and an appearance on Oprah so
you only have to tell your troubles once to let the whole world know. Elizabeth "Groove is in the
heart" Tigett- a spare pair ofundies so you'll never have to go without and a "Frizz" -bee ride. Jeaux
"Hair" Brown- a step ladder to reach your boyfriend and a lead in the theatre. Allison "Love the
one you're with" Meechum- When Jay's away the KAT will play; when you're home alone, slip
into your PJs. Dannie'The best is yet to come" Blalock- Wheneveryou think ofdating a Gardner,
remember this, the soil is mainly made of B.S. Ryan "After midnight" Rose- We leave you the
Theta presidency and a husband. Lisa "Rapmaster" Senavinin- 102JAMZ and a stick ofdynamite
to throw out your window at the next person who rings the doorbell. Becky "Long distance love
affair" Wright- Free tickets to go see Dennis and a buddy for your birdy. Amy "Whenever I see
your smiling face" Desvernine- Time to come hang out at Theta more! Tarita "50 ways to leave
your lover" Virtue- We leave you lots ofmen to just look at! Sole "Blister in the sun" Quijada-
We leave you lots of warm days in the sun at the courtyard. Kristen "I see your true colors"
Humann- A broom to sweep away the skeletons in your closet. April "Shake your groove thing"
Walters- A strobe light and another "Paige Boy." Courtney "I write the songs" Smith- We leave
you a key to Theta and a little fun. Kelly "Take me out to the Ball Game" Miller- We leave you
a little black book and a revolving door for all your crushes. Meredith "Looking for love in all
the wrong places" Ezrine- We leave you an invite to attend other Fraternity parties.
Kappa Alpha Theta


We, the brothers ofAlpha Tau Omega, wish to take this final opportunity to wish our graduating Seniors
good luck. As for these returning brothers, we look forward to continuing our tradition of excellence.
Vic A.: "Wangustia"...gets a wife and lost his directions to the house. Scott A.: "C.T" Still Wanna be
President? Frank B.: If it's blowing, he ain't show'in. meetings at 7:00 p.m. bring J.P. Pete B.: Jessupa,
the Master of Sedution. Andrew B.: Meet ya at the Gas-n-sip. MattB.: How old do you want to be? Jay
C: "I motion to adjourn." "Heads up, looks sharp." Bill C: Remember us from Hollywood, Doc! AlexD.:
Meatballs and Matrimony, the tank rolls on. Red D.: Listen up. ..it's a long year in a tough job. What a
Sacrifize for the group. Floyd F.: "Sire" "Pinchy" If I tell ya, I'll have to kill you. Dave F.: "Tex" Wac want
to be. Scott G.: "Dr. B." How
G.: women are like his credit
chick- new car. Jared G.: he
Dave H.: "I'd rather do the
the Lone Riders Club. Derek
award, the matter of Oratory,
and you get all the Luvin. "It's
Remember Charlie's Lobster
Jessupa? Alex J.: "Love God"
MikeK.: "Lumpy" Let's get
Walker" J.P Kelly: Remem-
"Belly" meetings at 7:00 p.m.,
Grahewk: "Cracker" Spring
Spring, it's a cycle. Todd L.:
Hooo-ah. Skip a meal. Paul
Smile, pretend you're happy.
"Sunshine" Stay Sharp!!
with the new wife? Eric M.:
friends. How's Cocoa and your
God...Enough Said. Lifewith-
Jason M.: "Max" Surfs up
not a crime. Carlos M.: "Los"
MalonM.: WORD Rob M.:
IROCS Kirk N.: Bortonis
here more often. Keep Shoot-
you're on fire. Jesse N.: 10
could play for G-town. Jon
ness, Cheese, Married. Chad
Were you ever going out with R.L.? You're Progessive
are the kids, Pop? Jeff
card-no limit. New
will lead us. . .to Wekiva.
painting" New Prez. of
H.: the Ugliest shot
Mike H.: You're Cool
inevitable." Derek H.:
House? How's
I can't, I think I'm sick.
Buh-wasted. "Sleep
ber to lock your door,
bring Frank,
after Fall, Fall after
"Smoker" Louuuuu!
L.: What is Dothan?
Robert M.: "Mase"
What's the shot clock
"Toast" We're just
neck? Scott M.:
outDrago. What to do?
and Skateboarding is
Nice doo you wimp!
"Rob Base" Yum Yum
Syndrome, Keep Jerry
ing and Flapping,
minutes= 5 fouls you
O.: "Klecko" Bitter-
P.: "Chief Pretty Boy.
Chris R.: Who? I think he's at 7-11 getting a Big
Gulp. David R.: The Round Man. HeyBUDdy. Steve R.: Been to Hooters lately? Stick w/N.B. GregR.:
"Roo" Wanna bet? Can't wait to see Larry in the Old Timers game next year. Paul S.: Keep it up, you'll
getyours—maybe. Fred S.: "Fresh" BBOC-Best Body on campus. Jordan S.: "Hair Jordan" Abbaaa...yeah,
did lots. Sam S.: would you like our drumsticks? How 'bout these lady Tars. Dead Wood and Lame Duck.
Chris S.: "Smitty" Shoeless Coach. What a Chiste. Good luck with M.U. Tood T. Heavy T. Monster-Man.
Backwards A
_ _, Country _ _ c _, Derek T. "Thurka" Beverly Hills and the Hill Billy. Josh V. Wake up!
"You're and Idiot", Get Out! John W. Are we invited to the wedding? No beard, keep building, Go Red! Matt
Z. "What are we voting on? Luv that Dominos guy.
Alpha Tau Omega
photo Robert Hartley
ATQ


Ames- Slammin Foster in the Love Shack. Poet- Patrick tamed the kitty from hell. Deb "Pump-
kin"- Slams more than tequilla in Key West. Jen J.- Traenklezing on the beach. Chrispy- Desperately
seeking the little Phi Delt. St. Kashleen- What do you beleive the walls or me? Krazy Kraut- Georgia
on my mind. Jen "Sak"- He Bangled your brain, but you didn't get your Phi. Sandy- How did Al get his
nickname? Staley- Sybil get the broom. Heather- Taking a ride in a Hansen cab. Kim- Just how sturdy
is that loft? Jill "Czar"- Madame Katherine's on a mission. Laura Lisa- Likes to disco in her Jerusalem
cruisers. Priscilla- How is Grapefruit Head? Thira- I'm not passed out, I'm just a late night person.
Shelia- Fletch lives. Michelle- She got her Phil. Anita- What are the penalties for a felony? Scarlett-
Dirty Dancing with Dennis. Miki- Doesn't drink beer, but funnels Malibu. Curran- The ghost of Rollins
past came in the Nick oftime. Jess- Feeling hot, hot, hot. Trish- Spin cycle. Tami- Bubbalou's Bodacious
BBQ. Ashley- Slashing down the slopes. Lorrie- She's done more than Down Under. ML- 1 don't hate
cops, I feel better when they're not around. Mickey- Do the Bartman. Kara- Smoking is more addictive
with Oneila. Mel- "Bandit" There's not a rubber tree plant in front of 7-11. Heather- Barbados isn't the
only Sandy place. Wendy- What will you do for $100? Anne- A trisket, a tasket, a big green basket. Sally
"Zoner"- He builds more than lofts for NCM. Deanna- Sings Happy Birthday the right way. Denise-
Can be found under a R.O.C. Alice- Does he really climb the wall? Suzanne- P-wheelchair. Susie- Suzie
Won Ton. Angela- RAPpin' with a surfer.
Non Compis Mentis
NCM


The Rollins Outdoor Club is an active school organization whose purpose is to broaden
ecological and community awareness among Rollins students, faculty and staff.
Our group's goal is to increase awareness of the environment and our impact on the
environment. Our members learn and fine-tune outdoor skills and become more aware of thier
natural surroundings. R.O.C. enhances student's social, intellectual and personal growth by
bringing together people with different values, interests and ideas under a common pursuit.
Lyman Lodge, the R.O.C house, is a central place where the organization's activities may be
discussed, developed, and carried out. The R.O.C. house serves as a symbol for the Rollins
community for activity in and concern for the environment.
We believe that our goals are reached by sponsoring a variety of activities including
cleanups of Florida beaches, rivers and parks. We also sponsor educational lectures, films, and
courses which we feel to be of importance during outdoor activity. We especially enjoy planning
trips of all sorts including camping, white water rafting, scuba diving, canoeing, biking, hiking,
rock climbing, snow skiing, surfing, sky diving, and many others. Through these excursions into
the outdoors, we hope to promote apprecieation for the outdoors while establishing a relaxed
atmosphere within which people cxan learn about themselves and others.
R.O.C.'s all-campus trips promote individual respect and self esteem by providing the
challenge of the outdoors, thereby bringing out people's strengths and weaknesses. R.O.C. tries
to help people realize this so that they can accept and respect themselves and others for what they
have to offer.
Rollins Outdoors Club
ROC


Hatfield- stable loft, appearance on Sanford, R.P.'s video collection, a frat that knows you, shoe polish
Hillen Meyer- a prayer, some balls that aren't blue, a date with Roger's girlfriend, Frito Lays in the sac and
a bottle ofMabers Ladwig- a frat that wishes they did bone him, aluminum balls, thank you note from Altaba,
number to Upjohn, hair implants Levin- Auden, the bread that rises, fashion consultant, slim fast ,
circumcision, high five, nose job, cure to Rick Southwick's disease, stress pills, ticket to south port, legit frat
voting Lowe- a hanky, real football team, a compliment, comeback to Chuck-Collin, fall atire, day without
whining, a ticket to the Gene Ramsey school of sports, friend other thaan Lee, a ladder ffor his loft, a
lightweight bout with Toons.
Mayo- loose the necklace, a year's supply of
cheez wiz, fuzzy dice for his car, back stage passes
to the Vanilla Ice concert, car that goes boom, a
girlfriend who has hasn't seen all ofPhi Delt Noble-
Dave's girlfriend, a right hook, empty Sandspur
with Dave and 15 rounds, speech impediment per-
sonality Altaba- nothing, a green cafd, better
future, different older brother, jeep doors, English
dictionary, La Bamba video Bedell- control, 2 good
eyes, the better twin, zipper for mouth Boudreau-
haircut, another friend, a date with Big Daddy
Brown- elevator shoes, crash helmet, new jeep,
Bob Tate growth ointment, date with Rotz
Devenne- boxing gloves, bid to Chi Psi, ticket to
Bugle Boys, new roomate Doering- personality,
lifetime slim fast, stitches for marks, rice cakes and
an editor Evans- a real girlfriend, tolerance, date
with McGyver, Bottle ofKY Jelly, more blond butt
hair, bid to TKE Fernandez-bolts for his neck,
Darwin for heritage, a fiesta he will like Marshall-
a salad bowl, date with Alfalfa, girlfriend who can
spell loyalty, backbone tan Reed- Bobby McFerran
Album, twig to hide behind and some deodorant
Roberts- an I.D. , a date Dave's girlfriend, poster of
Larry, map to tennis courts, set of Ginsu knives, a
Dennis Rosa doll, relationship Robliotti- Privacy
with Tracy, last name, a Kitt Katt, poster ofNelson,
centerfold in High Times Sherrill- an interview with Abe, a chapel loan, a watermelon, a sun bed visit
with F.J. & Rogers, a new tennis racket Soik- Nothing, absolutely nothing!!! Smith, Ben- a bond #, a
stair master, a toothpick and a square piece of jello Sullivan- D.J.'s acne, an apartment with Mark
Freeman, steroids, Sam Warwick, a piece of Ass Taylor- a watermelon, 10 gallon hat, some power and
the couch, Carla, a night with Litha, Mr. Brown's tie, EBONY and. . . a BUZZ Thompson- Kleenex, a
G.P.A., more ex-girlfriends like Rossin, some real soccer talent Toti- another good friend like Cippulo, 3
free lessons at Y.K. Kim's House of Karate Walsh- our feelings of brotherhood, as if that's not enough, a
friend or someone who just likes him, some class Wilson- a trip to Vegas with Pete Rose, a date, a wig and
a spot on Dance America Toons- platform shoes, a kiss from his roomate, a real nationality.
Phi Delta Theta


Amy- 1 can't be there, then!! Jody- Have you heard from the Frat, yet? Here's $15 for the Lion Deborah
never saw. Karen- What a heartbreaker! Do you need an address book for those SAEs? Lisa - "What a dips_
_
t! Oh my God- he has such an awesome body!" Dawn - "I have a story . ." Get a Volvo with dual brakes.
Holly- A collection of sixe zero suits to sell at Suzie's Kiki - I'm not late . . .I'm on Kiki time. Suzanne - "I'm
so stressed out!" Lizette -"Hurry up, lets' eat!" Jennifer - "Well, that's wicked cool." Veronica- She may
be short, but she's got an attitude. Chrissy - Off. . .Off. . Off! Nury- Where's the little one? Marlene- "I can't,
I'm waiting for a phone call." Get a real man. Kristen - RUSH is a four letter word and we don't graze. Ilena
- Always P.M.S. Melin- Only people who are really sweet can eat sour lemons. Bridget- It is not good enough
to do your best, you must do what is required. Deanna- "I need a new one!" Janel- Ifyou fall on your face
don't despair, at least you are moving forward. Maria- A year's supply of muffins and a camera but "don't
take my picture." Debbie- An alarm clock without a "snooze" button, a blowdryer, ajar of penut butter, a
year's supply ofvegetarian sandwiches and a table ofyour on to dance on. Mary- "I need a diet Coke." Sheri-
A license for lifelong happiness, a key to the heart of the man of your dreams and dish washing detergent.
Wendy- "Shut up! I can drive great!" Valerie-A year's supply ofBaby GAP clothes. Juliette-A big ZOOBIE,
beer, ciggys and condoms! Lana- Why be normal?
Phi Mu. A sacred word whose meaning can only truly be known by the sisters who hold her deep in their
hearts. Once a Phi Mu always a Phi Mu. We are sisters bound by love, honor, and truth. We lean on eachother
in times ofjoy. This, and the great parties we throw, are what memories are made of! Phi Mu says live life
to the fullest and have faith in yourself . . .for you live your life for yourself not for others!
Phi Mu


Founded in 1929 by Dr. Hugh F. McKean, the X-Club is the oldest fraternity at Rollins and the
oldest local fraternity in the nation. We are a small, close knit organization, respectfully known as
Rollins' most social fraternal organization and actively involved in all aspects of Rollins life. The Club
continues to maintain its tradition of close friends and Hell Times.
Flanny Pop- Matty, you worked the presidential rap almost as well as fat Wubba . Dave "Bear"
Helmers- the monkeys have assumed control . Billy "Kind" Budd- The short hair and community
service didn't fool us ( or the ladies ) . Potter- Great guitarist, even better hypochondriac. Dennis- shady,
drunk and stupid is no way to go through life. What color are your eyes? Brad- Big'un, didn't you used
to go to Rollins? Amos- Wants to split the family fortune with Court . . . sorry Meredith. Blundin-
Leaving to have the couch surgically removed from his ass. Landres- He does walk the walk, but God
does he talk the talk. Brodie- first man in recorded history to make a dirty bar of soap. Courtland-
Follows in the Boyle tradition, for better or worse. Vogel- The only thing you can turn on is a computer.
Brit- Cut off at sea, you sexist alcoholic! Giles- leading by example from Day One. Tillou- the Foulest
Clubber, can we use your stereo? Brando- moving into the Doghouse with Chuck next year. Snachez-
Chairman ofthe Theta pledge class Welcoming Committee. Farrelly- Twinkles prances through France.
(Have a Gutsch time?) Lambros- NCM wanna-be heads for the Far East (after a quick stop at
Jimerson's) Derek- Mr. Mojo Risin' goes West- SCHMEEK. Crusty Tom- how much Moore can this
go on? Andrew (Cotton Top)-
No Cups? No Ice? No Keg? No Car?
No ID? No Rap? What's the deal
Panda? Marshall- Makes a high-
risk Capitol venture. Brooks B.-
Kisses, Hurry back from Valencia.
Jake- Cub evolving into a real
Bear (1-900- H-SUSAN) Tonra-
Skyscraper Clubber crumbles
when Furman beckons. Gunnar-
Physically in FL, mentally in parts
unknown. Trevor- Captain trips,
our theatre major- hell poems.
Sketch- Sports the new look after
Spring Break- NICE. Matt- Only
puts it in the hole on the links.
Leigh- black is the best color car.
Brooks R.- Hopefully Bermuda
and Club Juana is all you have in
common with James. Gilliland-
Hillbilly squad, Club marathon man. Dan- Vegas, Dan Tana, another Club hick. Miguel- nice new
car, now all you need is a license. Fran- Italian stallion, or a quiet type? Lane- Leaps gracefully out
ofStudent Center and right onto Squirell's seconds. Morgan- we know a place where you can get cheap
CDs Pacifies- next Academic Advisor?
Special Thanks- Hugh McKean, Scott Witherell, James B. Beam, Feroz, Sailor Bill, Campus
Safety, Late Nite Partiers, Hellgirls (you know who you are), Local and long distance alumni, the
Functions, and Jerry and the Boys for the visit.
Special No Thanks- Rollins Thought Police, Beans, hurtin' Delts, brown nose ATO's, jarhead Chi
Psi's, schmeek TKE's and everyone else lacking a sense of humor.
X - Club


Pinehurst is a community that promotes that awareness and tolerance ofthe many different social
and political views on campus. Through its activities and the examples set by its members, Pinehurst
seeks to break down social, cultural and political barriers and bring about an understanding ofdiverse
points ofview. The group sponsors programs on topics that are not normally covered in the classroom
as well as social events such as their annual party, "The Mighty Pinecone". Some ofthe programs and
events presented by Pinehurst during the 1990-91 academics year include a luncheon with the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity in honor of our housekeeper, Loretta, an open discussion of the Liberation
political party, a new faculty and staffreception, a dessert social with the Chi Omega sorority, showings
of various multicultural films including "Cyrrano de Bergerac" and "Long Time Companion", and
international poetry reading, a discussion oflife in a community, an open forum about Free Speech and
Human Rights, a letter-writing sessions to the troops in the Middle East, and many others.
Pinehurst


Spain Kuwait Puerto Rico Houduras Belgium
France Cuba Jamaica Aruba Norway Canada
Brazil Guatemala Austria British Virgin Islands
Germany South Africa Yugoslavia New Zealand
The living community of ISO encourages constant reflection and acceptance of cultural
diversity. We sponsor many dinners, parties and events at which American students may
learn and under-
stand more about
their international
classmates.
Through cultural
and social activities
the Rollins commu-
nity is enriched by
these broadened
prospectives. The
International Stu-
dent Organization
opens its doors to
any member of the
Rollins community
with an interest in
foreign language,
politics, business, or
just plain curiosity.
Besides building a
common bond for
the many interna-
tional students at
Rollins, our purpose is bridge the gap of misunderstnadings which oftne accompany cultural
differences.
I M
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Spain Kuwait Puerto Rico Houduras Belgium
France Cuba Jamaica Aruba Norway Canada
Brazil Guatemala Austria British Virgin Islands
Germany South Africa Yugoslavia New Zealand
International Student Organization


Greenhouse is a fellowship of human beings who share a
common respect and concern for the future of our planet and all
of its inhabitants. Realizing the urgency ofour message, we seek
to cultivate the simple values of: personal and social
respoonsibility, non-violence, respect for diversity, global
awareness, and ecological wisdom; all in an effort to develop a
boundless ethic that includes all living things.
Greenhouse
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Underclass
Freshmen
Jeffrey Abar
Mariemma Altieri
Amy Anderson
Michelle Anderson
Christina Apathy
Nathan Baxter
Eric Beall
Joseph Beck
Dominique Behrens
Greg Binney
Noelle Bither
Chris Blake
Daniel Blake
Louise Bodack
Beth Boiling
Reid Boren
Brian Bothe
Ricky Briggs
Mark Brown
Joseph Caputo
Nestor Carabajal
Vanessa Carroll
Trevor Clendenin
Rocky Contreras
Elizabeth Cook
Jon Covin
John Curtis
Todd Davenport
Cydney Davis
Paul Davis
Carlos Dayao
Alicia Deeny
Veronica De La Torre
Christina Dettore
Chata Dickson
Peter Diller
Tami Dimoond
Abby Drosdzal
Audrey Duke
Lisa Edson
Katie Edwards
Liddy Ehle
George El Rahi
Monique Elias De Mari
Emily Emerson
Amy Eslick
Jennie Espada
Erin Fitch
William Foy, Jr.
Anne Francis
Monique Frumberg
Stacey Garfunkel
Kevin Garrison
Christopher Gilbert
Lisa Goldberg
Elizabeth Goldhirsh
Julian Gonzalez
Joe Gragnano
Robert Guillem
Maribel Gutierrez
Alice Hardee
Diane Hathaway
Sonja Hawkins
Dan Hazlett
Jonathan Heckscher
Romy Heffner
Grace Hernandez
Geoffrey Higgins
Kenneth Hildebrandt
Andrew Hill
Tara Hively
Carolyn Hodges
Christine Holden
Nancy Hollingsworth
Robert Holly
Erica Hughes
Peter Hyde
Jeannie Infante
Jennifer Janette
Suzanne Jarrett
Autry Jasper
Paige Jensen
Kerrie Johnson
Jane Johnston
Lara Jones
Gita Joshi
Charmaine Josiah
Lisbeth Kahn
Elaine Kelpien
Cameron Kennedy
Sarah Keth
Daniel Kimmel
Marc Klein
Heather Klinger
Sean Klotzbach
Nicole Korn
F
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Heather Kucklick
Craig Kyle
Richard Lacle
Amir Ladan
Judd Lando
Liz Lambert
Nury Lavandier
Donald Leblond
Carina Leeson
Miguel Lewis
Allan Livesely
Paola Lopez
Allison Ludwig
Robbianne Mackin
John Mahoney
Stacey Margules
Amy Marin ari
Amanda Mathews
Christopher Mc Clain
Jennifer Mc Cormack
William Mc Gee
Matt Mc Gowan
John Mc Guire
Rylie Mc Ham
Orlando Mendoza
Jason Miller
Alicia Mindel
Anne Moe
Jennifer Mohrmann
Lisa Moody
Kelly Moriarty
Dawn Morris
Jeffrey Morris
Mellisa Mulligan
Thuytran Nguyen
Van Nguyen
Suzanne Nicolosi
Walter Niebling
H. Todd Norman
Patrick O'Donnell
Mei-Lan Ou
Nicholas Panagakis
Amanda Patten
Giannotto Penati
Tracy Perkins
Gavin Phipps
Carol Picton
Ryan Pilla
Paul Plante, Jr.
Lara Poveromo
Melanie Powell
Christopher Prancl
Shelly Pyfrom
Kelly Reilly
Ginger Reoch
Amy Reynolds
Penelope Richey
Richard Rifkin
Valerie Rihm
Brandon Rippeon
Michelle Roberts
La Shalonda Robinson
Scott Rogers
Linda Roman
John Rosquist
Darren Rothchild
Kirk Rudolph
Chip Rupured
Pascale Salomon
Ryan Saniuk
Maria Sciarretta
Robert Selton
Tania Sebastian
Melissa Shaheen
Patrick Shanley
Carrie Shineman
Solomon Siegel
Aliza Silver
Douglas Sinclair
Rob Sivitilli
Gayna Skidmore
Heather Smiley
Danielle Smith
Melissa Smith
Wayne Sorrell
Kara Spofford
David Stegmiller
Kevin Swanson
Heather Sward
Felix Tejada
Erin Thomas
Patrick Thomas
Javier Tirado
Lori Tregoning
Carrie Tucker
Adriana Valdes
Dynelle Viosca
Daniel Voccia
Pierre Vogelbacher
Tim Waisanen
Angela Walker
Jennifer Wamhoff
Carolyn Waterhouse
Kristina Wegman
Erica Wells
Amanda Whetsell
Nicole White
Grayson Wilds
1.
Sarah Wiley
Lesley Ann Williams
Rebecca Wilson
Tracy Wilson
Christopher Witherell
Jon Wood
Will Wright
Joshua Wulkan
iA!
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Jeff Yochum
Patricia Young
David Zeller
Sophomores
Michaela Ablon
Lou Addesso
Ginger Albers
Darrell Alfieri
Erich Altaba
Denise Anaskevich
Marina Aviles
Meredith Beard
Michelle Beck
Riccinni Beloso
Paul Betzold
Sandy Bitman
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Dana Blanchard
Denise Bloom
Christine Bois
Caroline Bone
Laura Brainard
Carleton Breneman
Chris Brown
Chad Brown
Lachlan Brown
Ginger Bryant
Matt Bunting
Marcia Castro
Cheryl Carter
Scott Coarsey
Francesca Corbly
Alejandro Cubina
Jeffrey Davis
Roderick Davidson
Christopher De John
Walter De Venne
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Ab Dear
Jeffry Derose
Tamera Dew
Jessica Dixon
Kristi Dodd
Tori Doney
Tamara Duffy
Lori Dunlop
Carolyn Espasas
David Faris
Gretchen Fernandez
Troy Fisher
Maria Fishman
Donn Flipse
Joy Fosdick
Christine Fournier
Patricia Hall
Ryan Hanna
John Hart
Hugh Hawkins
Nicole Hollett
Lisa Holt
Nan Huber
Derek Huey
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Amanda Jacobson
Colby Jensen
Brian Johnson
Deborah Johnson
Kasshia Jones
Michael Kell
Bridget Keller
Lee Kellogg
James Kelly
Tarry Kelly
Jeffrey Kline
Glenn Kroll
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Fae La Chance
Nicole La Mothe
Andrea Latina
April Lawrence
Andrew Lowe
Chris Mande
Laura Mann
Catherine Maresi
Catie Marsh
Maria Martinez
Jason Maxwell
Don McKinney
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David Melchione
Doug Melini
David Michail
Graham Michener
Lisa Miller
Donna Mollis
John Mongiovi
Robert Morris
4ti
Sean Morton
Vincent Mortreux
Dan Nadeau
Kirk Nalley
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Rebecca Nannen
Shanti Nigam
Dung Nguyen
Marlene O'Brien
Ellen O'Day
Monica Oring
Edward Ostervold
Debbie Pappas
Kari Pappas
Mary Pelham
Jorge Perez
Marshall Phillips
Chad Phipps
Karen Pierce
Dennis Plane
Amy Price
Derek Pyne
Carolyn Quetel
Jennifer Reicher
Christina Renes
Kenneth Rhea
Christopher Rizzolo
Melissa Roder
Ryan Rose
Paul Saenz
Julie Scar
Andrew Schwartz
David Shepard
Bart Simpson
Jordan Snider
Drew Stephen
Juan Sole
Monica Swanson
Douglas Thompson
Ruthie Thompson
Derek Thurston
Kelly Tompkins
Rachel Trevison
Jennifer Tufford
Derek Van Vliet
Paul Vlasic
Usha Walizer
Dal Walton
Robert Washic
Milette Webber
Jo Wellman
Stacey Whiteley
C. Haynes Willson
David Wolf
Dana Wolfe
Pete Wood
Demetrios Xenakis
Wendy Yonfa
Neil Zelkin
Paul Zies
Juniors
Deborah Aponte
Jonathon Asher
Tamara Arnold
B.T. Amick
Keith Baumm
Peter Beaudette
Elizabeth Benedict
Alex Bichel
Kirby Binder
Andrew Blackmon
Peter Bok
Valerie Bonehill
Carla Borsol
Kendra Brill
Jason Brown
Richard Bullwinkle
J. Todd Caldwell
Morgen Cesarano
Amy Chinnery
Shawn College
Karin Cordes
Laura Cross
Cara Crowley
Melinda Crowley
Michael Cushing
Pete D' Angelo
Alexander Dank
Robin Davis
Ward Deklyn
Dee Dee Dennington
Scotty Demyer
David Di Giacomo
Jason Dimitris
Shelly Drakes
John Dukes
David Edgell
Danielle Farese
Jose Fernandez, Jr.
Kristi Forrester
Kathryn Fuller
Chan Ta Galloway
Patrice Games
John Gettel
Jennifer Goblisch
Jared Greisman
Cecilia Green
Michael Gregory
Lisa Handojo
Brooks Hatfield
Frank Hernandez
Michael Hernandez
Jennifer Hosford
Kelly Hutchinson
Bill Jacobs
Alex Johnston
Leslie Sue Jones
ftp* 4C~f W'^
Steven Kalman
Stephen Kandell
James Kelly
Karen Kleich
Lynn Koletic
Amy Kreider
Douglas Kriska
Jennifer Lam
Rachel Landreth
Lisa Landrum
Kari Larsen
Kriya Lendzion
f -
f
Paul Lennicx
Lise Levy
Mona Lewis
Kristen Lightner
Tamara Lilienthal
Christopher Mader
William Marshall
<4- - « Danny Martinez
Jody Mc Manus
Shannon Mc Nally
Malon Meredith
Jennifer Miller
Jennifer Mook
Skipper Moran
Michelle Morgan
Devita Mosley
J. Krisztina Mueller
Lara Nesmith
Brenda Nichols ft t
Jesse Nickelson
Noell Nielsen
George Noble
Pamela Orthwein
•
A
Lance Ouellette
Lauren Payne
Rebbeca Peele
Barbra Povalski
David Preaus
Kristin Preble
Amy Ragg
Stacey Reed
Chuck Resha
Chad Richard
Wendy Richard
Felix Riera
Jasmin Rios
Michelle Rodriguez
ScarletteRooney
Andreas Rosendahl
I
Steven Rotz
Gregory Rounds
Blanca Ruiz
Maria Ruiz
Ty Saal
Sandy Sanders
Sandra Scandrett
Lynne Scott
Jonathan Sellman
Leigh Sigman
D. Drew Siok
Stella Skodnik
Kristen Sparks
Emily Speers
Caroline Strong
Jennifer Stults
Marianne Sturken
Richard Tagg
Kyle Turner
Melin Uhler
Hong Vu
Kelly Weidner
Kathy Warner
Brian White


CLASS Of 1991


Susan Brown Jaime Brujo Ouida Brumley Francesca Bruno

Jay Courtney William Cowart Anita Cream William Crow
Christy Cubertson Christopher Dann Tim Davis Phillip De Amezola
Nicole Escudero Brandon Eyerly Jennifer Falvey Brett Field


David Flanigan Douglas Ford Lauren Foss April Foster
Bowen Garrett Deborah Gerum Lisa Gilbertson Thira Goldfinger
Pedro Gonzalez Susana Gonzalez Catherine Gouge Maria Grant
Jeffrey Grasty
Christopher Hage
There is No Place Else
like Rollins because . . .
"Only Rollins would have a circus on a Thursday at 11:00 AM during
Winter Term. One of the Clowns told me that classes were cancelled
because of it . . .yeah, right." Lynn Koletic
"Only Rollins can experience Coach Boyd Coffee and his morning
baseball team workouts. " Keith Jones.
"Only at Rollins could the great bonds of friendship exist between the
Brothers of Chi Psi." Chris Allen.
"Only at Rollins could I lose my voice during the 'midnight screams' each
exam period." Estelle-Marie Montgomery.

Christopher Hawkins Thomas Haynes Mimi Herrington Gregory Hickey
Gina Paduano and Jeff Weidman photo Robert Hartley
It sucks to be single.
Why hasn't he called?
She's a bitch!
He sent me flowers.
She's hot!
It lasted a week.
This is really it.
Hooked-up, Scammed
Sponge Awards
I'll pick you up at 8:00.
My rooommate will be back.
I like you a lot.
Let's double date.
Let's not.
Where can I meet you later?
I don't like him for his money.
Ofcourse she has a personality.
I'm not ready for committment
Should we just be friends?
No.
What is your last name?
I'm broke.
Would you like to come over?
Let's just rent a movie.
I love you.
Will you marry me?
photo Patricia Wellman
Mindy Murley and David Reeves, Engaged January 1991
Jill Holsinger
Laura Housel
Leslie Hudson
Paul Hughes





Allyson Murley Christine Murno Christina Naeder Jason Needleman
Kevin Obarr Stephen O'Donnell Ann O'Neill Jonathan Oaks
Diane Palmer





Scott Leibel photo Jen Reicher
Fred Seymour Karen Silverstein Jill Slavens Scott Smith

Lawrence Sutton
mm
Sean Sweeney
I felt most like a freshman when . .
.
"During registration in the
Field House there was a sign that said
'No Parents Beyond This Point,' I went
in by myself and felt completely lost and
on my own . "
Christy Look
"It was this year, when my
mother typed up my essays for graduate
school."
Tom Haynes.
"When I had to ask for directions
to Mills Lawn." April Foster.
"When I was stuck living by
myself in Rex Beach." Susan De
Franco
"I never really felt like a fresh-
man." Anne Lloyd
"When I would go to the pool
and the Frat parties." Mindy Murley
"When I'm asked questions like this
one, and can't think of an answer."
Steve Smith
Todd Tindall Charles Todd James Tullis Anne Vanderzee
Scott Van Houten Pieter Van Schaick Rick Varan Noel Villajuan
"When I first walked into Beans and
all of the upperclassmen were acting so
non-chalant and confident." Jill Mills
"When I went to Beans and did not
know where to sit or what to do." Jude
Alexander
"When I would try to go to Frat
parties and they would let all the freshman
girls in and none of the freshmen guys."
Steve O'Donnell.
"This morning." Dave Herman
"When I asked someone why they
had not put Fox Day in the R-Times." Kay
McCarry
John Wacker Jr. Joanna Wahl Page Waller JeffWeidman


You know they are seniors if . .
.
You know he's a freshman when he spends his
Thursday nights watching an RCP movie at the
Student Center.
You know he's a senior when he spends his
Thursday nights ordering shots at Harpers.
You know she's a freshman if she wants to live
in a sorority house.
You know she is a senior if it seems like she lives
in a fraternity house.
You know he's a freshman if he buys his book
brand new from the Bookstore.
You know he's a senior if he buys his book from
a friend who bought it last years from a friend who
bought it last year from a friend who . . .
You know he's a freshman ifhe still gets letters
from home.
You know she is a freshman if she spends hours
laying out everyday.
You know she's a senior if she has skin cancer.
You know he's a freshman if he develops an
attitude after January Rush.
You know he's a senior if he's had an attitude all
year.
You know she's a freshman ifshe eats every meal
in Beans each day.
You know she's a senior if Evelyn has forgotten
her name.
You know he's a freshman if he doesn't have a
major.
You know he's a senior if he doesn't have a job.
You know he's a senior if the only "letters" he
gets are credit card bills.
Clubs
XLR8
Here's to our founding sisters . . .
Christy Culbertson, Kristy Slavage
Here's to our seniors . . .
Nicole Escudero, Kim Kemper, Kim Laskoff, Laurel Zepp
Here's to Sybil (Damn glad to meet ya) . .
.
Gigi Collimore, Erin Foley, Barb Povalski, Hillary Root
Here's to Alex and Ansley (May we live forever) .
.
Rebecca Peele, Wendy Richard
Here's to true sisterhood . .
.
Martha Cannon, Francesca Corbly, Ami Hawking, Nicole Hollett,
Maria Pino
Here's to unifying the Greek system (Just say no to elitism) .
.
Thank you Wendy Brandon, Susie Geisler, Lucy Hamilton, and all
fraternities and sororities for thier support and guidance.
Here's to you, here's to me.
Friends forever, forever be!
WE DID IT ! ! ! !

TKE

Student Government Association
The 1990-91 S.G.A. team:
Officers:
President- Sam Stark
Vice President- Skipper Moran
Chief Justice- Dave Spraker
RCP Chair- John Wacker
Comptroller- Sandy Bitman
PBU Chair- Dave Herman
CAC Chair- Derek Henry
Public Relations Chair- Jennifer Stults
Student Services Committee Chair- Robert Hartley
Senators
Class of 1991
Jude Alexander, Christinna Chauncey, Jay Courtney, Laurne
Eastwood, Maria Gonzalez, Robert Hartley, Bill Jones,
Christie Kibort, Estelle-Marie Montgomery, Chip Tedeschi
Class of 1992
Morgan Cesarano, Jason Dimitris, Jen Foley, Cecilia Green.
Chuck Resha, Sandy Sanders, Jon Sellman, Gardner Sherill.
Leigh Signman, Tarita Virtue.
Class of 1993
Darrell Alfiere, Dana Blanchard, Carolyn Espasas, Gunnar
Garrity, Kirk Nalley, Drew Stepek, Lisa Troni, Dal Walton,
Pete Wood, Paul Zies.
Class of 1994
Amy Anderson, Stacey Burnett, Lisa Goldberg, Suzanne
Graham, Orlando Mendoza, Penelope Richey, Richard Rifkin,
Aliza Silver, Jon Wood.
Publications and Broadcast Union
PBU Chairman, Dave Herman
? 168
WPRK-FM 91.5
JAZZ
RAP
TAR TALK LIVE
StationManager, Cliff Kenwood
The Tomokan
The Sandspur
Editors-in-Chief

Latin American Student Association
The Rollins Players


The Writing Center
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Consultants
Mark Baizen
Christina Simonton
Becky Kovac
Laura Brainard
Ted Scheel
Jen Foley
Jennifer Moss
Sue Brown
Richard Bullwinkle
Anita Cream
Steve Ferruci
Liz Kocan
Ricky Rodriguez
Dave Edgell
Tracy Haberle
Mason Jones
Vincent Mortreux
Tonina Llull
Cinda Bennett
Kim Steinberg
Maria Gonzalez
Karen Pierce
Jason Dimitris
Jen Stults
Steve Smith
Black Student Union
Cultural Actions Committee

Circle K International
College Republicans
Lala Petrosky, Stacey Sotirhos, Congressman Newt Gingrich, Marianne
Ginrich, Robert Hartley
Phi Eta Sigma
Brian Moore, Michelle Caraker, Tamera Dew, Karen Pierce, Chris Bois, Brend
Nicolas, Elaine Robertson, Alejandro Cubina, Dave Michail, Sandy Bitman.
Faculty Sponsor- Judy Luckett. Editor's Note: Phi Eta Sigma is an honor
society comprised of 110 members who
maintained a 3.5 or better GPA their freshman
year.
(jSm
OFFICERS
Ted Scheel, President
Fred Seymour, Vice President
SENIORS JUNIORS
Jude Alexander
Rissa Andres
William Blass
Christinna Chauncey
Anita Cream
Lauren Foss
Katherine Froid
Bowen Garret
Maria Gonzalez
Robert Hartley
Laura Hope-Gill
Christie Kibort
Kerri Kleeman
Elizabeth Kocan
Pean Lai
Kay McCarry
Perrie Malcomson
Estelle-Marie Montgomery
Christine Murno
Tracy Roller
Susan Sanford
Bubba Scales
Jill Slavens
Sam Stark
Natalie Stoney
Suzanne Suprise
Erin Sweeney
Stacy Thede
Robert Williams
Amy Chinnery
Danielle Farese
Kristi Forester
Chanta Galloway
Don Hensel
Leslie Jones
Karen Kleich
Skipper Moran
Brenda Nichols
Chad Richard
Carolyn Strong
Tarita Virtue
Kathy Warner
Kelly Weidner
ODK is a national leadership honor
society. It was founded to recognize and en-
courage superior scholarship and leadership
by college men and women ofexemplary char-
acter. Membership in ODK is a mark of
highest distinction and honor.
CoUege J>to^
Presents:
The Connells November 12
Murray Attaway November 2
Jimmy Landry February 8
Livingston Taylor February 15
Presents:
<3s
*4
John Joseph
Marty Putz
Jordan Brady
Anthony Clark
Don Reed
Bertice Berry
Patty Rosborough
October 12
October 26
November 10
November 30
February 22
March 1
March 15

R.S.V.P.
Rollins Student Volunteer Program
THETANSPUR
Volume 91 May 26, 1991 Issue #1
Welcome to The Rollins College Country Club
page 2 The Tanspur
The Barnum and Rollins Circus
On an unsuspecting
Wednesday night during Winter
Term, the circus came to town.
Thursday morning the cam-
pus bustled with excitment of the
one-ring show. The turn out on
Mills was impressive, in the tradi-
tion of all Rollins events.
Not.
May 26, 1991 page 3
Tolls increase as another student falls
victim to Fox Day Roulette.
page 4 The Tanspur
May 26, 1991 page 5
"So if you're ever in China, look me up."
page 6 The Tanspur
Smooth Sailing Ahead
After years of planning, the new boathouse wa
finally unveiled.

page 8 The Tanspur
SGA Inauguration
page 10 The Tanspur
Greek Week
May 26, 1991
ffRain, Rain, Go Away. Little
.ohnny Wants to Play.M
,
,. .
'
.
....
page 14 The Tanspur
SPORTS AT ROLLINS
May 26, 1991 page 15
page 16
There's always
an occasion for
a festival:
Oktober Fest
Winter Fest
Africana Fest
Vlay 26, 1991 page 15
page 16 The Tanspur
Sports
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Men's Soccer
Record: 6-12
SSC Record: 3-3
omen's Soccer
Cross Country
Athletes of the Week
Richard Lorenzo 9-13-90 M. Soccer
Caroline Bone 9-20-90 Volleyball
Simon Illman 9-27-90 M. Soccer
Trina Skinner 10-4-90 Volleyball
Brett Field 10-H-90 M. Tennis
Aaron Kindel 10-18-90 M. Soccer
Brenda Nichols 10-25-90 Waterski
Scott Liebel, Mary Pellam 11-8-90 Sailing
Rob Mason 11-22-90 W Golf
Kim Dishon 11-29-90 W Basketball
David Wolf 12-6-90 M. Basketball
Carrisa Andres 12-13-90 W Basketball
Scott Martin 1-7-91 M. Basketball
Kendra Lasher 1-14-91 W Basketball
Derek Thurston 2-4-91 M. Basketball
David Wolf 2-11-91 M. Basketball
David Ciambella 2-18-91 Baseball
Ray Fernandez 2-18-91 Baseball
Steve Rotz 2-26-91 M. Basketball
Chad Phipps 3-4-91 M. Basketball
Susan Poland 3-18-91 W Golf
Scott Ford 3-25-91 M. Golf
Mike Cole 4-1-91 Baseball
Kate Backes 4-8-91 Softball
Keith Jones 4-15-91 Baseball
Jennifer Miller 4-22-91 W Tennis
Shawn Kunder 4-29-91 Baseball
Volleyball

Waterski
Third atl990 Collegiate Nationals
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^



^ an fs Basketball
1991 Sunshine State Conference Champs



Women's Basketball

Cheerleading
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Men's Golf
Women 1s Golf
Men's Tennis














Go TARS!
Men's Basketball
Record: 20-8
Men's Tennis
Record: 17-5
Softball
Record: 7-25 IE
Women's Soccer
Record: 2-2-1
Women's Basketball
Record: 23-7
Women's Tennis
Record: 14-8
Baseball
Record: 21-27
Women's Golf
National Title
Contenders
All sports photos taken by Andres Abril
Epilogue
Nobody does it better . . . No kidding
No Idea . . . No Way . . . No Class . .
.
No Comparison . . . No Substitute . .
.
No Time . . . No Money . . . No Smoking
Oh my gosh, another love letter. photo Jen Reicher
No Doubt About It • . . No Parking . .
.
Just Say No . . .No Chance . . .No Clue
Two heads are better than one. photo Robert Hartley

Our Page in History
January 16, 1991-7:00p.m.-the approximate time the United
States and the Iraqi nation went to war; Operation Desert Shield turned into
a Desert Storm. Do you remember what you were doing at that exact moment?
Will the memory be forever etched in your mind so that years from now when
your children and grandchildren ask you whatyour precise actions were, you'll
be able to answer with alacrity and clear recollection? Will you sound like your
parents and grandparents when they recall their actions when President John
F. Kennedy informed the nation of his ultimatum to Premier Krushchev
during the Cuban Missle Crisis, or when Pearl Harbor was bombed in 1941?
The war with Iraq seemed improbable, as few people really
expected Saddam Hussein to stay in Kuwait, but as the conflict began a
shadow of the activism so prevalent during the 1960s cast itself upon the
nation. The U. S. turned on its televisions to view the hostilities and the
general sense of initial foreboding dissipated slightly as the Allied air forces
pounded Iraq with heavy bombing. The general mood ofthe nation was at first
confident but in the face ofHusseins' ruthless tactics and as we lose more ofour
family members to the war, how long will our confidence remain in tact?
President George Bush and his top military advisors have quietly
warned us that the war will take time and that the U.S. should not expect an
easy victory. They have been quick to state, however, that this war will not be
e campuses nave been nationally recognized as centers of
ss protest, and some Rollins students and organizations answered the call
ither protest or support the war effort. These students exercised their right
speak their minds thereby actively taking part in a soon-to-be-subject of
history, instead of watching quietly from the sidelines. Although national
protests have notbeen nearly as massive or violent as those ofthe Vietnam era,
perhaps they will become so if the war in the Gulf becomes long and bloody.
What role will Rollins students play in this piece of American History?
Whatever the case may be, let us hope history has taught us at least two
lessons: to remember the lives that have been lost in this conflict; and to
support our men and women fighting in the Gulf regardless of how we stand
on the issues of war.
Sue Brown
One Place or Another. . . Out of Place . .
.
Strike a pose. Photo Ken Reichei
Higher Place . . . Places to Go .
Okay, ya'll know
what to do?
photo Jen Reicher
Its The Place To Be . . . Park Place . .
.
New Places, New Faces . . . Save My Place . .
.
What Else . . .Elsewhere . . .Do it or Else
Gee, isn't this swell? photo Ken Rhea
Everyone Else. . . No one Else . .
.
No Place Else . .
.
but Rollins College
WRITE
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ABAR, JEFFERY DANIEL
35 WALNUT ROAD
HAMPDEN, MA 01036
ABARAY, JANICE ELIZABETH
3213 AUTUMNWOOD TR
APOPKA, FL 32703
ABLON. MICHAELA CARA
5415 WALNUT HILL LANE
DALLAS, TX 75229
ABRIL, ANDRES LUCIANO
RT 1 BOX 77-D
YOUNGSVILLE, NC 27596
ADAMS, JENNIFER
1112 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10128
ADAMS, KIMBERLY RUTH
1224 VALLEY RD
VILLANOVA, PA 19085
ADDESSO, LOUIS P
1 GRACIE TERRACE
NEW YORK, NY 10028
AGUSTINES. ABELARDO JOSEPH
2332 HALEY CT
KISSIMMEE. FL 34741
AHEARN, MATHEW JOHN
2239 QUEENS WAY
NAPLES, FL 33962
ALBERS, GINGER EMMELINE
451 RIVERVIEW AVENUE
SANFORD, FL 32771
ALEXANDER, JUDE RAJIND
2139 DEER HOLLOW CIRCLE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM NELSON
COURTHOUSE, MAIN STREET
ROCKY MOUNT, VA 24151
ALFIERI, DARRELL RICHARD
JINGLE LANE
BEDFORD. NY 10506
ALILIN. ELEUTERIO ROGER
625 BROOKWOOD LANE
MAITLAND. FL 32751
ALLEN, ANDREW DREXEL
400 LONG LANE
FAR HILLS, NJ 07931
ALLEN, CHRISTOPHER SEAMAN
9009 CLEWERWALL DRIVE
BETHESDA, MD 20817
ALTABA. ERICH ANDRES
401 ARVIDA PARKWAY
CORAL GABLES, FL 33156
ALTIERI MARIEMMA
EL RETIRO#19
HUMACAO, PR 00661
AMICK, BENJAMIN THOMAS
602 LITTLE WEKIVA ROAD
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
AMOS III, JOHN ELLISON
291 LLWYDS LANE
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
ANASKEVICH, DENISE MARIE
2111 LANSILL ROAD C-39
LEXINGTON , KY 40504
ANDERSON, AMY CHRISTINA
POST OFFICE BOX 91 5324
LONGWOOD, FL 32791
ANDERSON, HARRY KEMP
291 2 CANDELA COURT
APOPKA, FL 32703
ANDERSON, MICHELLE LYNN
70 COLEMAN ROAD
RURAL DELIVERY #3
JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
ANDERSON, STEPHEN THOMAS
4805 BRANDON LN,
BELTSVILLE, MD 20705
ANDERSON, SUSAN CREWS
144 HARROGATE PLACE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
ANDRES, CARISSA NICOLE
1010 THIRD AVE., N E
JAMESTOWN, ND 58401
ANGUSTIA, VICTOR HAMLIN
707 SPRING CREEK DR.
RICHARDSON. TX 75081
APATHY, CHRISTINA MARIA
191 SELMA AVENUE
ENGLEWOOD. FL 34223
APONTE. DEBORAH
521 PARKWOOD COURT
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
APRILL, STUART CHARLES
484 WALNUT STREET
NEW ORLEANS,
LA 70118
ARGEROS, JAMES THEODORE
2000 FOSGATE DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
ARITA, SARA LUCY
2086 SUSSEX ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
ARNEBORG, MATTHEW SEAN
P O BOX 610
WEST END, TORTOLA
BRITISH VIRGIN IS.,
ARNOLD, TAMARA DAWN
C/O CITIBANK
4041 N, CENTRAL #600
PHOENIX, AZ 85012
ASHER, JONATHON SCOTT
96 HOLMES AVE,
DARIEN, CT 06820
ASHTON, JAMES FELTON
234 PARK STREET
APT, 21
NEW CANAAN. CT 06840
ATCHISON, DANIEL REASONER
4944 BRANDYWINE STREET
WASHINGTON, DC 20016
AUTREY, SHONA DENISE
5328 SUMAC CIRCLE
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28304
AVILES. MARINA BEATRIZ
6818 DELMETA DRIVE
DALLAS. TX 75248
AZIZ, FUAD IBRUL
600 DUNRAVEN DRIVE
WINTER PARK. FL 32792
B
BABCOCK, AUTUMN BROOKS
20530 S. W, 84 AVE
MIAMI, FL 33189
BACHRODT, SHANNON
3095 NORTHWEST 30TH WAY
BOCA RATON, FL 33431
BACKES. KATHERINE MARY
P, O, BOX 436
BROOKLYN, CT 06234
BAENSCH, FRANK ULRICH
P.O. BOX N1105
NASSAU
BAHAMAS,
BAIZEN, MARK LEWIS
27 SPRAY AVE.
MARBLEHEAD, MA 01945
BAKER, BRYTTON ALLYSON
223 BENDEL ROAD
LAFAYETTE, LA 70503
BAKER, JESSICA VICTORIA
P. O BOX 3204
2105A OCEAN BLVD.
TOPSAIL BEACH, NC 28445
BAKSHI. VICTORIA BASSETT
105 B RURAL ROUTE 2
SOUTH SALEM. NY 10590
BALDWIN, JEFFERY CLARKE
410 PLUM STREET
FRANKTON, IN 46044
BANGLE, BRIAN CLAYBERN
2001 COVE TRAIL
MAITLAND, FL 32751
BANKHEAD III, WILLIAM BROCKMAN
RD #2
BOX 78
ROCK HALL. MD 21661
BARKSDALE. ALICE ELIZABETH
5075 GREENWAY ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38117
BARNICK, JR., JAMES LOUIS
5321 SW 35TH MANOR
FT. LAUDERDALE. FL 33314
BARRETT, PETER DOUGLAS
106 RIVER ROAD
RUMSON, NJ 07760
BARTSCH, DEANNA ELAINE
8 WOODLAND TERRACE
HIGH BRIDGE, NJ 08829
BASSETT, WESLEY ANN
P O. BOX 575
WILDER, VT 05088
BATES, FRANKLIN KEVIN
IS CK CHINA COAL #2401 CITIC
19 JIAN GUO MEN WAI, BEIJING
100004 P R. CHINA,
BATTLA, MOHAMMED AHMED
9502 LAVILL CT
WINDERMERE, FL 34786
BAUKNIGHT, CLARENCE BROCK
273 W NEW ENGLAND
#7
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
BAUMM, KEITH ADAMS
H. C. 65. BOX 946
EAST BOOTHBAY, ME 04544
BAXTER. NATHAN ERIC
650 NORTHWEST 70TH TERRACE
PLANTATION, FL 33317
BEACH, BLAIR WILLIAM
555 LINCOLN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052
BEALL, ERIC BRANDON
6389 CARDINAL LANE
DAPHNE, AL 36526
BEARD, MEREDITH LEE
7521 BEAR CANYON ROAD, N E
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
BEAUDETTE, JR., PETER THOMAS
6823 GUADALUPE TR. N. W
ALBUQUERQUE. NM 87107
BECK, JOSEPH EDWIN
1 SWEETBRIAR LANE
WESTERVILLE. OH 43081
BECK. MICHELLE DE SHAY
3200 DEW COURT
KISSIMMEE. FL 34744
BECK, SCOTT KENDRICK
3929 ORANGE LAKE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
BECKER, JENNIFER LYNNE
BOX 1 64 A
OLD CHATHAM, NY 12136
BEDELL, SETH NEWMAN
3968 SHATTUCK AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43220
BEHRENS, DOMINIQUE ANDREA
101 WOODMILL ROAD
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
BEHRMAN, DAVID WILLIAM
8420 ARUNDEL COURT
CINCINNATI, OH 45231
BELL, JR., JAMES TILLMAN
P. O. BOX 6336
AMELIA ISLAND, FL 32034
BELLUSCIO, MICHAEL ANDREW
8 COWLES AVENUE
RYE. NY 10580
BENEDICT, ELIZABETH PIERCE
1 HILDRETH ST.
WESTFORD, MA 01886
BENGE, TONY MILTON, JR
705 RIVER KNOLL DRIVE
MARIETTA, GA 30067
BENNETT, BRETTON NICOL
8995 ISLESWORTH COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32819
BENNETT, JOHN BRADWELL
9 ROCKBROOK ROAD
AUGUSTA, GA 30909
BENNETT, KRISTEN LUCINDA
400 SOUTH OCEAN BLVD., #109
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
BENTON, JULIA ANN
4250 ORISTANO ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32244
BEQUETTE, TODD BRADLEY
2100 SOUTH CONWAY ROAD V • 3
ORLANDO, FL 32812
BERNARDINI, GINA MARIE
906 WEST PRINCETON STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32804
BERRY, PATRICK DENNIS
1 140 SOUTH LAKE SYBELIA DRIVE
MAITLAND. FL 32751
BETES. ROBERT JAMES
4911 SOUTH WEST PARKGATE BLVD
PALM CITY. FL 34990
BETZOLD, JR., PAUL DOUGLAS
4210 SOUTHWEST 85TH AVENUE
MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040
BEURLE, TIFFANY CATHERN
800 THIRTY-SIXTH ST.
WEST DES MOINES, IA 50265
BEZEMER. THOMAS EDWARD
110 FARMINGTON RD
WILLIAMSVILLE, NY 14221
BHEECHAM, SUNITA
16 GALLIVAN BLVD.
DORCHESTER. MA 02124
BICHEL, ALEX
254 EAST 68 STREET
APT. 24 D, BOX 111
NEW YORK CITY, NY 10021
BILLINGSLEY, ANNE ELIZABETH
2524 LAGUNA DRIVE
FT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
BINDER, KIRBY KEOUGH
P.O. BOX 312
MORAN, WY 83013
BINNEY, GREGORY BARLOW
1645 LAZY RIVER LANE
ATLANTA
.
GA 30350
BISIO, DOUGLAS JOHN
7000 E STERO BLVD.
FT. MYERS BEACH, FL 33931
BISSELL, WILLIAM BRADFORD
266 PRIVATE ROAD
EAST PATCHOGUE. NY 11772
BITHER, NOELLE ELIZABETH
29 PERKINS AVENUE
READING, MA 01867
BITMAN, SANDY ALAN
3038 FAIRVIEW STREET
SAFETY HARBOR, FL 34695
BLACK, JULIE MICHELLE
4507 MILL CREEK
DALLAS. TX 75244
BLACKMER, RUSSELL MACFARLAND
5413 CREEPING HAMMOCK DRIVE
SARASOTA, FL 34231
BLACKMON, ANDREW ALDEN
1 YARMOUTH ROAD
SANDWICH, MA 02563
BLAKE. CHRISTOPHER HOWARD
5915 ROPES DRIVE
CINCINNATI. OH 45244
BLAKE, DANIEL SCOTT
3721 ROSE OF SHARON DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32808
BLAKELY, BETH ANN
2102 QUENBY
HOUSTON, TX 77005
BLALOCK, DANIELLE
6705 ARBOR OAKS DRIVE
BRADENTON, FL 34209
BLANCHARD, DANA LINCOLN
31 FLYING POINT ROAD
STONY CREEK, CT 06405
BLASS, WILLIAM DOUGLAS
8522 GULF BLVD. #32
NAVARRE BEACH, FL 32561
BLOOM, CHRISTINE MARIE
111 PRESTWICK PARK
MACON, GA 31210
BLOOM, DENISE M
111 PRESTWICK PARK
MACON, GA 31210
BLUNDIN. JOHN DOUGLAS
200 CEDAR STREET
ENGLEWOOD, NJ 07631
BODACK, LOUISE ANN
12 RUSHBY WAY
YONKERS. NY 10701
BOIS, CHRISTINE JENNIFER
RURAL ROUTE 2
BOX 673 SHAKER ROAD
CANTERBURY. NH 03224
BOK, PETER SANDERSON
328 FIDDLERS GREEN
DOVER, DE 19901
BOLLING. DOROTHY ELIZABETH
1555 DOLPH ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32220
BOLLING. MARGARET ROSE
1555 DOLPH ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32220
BONE, CAROLINE HAMILTON
409 WOODLAND PLACE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
BONEHILL, VALERIE LAURENCE
120 VIA VIZCAYA
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
BONGIOVANNI, KRISTIN
662 MADISON ST
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
BOREN, REID JONATHON
3329 ST MALO COURT
PALM BEACH GARDENS
,
FL 33410
BORSOI, CARLA RENEE
1203 BRYN MAWR
ORLANDO, FL 32804
BOTHE, BRIAN THOMAS
3500 WOOLMAN DRIVE
HAYMARKET, VA 22069
BOTHWELL, STEPHANIE
38 BARRINGER ROAD
DARIEN. CT 06820
BOUDREAU. DAVID KENNETH
12 BUERGER ROAD
MOBILE. AL 36608
BOUNDS. ANNABETH
1707 TIMBERLAKE DRIVE
SALISBURY, MD 21801
BOWMAN, KARA FARRELL
21 ROLLING HILLS DRIVE
GLASTONBURY, CT 06033
BOYD, PATRICK STEEN
1491 MIZELL AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
BOYLE, COURTLAND ALEXANDER
10 SHAW WOOD PARK
PEMBROKE 0101
BERMUDA,
BOYLE, VICTORIA ANN
SHAW WOOD PARK
PEMBROKE, BERMUDA,
BOZA, RICHARD EDWARD
10738 LAZY LAKE DRIVE
ORLANDO
.
FL 32821
BRADLEY, CHRISTINA HENNINGS
89 FEARING ROAD
HINGHAM, MA 02043
BRAINARD. LAURA LYNN
8 LONGFELLOW PLACE
LITTLE ROCK. AR 72207
BRAND. MATTHEW BURCHFIELD
4661 COLLEGE PARK DR.
DALLAS. TX 75229
BRAZZEL. CRYSTAL RENE
19 WHISPERING LN
LAKE DALLAS. TX 75065
BRENEMAN. CARLETON DAVID
5788 N VIA AMABLE
TUCSON, AZ 85715
BRIGGS, RICKY LEE
4644 9TH STREET
ZEPHYRHILLS, FL 33540
BRILL, KENDRA JEANE
615 CHESTER AVENUE
MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
BROCKET, JOHN KELLEM
3206 LAKE ANDERSON AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32812
BRODERSEN. TIMOTHY JAMES
1221 TULIP LANE
MUNSTER, IN 46321
BROOK. CHRISTOPHER CHARLES
44 OLD NECK RD
SCARBOROUGH, ME 04074
BROOKS. DANIEL PAUL
5801 HAMPTON STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
BROWN, CHAD VICTOR
1605 COTTON WOOD VALLEY CR. S.
IRVING. TX 75038
BROWN, CHARLES JASON
4565 LAKE FORREST DR
,
N E
ATLANTA. GA 30342
BROWN. CHERYL HUNT
1708 SANTA MARIA PLACE
ORLANDO. FL 32806
BROWN, CHRISTOPHER MICHLER
59 ALLWOOD ROAD
DARIEN, CT 06820
BROWN, JEAUX REMICK
1235 LAKEVIEW ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34616
BROWN, JENNIFER RUTH
1172 FOXHOUND COURT
MCLEAN, VA 22102
BROWN, LACHLAN KENT
760 BYRNWYCK ROAD
ATLANTA. GA 30319
BROWN, MARK ARNOLD
760 WEATHERLY LANE
ATLANTA, GA 30328
BROWN. MELISSA STEWART
181 CRANDON BOULEVARD #1 10
KEY BISCAYNE. FL 33149
BROWN. STEPHANIE MICHELLE
1510 HUNTINGTON DRIVE C5
MURFREESBORO. TN 37130
BROWN. SUSAN BEATRICE
3778 59TH AVE W
BRADENTON. FL 34201
BRUJO, JAIME
UROLA NUMBER 13
MADRID
SPAIN 28002.
BRUMLEY, OUIDA STARK
1317 EAST 2 AVENUE
MOUNT DORA, FL 32757
BRUNO HALL. FRANCESCA ALICIA
656 GLADES CIR APT 112
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
BRYANT. GINGER
650 MINNESOTA AVENUE
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
BRYANT. MARIA OLIVIA
455 AMADO LANE
MAITLAND. FL 32751
BRYANT. MICHAEL ANTONIO
455 AMADO LANE
MAITLAND. FL 32751
BUCKLEY, JUDITH INEZ
2836 BANCHORY ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
BULLWINKLE, RICHARD
8230 LOVETT
DALLAS. TX 75227
BUNTING. MATTHEW JAMES
600 BUTTONWOOD FARMS ROAD
MILLERSVILLE. PA 17551
BURNETT. STACEY ELIZABETH
47 BAY STATE ROAD
REHOBOTH, MA 02769
BURNS. CRAIG WALTER
245 CHERRY CIRCLE
SATELLITE BEACH, FL 32937
BURRELL, DEREK MC CLAIN
3519 WISCONSIN AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 3361 1
BYRD, NICOLE NOEL
225 EL PUEBLO WAY
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
c
CACIOPPO, RACHEL
1927 COBLE DRIVE
DELTONA, FL 32728
CALDWELL. JACQUES TODD
1429 NORTHWEST 48 TERRACE
GAINESVILLE. FL 32605
CALLENDER, DARCEY MAC PHERSON
20 OCEAN STREET
MANCHESTER, MA 01944
CAMINEZ, STEVEN AUTHUR
ROUTE 19, BOX 1245
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
CAMPBELL IV. FRANK JOSEPH
1045 SENTRY LANE
GLADWYNE, PA 19035
CAMPHIRE, JAY MATTHEW
33 GARDEN TERRACE
PITTSBURGH. PA 15221
CANNON. MARTHA JANET
3333 ALLEGHANY DRIVE
RALEIGH, NC 27609
CANNON, THOMAS DYLAN
6 NOLAN FARMS ROAD
WAYLAND, MA 01778
CAPODILUPO, TINA LOUISE
1230 GLOWOOD AVENUE
SPRING HILL. FL 34609
CAPPEL, CHRISTINA
3001 WOODGREEN DRIVE
RALEIGH, NC 27607
CAPPUCCIO. CARMINE
603 SALEM ST.
MALDEN, MA 02148
CAPUTO. JOSEPH
3111 ARAPAHO STREET
SARASOTA. FL 34231
CARABAJAL, NESTOR XAVIER
5335 LONG ISLAND DRIVE
ATLANTA, GA 30327
CARAKER, MICHELLE ELIZABETH ANNE
15377 STETSON ROAD
LOS GATAS, CA 95030
CAREY. CYNTHIA ALLISON
770 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK. NY 10021
CAREY. DAPHNE ELIZABETH
770 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK. NY 10021
CARLIN, MICHAEL ANDREW
9 HEARTHSTONE WAY
CONVENT STATION. NJ 07961
CARLISLE, HEIDI
530 EAST CENTRAL BLVD
UNIT #403
ORLANDO, FL 32801
CARLISLE, MEREDITH MILLER
103 LAFAYETTE STREET
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010
CARMODY. MARY ANN
656 WEYBRIDGE COURT
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
CARNEY. WINSTON HOLMES
31 CHESTNUT STREET
DEDHAM. MA 02026
CARPENTER, DAVID HOOD
111 WASHINGTON STREET
TOPSFIELD, MA 01983
CARPENTER, DAWN SUE
84 AMBAR PLACE
BERNARDSVILLE, NJ 07924
CARROLL. VANESSA MEREDITH
COND. VILLAS DEL MAR ESTE
APARTMENT 8C
ISLA VERDA CAROLINA. PR 00913
CARTER. CHERYL LYNN
R. R. 2 CLOVERLEAF ACRES
JACKSONVILLE. IL 62650
CARTER. LARISSA MILES
43 BERRYWOOD LANE
HAMILTON, MA 01982
CASELLAS, JAIME FRANCISCO
7013 PELICAN ISLAND DR.
TAMPA, FL 33634
CASTLE, CRAIG MAC DOUGALL
4440 KARLS GATE DRIVE
MARIETTA, GA 30068
CASTLE, SARAH CRANCE
4440 KARLS GATE DR.
MARIETTA, GA 30068
CASTRO, MARCIA CRISTINA
9549 LAVILL COURT
WINDERMERE, FL 34786
CATHERWOOD, MORGAN DANA
622 ROSE LANE
BRYN MAWR, PA 19010
CATON, SALLY BOYD
1268 MELISSA COURT
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
CECERE. MICHAEL
6206 EGRET DRIVE
LAKELAND, FL 33804
CESARANO MORGEN KATHLEEN
9305 S W. 117 TERRACE
MIAMI, FL 33176
CHANDLER. KARLA CHRISTINA
1828 COLUMBINE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
CHARLEBOIS, LORI LYNN
3 FOXLEIGH GREEN
TIMONIUM, MD 21093
CHARLSON. JONATHAN MC CAULEY
251 GREENLY ROAD
NEW CANAAN. CT 06840
CHARPENTIER, RICHARD LUCIEN
708 WEST ARIZONA AVENUE
DELAND, FL 32720
CHAUNCEY, CHRISTINNA RICHELLE
1842 KREIDT DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
CHINNERY, AMY KATHLEEN
B-19
-AKE LOTAWANA, MO 64063
CHOATE. DAVID HODGES
30X 991 GROTON SCHOOL
3ROTON, MA 01450
3HONG, ROBERT HANUL
2615 ROGAN ROAD
3RLANDO, FL 32812
3IABURRI, JR., WILLIAM ALFRED
COTTONTAIL ROAD. BOX 32 G
WCRAM, NY 12502
3iambella, david john
3023 temple road
philadelphia, pa 19150
cimino, carol joy
185 middle ridge
jew canaan. ct 06840
cisneros, leonardo
10318 down lakeview ct.
windermere, fl 34786
:lark, katherine kelly
57 portland road
summit, nj 07901
:larke, latasha dashawn
14370 NW 22ND AVE #5
JPA LOCKA, FL 33054
ELEMENTS, BRIAN KEVIN
16 ADAMS ST.
VESTBOROUGH, MA 01581
^LENDENIN, TREVOR ALAN
!845 SAINT PAUL BOULEVARD
IOCHESTER, NY 14617
:OARSEY, SCOTT THOMAS
1119 51ST AVENUE TERRACE, WEST
5RADENTON, FL 34207
^OENE, PATRICIA IRENE
I ELM LANE
UJMSON, NJ 07760
COFFEE, CHARLES EDWARD
1211 VIA HERMOSA
SANFORD, FL 32771
:OFFIN, WINDSOR DEXTER
155 SOUTH BEACH ROAD
'OST OFFICE BOX 1369
IOBE SOUND, FL 33455
HOFFMAN, MARGARET JEAN
:2 DELEGAL ROAD
SAVANNAH, GA 31411
:OHEN, JONATHAN MARK
12 VERSAILLES CIRCLE
tAITLAND, FL 32751
lOLANTINO, JOHN DONALD
22 DARTMOUTH STREET
WINCHESTER, MA 01890
COLE, MICHAEL BARTH
29 W. HIGHLAND AVE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118
COLLEGE, SHAWN CHAD
1 OVIS DRIVE
MECHANICS BURGE. PA 17055
COLLIMORE, GEORGIA ANN
2710 LEEWARD LANE
NAPLES, FL 33940
COLLINS. BRIAN DIXSON
RT. 1, FARMINGTON ST.
FENWICK, DE 19944
CONNER, ALLISON YORK
1100 CONNER STREET
P.O. BOX 177
ALBANY, KY 42602
CONSTABLE, CHRISTOPHER THOMAS
4 LANGHORNE ROAD
CHALFONT, PA 18914
CONTRERAS, ROCKY ALAN
1540 RIVER LANE
TAMPA, FL 33603
COOK, ELIZABETH LEE
ROUTE 3. BOX 172
PRINCETON, KY 42445
COOKSON, DAVID EDWARD
17 ARUNDEL ST.
ANDOVER, MA 01810
COOPER, JENNIFER LEE
46 HUMMOCK POND ROAD
NANTUCKET, MA 02554
CORBLY, FRANCESCA MARIE
317 NORTH EAST 28TH STREET
WILTON MANORS, FL 33334
CORDES, KARIN LOUISE
P. O. BOX F - 826
FREEPORT, BAHAMAS,
CORLISS, BRIAN CHRISTOPHER
712 LINDEN STREET
METAIRIE, LA 70003
CORRAO, KATHERINE ANNE
DIANE COURT
R. F. D. 3
KATONAH, NY 10536
COSTA, MARLENE
1357 GELWOOD AVE.
ORLANDO, FL 32807
COTTRELL, CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
658 LAKEVIEW CIRCLE
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA 19073
COURINGTON, CHELLA ANNE
105 EAGLE DRIVE
ALBERTVILLE, AL 35950
COURTNEY, JAY RICHARD
2568 SKYLINE DRTVE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65804
COVIN, JON MICHAEL
5522 WANETA DRIVE
DALLAS, TX 75209
COWART, WILLIAM VORUS
3365 WEST PACES FERRY CT.
ATLANTA, GA 30327
CREAM, ANITA MICHALINA
P. O. BOX 1883
WINTER PARK, FL 32790
CROCKER. PETER BATCHELDER
90 SEAWARD ROAD, BOX 81195
WELLESLEY HILLS, MA 02181
CROSS, LAURA CATHERINE
1814 HAWTHORNE RD.
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
CROW, WILLIAM BECKER
3 IVINS PL.
RUMSON, NJ 07760
CROWLEY, CARA JOSEPHINE
899 MCMEEKIN PLACE
LEXINGTON, KY 40502
CROWLEY, JENNIFER PAGE
107 MAIN STREET
LAKE PLACID, NY 12946
CROWLEY, MELINDA LEE
75 STARR ST.
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
CUBINA, ALEJANDRO
S-2 21ST STREET LAS ROSAS
RIO PIEDRAS. PR 00926
CUDDIHY, JULIA MURRAY
21 BANK STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014
CULBERTSON, CHRISTY ELIZABETH
2551 CAROLINE AVE.
BEXLEY, OH 43209
CURRAN, AMY ELIZABETH
8202 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46260
CURTIS, JOHN OSBORNE
1624 BRAMAN AVENUE
FT MYERS. FL 33901
CUSHING, MICHAEL DAVID
111 EAST JINKINS CIRCLE
SANFORD, FL 32773
D
D'ANGELO, PETER VINCENT
32 TIDY ISLAND BOULEVARD
BRADENTON, FL 34210
D'ANNA, RITA KRISTINE
P. O. BOX 584
OLDWICK, NJ 08858
D'ORTO, JR, DONALD EDWARD
711 THUNDER TRAIL
MAITLAND. FL 32751
DALE, SARAH BECKWITH
16814 DEER PARK DRIVE
DALLAS, TX 75248
DANK. ALEXANDER ABRAHAM
937 GREENSWARD LANE
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445
DANN, CHRISTOPHER CHARLES
464 BRIAR CREEK DRIVE
HOCKESSIN. DE 19707
DANN, JONATHAN WILLIAM
803 ANASTASIA AVE.
CORAL GABLES, FL 33134
DAVENPORT, TODD GWINN
2419 GLENANN DRIVE
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
DAVIDSON, RODERICK CHARLES
5178 CORNERS DRIVE
DUNWOODY, GA 30338
DAVIS, CYDNEY KATHERINE
POST OFFICE BOX 351
ROSEBORO, NC 28382
DAVIS, JEFFREY DALE
1058 RAINTREE DRIVE
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL 33410
DAVIS, KATHARINE CARSON
107 PATTERSON AVENUE
GREENWICH, CT 06830
DAVIS, ROBIN LYNN
4509 WEST LUMB STREET
TAMPA, FL 33629
DAVIS. TIMOTHY SENIOR
12840 OAK KNOLL DRIVE
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL 33418
DAWSON, YECENIA NATALIA
P. S. C. BOX 1101
A. P. O. MIAMI, FL 34005
DAYAO, CARLOS S.
646 ROUGHBEARD ROAD
WINTER PARK. FL 32792
DAYAO, FRANCISCO SANTOS
646 ROUGHBEARD ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
DE AMEZOLA , PHILLIP XAVIER
12555 S.W. 69 AVE.
MIAMI, FL 33156
DE BOER, MONIQUE I
KONINGSLAAN 54
1406KH, BUSSUM
HOLLAND,
DE COURTEN, JOSETTE FRANCOISE
1520 SOUTH HENRY AVENUE
ELKINS.WV 26241
DE FRANCO, SUSAN MARLA
OHEHYAHTAN PLACE
DANBURY, CT 06810
DE JOHN, CHRISTOPHER JAMES
17 HEMLOCK STREET
ROCHESTER, NH 03867
DE LA TORRE, VERONICA
D. A. 6 RAMIREZ ARELLANO
GUAYNABO. PR 00657
DE MOTT, MERLE ANNE
389 SOUTH LAKE DR.
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
DE NICOLA, DYLAN ANTHONY
1859-5 HUDSON CROSSING ROAD
TUCKER. GA 30084
DE REGUERO. ALEXANDRA NATALIA
7r MANUEL BENEDITO # 1
MADRID.
DE VARONA, NATASHA
4227 WOODLYNNE LANE
ORLANDO, FL 32812
DE VENNE, WALTER ALEXANDER
3620 MYSTIC VALLEY TOWERS
APARTMENT 403E
MEDFORD, MA 02155
DEAR, AB JERRY
1786 CLUB COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32807
DEENY, ALICIA MARIA
4 SUNRISE COURT
ROCKVILLE, MD 20854
DEIBEL, TODD CLARK
ONE UPPER LADUE
SAINT LOUIS. MO 63124
DEKLYN. WARD BENEDICT
1 ISLAND DRIVE #1
NORWALK. CT 06855
DEL MAZO. MARTIN MARIANO
2942 RIVERMEADE DRIVE
ATLANTA. GA 30327
DEMUSZ, KRISTIN CAROL
47 FARRINGTON STREET
STOUGHTON, MA 02072
DENISON, AMY ELIZABETH
4138 WALLINGFORD PLACE
DURHAM, NC 27707
DENNINGTON. DIXIE DAWN
5200 N OCEAN
#1201
FT LAUDERDALE, FL 33308
DEPUTY, LINDA DOROTHY
1081 KENWOOD AVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
DEROSE, JEFFREY ARNOLD
1114 CHEETAH TRAIL
WINTER SPRINGS. FL 32708
DESVERNINE, AMY ELIZABETH
8810 BERKSHIRE DRIVE
RICHMOND. VA 23229
DETTORE. CHRISTINA LOUISE
22 MOHEGAN STREET
NORFOLK. MA 02056
DEW, TAMERA SHAWN
P. O BOX 1081
BUSHNELL, FL 33513
Dl GIACOMO. DAVID MELCHIOR
13611 PUB. PLACE
TAMPA. FL 33624
DI LEO, BRIGETTE KATHLEEN
569 SOUTH LONGVIEW PLACE
LONGWOOD. FL 32779
DICKSON, CHATA ALISON
1609 PARKSIDE PLACE
INDIAN HARBOR BEACH, FL 32937
DILLER. JAMES PETER
POST OFFICE BOX 226
NORTH BRIDGTON, ME 04057
DIMITRIS, JASON EMILIOS
1 STEUBEN DR
JERICHO. NY 11753
DIMOND, TAMATHA ANN
1503 NEAR THICKET LANE
STEVENSON, MD 21 153
DISHON, KIMBERLEE JEAN
29100 KING ROAD
ROMULUS, Ml 48174
DITTMER, JASON DOUGLAS
345 SAHARA DRIVE
BILLINGS, MT 59105
DIXON, JESSICA EILEEN
451 ESSEX LANE
CRYSTAL LAKE, IL 60014
DJURIC, CHRISTINE SUZANNE
601 FOX VALLEY DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
DODD. KRISTI LINN
726 BERGEY MILL ROAD
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA 19473
DOERING, RALPH HENRY
33 WASHINGTON SQUARE. NORTH
SALEM, MA 01970
DONEY, TORI LYNNE
2701 PLYMOUTH DRIVE
EASTON, PA 18042
DORHOUT-MEES, CHRISTINE ANNE
APARTADO AEREO 4305
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA.
DOUCETTE, DIANE ELINORE
7 MARTINS COVE ROAD
HINGHAM, MA 02043
DOYLE, HELENE JUDITH
9300 RAVEN DELL STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32825
DRAKES, SHELLY MARIA
45 ELDERWOOD DRIVE
STOUGHTON, MA 02072
DROSDZAL, ABBY RUST
11778 HOLLYVIEW DRIVE
GREAT FALLS, VA 22066
DROZE, BRYAN THOMAS
1709 PINE AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
DU PONT, MIREN M
1860 S OCEAN BLVD
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
DUFFY, TAMARA ANNE
157 MILLS AVENUE
REVERE. MA 02151
DUKE, AUDREY JUNE
106 PEARCE ROAD
AUBURNDALE, FL 33823
DUKES, JOHN ANDREW
2511 BIG HORN LANE
RICHARDSON, TX 75080
DUNBAR, MELANIE LYNN
10022 12 TH WAY N
APT 203
ST PETERSBURG. FL 33716
DUNBAR
,
CARLA MARIA
395 WEST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WEST SIMSBURY, CT 06092
DUNLOP, LORI LYNN
1307 MEADOW CIRCLE NORTHEAST
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33881
DUNN, RICHARD NICCOLO
PINE ISLAND
RYE, NY 10580
DUNN. WILLIAM PHILLIPS
1460 SOUTH SHORE DRIVE
ERIE, PA 16505
DURAN. LAURA
CAMINO SUR. 44 LA MORALEJA
ALCOBENDAS
MADRID. 28100.
DURRANCE, NOEL SUZANNE
600 PARK AVENUE NORTH, #2 A
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
E
EASTWOOD, LAUREN ELAINE
9 TALL PINE CIRCLE
AUGUSTA, GA 30909
EATON. JR
,
PETER BRITTEN
1 CLEVELAND ROAD
PRINCETON, NJ 08540
EDGELL, DAVID LOUIS
10 FOREST HILLS COURT
DOVER, DE 19901
EDSON, LISA FITZGERALD
12 WOODROW ROAD
HANOVER, NH 03755
EDWARDS, KATHRYN ELIZABETH
3744 ALLENWOOD STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34232
EHLE, LYNDA LEE
1901 RIVERWAY DRIVE
BIRMINGHAM. AL 35244
EHNTHOLT, CRISTINA MARIA
15400 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY 27
OCALA, FL 32675
EHRENBERG, LAUREN STEPHANIE
66 THE HEMLOCKS
ROSLYN ESTATES, NY 11576
EIDEL, BETHANY MICHELE
1674 KINGSTON ROAD
LONGWOOD. FL 32750
EL- RAHI, GEORGE ELIAS
5402 PINE CREEK DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32811
ELIAS, MARGARET ANN
127 WEST FIFTH STREET
DUNKIRK, NY 14048
ELIAS-DE MARI, MONIQUE JOANNE
67 SANTIAGE IGLESIAS
CONDADO, PR 00907
ELLIS, JOHANNA LEE
4331 WYNDCLIFF CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
ELLISON, ERIC RENARD
290 WEST NEW ENGLAND AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
EMERSON, EMILY ALICIA
583 6TH AVENUE NORTH
NAPLES. FL 33940
EMMET. BRADFORD CORCORAN
5127 PALISADE LANE N W
WASHINGTON. DC 20016-5337
FNERSON, TORY ANTHONY
627 ST. JOHNS CT.
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
ERNST, CHRISTOPHER HANKS
145 CENTRE STREET
DOVER, MA 02030
ERWIN, CRYSTAL JOLYN
3427 GLEAVES CT.
APOPKA, FL 32703
ERWIN, EMMA KRISTIN
8207 TAUNTON PLACE
SPRINGFIELD, VA 22152
ESCUDERO, NICOLE FREDRIKA
6408 GARNETT DRIVE
CHEVY CHASE, MD 20815
ESLICK, AMY REBECCA
714 SOUTH DAVIS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33606
ESPASAS, CAROLYN ANN
P O BOX 8766
HUMACAO, PR 00661
EVANS, JASON PETER
6 LONGMEADOW RD.
HINGHAM. MA 02043
EVANS, STARKE MATTHEW
RURAL DELIVERY 2, BOX 59
DENTON. MD 21629
EYERLY, BRANDON ROBERT
BOX 281 R D #8
BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
EZRINE, MEREDITH K.
23 EAST HAMILL ROAD
BALTIMORE. MD 21210
F
FABIAN, RAPHAEL
1004 SOUTHEAST 9TH AVENUE
HIALEAH, FL 33010
FAISON, LANE ELLIAS
2110 STONEBRIDGE LANE
CHARLOTTE, NC 2821 1
FALES, FLOYD DANFORTH
10305 SOUTHWEST 56 AVE
MIAMI, FL 33156
FALVEY, JENNIFER MAHER
35 CLARK
BELMONT, MA 02178
FAM. NATHALIE
5506 WOOLDRIDGE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78413
FARESE, DANIELLE MARIE
4216 THOMAS WOOD LANE
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33880
FARIS, DAVID GORDON
834 LITTLE JOHN LANE
HOUSTON, TX 77024
FARRELLY, STEPHEN RANDOLPH RITCHIE
PLEASANT VALLEY RD.
MENDHAM, NJ 07945
FARREN, KIRSTIE MACE
SUGARLOAF FARM
BEAVER HEAD ROAD
NORTH GUILFORD, CT 06437
FARRER, MARSHALL BURNS
12611 WEST HIGHWAY 42
PROSPECT, KY 40059
FEOLA, LISA MARIE
1109 CALLA STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
FERNANDES, JEREMY TILDON
3508 BEVERLY DRIVE
DALLAS, TX 75205
FERNANDEZ, ANGELIKI ALEXANDRA
3525 MARWOOD DR
ORLANDO, FL 32806
FERNANDEZ, GRETCHEN MARIE
10133 NORTHWEST 1ST MANOR
CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33071
FERNANDEZ, RAYMOND GERARD
9708 PEDDLERS WAY
ORLANDO, FL 32817
FERNANDEZ, JR., JOSE IGNACIO
8155 POWELL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32822
FERRUCI, STEPHEN ANTHONY
R.F.D. 1
BOX 210
NORTH VASSALBORO. ME 04962
FEULNER, JEFFREY
3724 ROSE OF SHARON DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
FIELD, BRETT CARLTON
25 FEIGE ROAD
CAPE TOWN, CAPE PROVINCE
SOUTH AFRICA,
FINEGOLD, EMILY
5722 AYLESBORO AVE.
PITTSBURGH. PA 15217
FINIZIO, FRANCESCO AURELIES
1-B CARNEGIE AVENUE
HUNTINGTON, NY 11743
FINN, SEAN CRAMPTON
5530M 78TH AVE. N W
OLYMPIA, VA 98502
FISHER, TROY MATTHEW
244 BERTHOUD WAY
GOLDEN, CO 80401
FISHMAN. MARLA BETH
717 BUNKER ROAD
NORTH WOODMERE, NY 11581
FITCH, ERIN MARGRET
POST OFFICE BOX 394
WEST SUFFIELD, CT 06093
FLANIGAN, DAVID RYAN
436 OYSTER ROAD
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408
FLINN, MARION DE VLAMING
209 TACONIC RD.
GREENWICH, CT 06830
FLIPSE, DONN KIM
1215 MALAGA
CORAL GABLES. FL 33134
FOLEY, ERIN VIRGINIA
7 BAY VIEW DRIVE
SWAMPSCOTT, MA 01907
FOLEY, JENNIFER SUSAN
757 13TH AVENUE
VERO BEACH, FL 32962
FOLEY, KEVIN CUNNINGHAM
4600 CHARLESTON TERRACE N.W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
FORBES, MALCOLM CAMERON
356 NAYATT ROAD
BARRINGTON, Rl 02806
FORD, DOUGLAS SCOTT
2828 KIRK ROAD
LAKE WORTH, FL 33461
FORD, KELLY LEE
1126 A REDMAN STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32809
FORRESTER, KRISTIN LORRAINE
4109 MESA DRIVE
PLANO, TX 75074
FORTUNE, KERRY ELIZABETH
P O BOX 7199
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22307
FOSDICK, JOY ELLEN
9 TANSY LANE
IPSWICH, MA 01938
FOSS, LAUREN MICHELLE
651 RIDGEVIEW ROAD
HOCKESSIN, DE 19707
FOSTER, APRIL RENEE
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304
GARCIA, CLAUDIA MARGARITA
CLUB VIP #302
P.O. BOX 525364
MIAMI. FL 33156
GARDNER, KELLIE MARIE
2400 REGINA ROAD
ALBANY, GA 31705
GARDNER, PETER VAN DYKE
1014 TEMPLE GROVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
GARDNER, ROBERT GROVES
557 GARDEN ROAD
DAYTON, OH 45419
GARON. JULIETTE LAURA
7851 -D SHOALS DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
GARRETT, GWEN DELL
8101 BLUESTAR CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32819
GARRETT IV, ALMA BOWEN
2334 ST ANDREWS CIRCLE
MELBOURNE, FL 32901
GARRISON, KEVIN PATRICK
1899 MOUNT ROYAL DRIVE
ATLANTA, GA 30329
GARRITY. TROY ANTHONY
2998 POPLAR
NAPLES, FL 33962
GASKIN, JR.. JOHN WESLEY
5636 MERRITT COURT
ORLANDO. FL 32822
GATES. JOHN COURTNEY
34 HAWTHORN ROAD
BROOKLINE. MA 02146
GEBHART, DAWN ELLEN
127 LUDLOW DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
GEIGER, AMY CLARA
5135 DUNN AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32218
GELSOMINO, ANTHONY M
2731 NE 14TH STREET APT 436B
CAUSEWAY
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33062
GEMMELL, THOMAS SCOTT
3198 N E 7TH DR
BOCA RATON. FL 33431
GENTRY, SEAN ALEXANDER
31442 WEKIVA RIVER ROAD
SORRENTO, FL 32776
GERUM. DEBORAH KAY
1716 WEST PRINCETON ROAD
PETERSBURG, VA 23805
GETTEL. JOHN LOREN
150 LONE PINE RD
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Ml 48304
GETZ, REBECCA LOUISE
207 DOVERWOOOD ROAD
FERN PARK, FL 32730
GILBERT, CHRISTOPHER ABBEY
P.O. BOX 021 SUITE 100
7225 N. W. 25TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33122
GILBERT, WILLIAM MICHAEL
232 PINE RIDGE WAY
DURANGO, CO 81301
GILBERTSON, LISA MARIE
PO BOX 645
WAYZATA, MN 55391
GILLETT, KATHERINE TAYLOR
214 FOREST AVENUE
GLEN RIDGE, NJ 07028
GILLILAND, JR.. JAMES SEVIER
60 MORNINGSIDE PARK
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
GIRSE, DANIEL PATRICK
14 SMOKE TREE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63026
GLISKER, KIMBERLY PATRICIA
125 STRATFORD AVENUE
GARDEN CITY, NY 11530
GNADINGER, LESLIE RAE
9207 RAINBOW SPRINGS COURT, #7
LOUISVILLE. KY 40241
GOBLISCH, JENNIFER DEANNE
5079 SOUTHWEST 88 TERRACE
COOPER CITY, FL 33328
GODBOLD, SCOTT HAMILTON
2148 VIA TUSCANY
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
GOLDBERG, LISA SHERYLE
826 LOGGERHEAD ISLAND DRIVE
SATELLITE BEACH, FL 32937
GOLDFINGER, THIRA MATKOVIC
MEAD STREET
WACCABUC, NY 10597
GOLDHIRSCH, ELIZABETH YUNG SHII
25 JORALEMON STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
GOLDKIND, LAURI A
148 D RICHARD PATH
ST. JAMES. NY 11780
GOLDSMITH. ROBERT BRENT
1741 BRIAN AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
GOLUB, DANIEL JUDD
202 DRAKES DRUM DRIVE
BRYN MAWR, PA 19010
GOMEZ ACEBO, JUAN
CANDELEDA
1
CIUDAD PUERTA DE HIERRA
28035 MADRID, SPAIN,
GONZALEZ, MARIA CARIDAD
2033 S W 103 CT
MIAMI, FL 33165
GONZALEZ, PEDRO ENRIQUE
429 E GRANT STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
GONZALEZ. JR
, JULIAN JOSE
3332 STONEWOOD COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32806
GONZALEZ-CHAVEZ, MARIO DAVID
1650 WALNUT AVENUE
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
GORDON, ERIC THOMAS
3254 N STREET, NORTHWEST
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
GORRELL, ISABELLE MARTHE
1 182 VILLAGE FOREST PLACE
WINTER PARK , FL 32792
GOSNELL, JASON HARRIS
520 GULF SHORE DRIVE
CONDOMINIUM 313
DESTIN, FL 32541
GOSS, GERRIT JOHNSTON
3869 GULF DR.
SANIBEL, FL 33957
GOSSETT. DENISE MARIE
1224 LAUANHAM COURT
APOPKA, FL 32712
GOUGE, CATHERINE COURTNEY
3722 WINDOM PL, N.W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20016
GRAGNANO. JOSEPH A
28 STORELEIGH PARK
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
GRAGNANO, NICOLE MARIE
28 STONELEIGH PARK
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
GRAHAM. LAURA ELIZABETH
3240 PARK PLACE
EVANSTON. IL 60201
GRAHAM, PAGET LUKE
P O BOX 429
LEES HILL ROAD
NEW VERNON. NJ 07976
GRAHAM, SUZANNE SHAW
1385 HIBISCUS AVENUE
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
GRANT, MARLA BOYE
1600 OAKHURST AVE
APT #
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
GRANTHAM, SUSAN LYNN
3200 STATE AVE
PANAMA CITY. FL 32405
GRANTHAM, SUZANNE TINDALL
1925 LAKESIDE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
GRASTY, JEFFREY WINFIELD
820 VISCAYA LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS. FL 32701
GRAY, GERALD MATTHEW
805 EAST HIGHLAND DRIVE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
GRAY, KAI TOTTEN
12 STOWELL ROAD
WINCHESTER, MA 01890
GRECSEK, TIMOTHY JOHN
6531 BANNER LAKE CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32869
GREEN, ANDRE
2550 ALAFAYA TRAIL, #2202
ORLANDO, FL 32826
GREEN. CECILIA HAMILTON
550 HIGH POINT LANE
ATLANTA, GA 30342
GREEN, SUZANNE ELIZABETH
1006 TEMPLE GROVE
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
GREGORY, J MICHAEL
165 AVALON DR
ATHENS, GA 30606
GREISMAN. JAREDTODD
1 16 RIDGE RD
RUMSON, NJ 07760
GRIDLEY, WILLIAM JETER
619 DARCEY DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
GRIFFIN, HOLLY JOY
1309 WILDCAT CT
APOPKA, FL 32712
GRIFFITH, JENNIFER JEAN
712 FERRY STREET
MARSHFIELD, MA 02050
GRIMES. COLBY GIBSON
THREE WELLS LN
DARIEN, CT 06820
GRUMET. AUDEN LEWIS
2863 CAREYGATE NORTHWEST
ATLANTA, GA 30305
GUILLEM, ROBERT T
7769 COUNTRY PLACE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
GUITAR. JOHN ALEXANDER
30 BYWATER ST
LONDON S W 3
ENGLAND,
GULICK. CHARLES RUSSELL
22 UPPER LADUE ROAD
ST LOUIS, MO 63124
GUMPERT, LESHA DAWN
99 EDGEWOOD AVENUE
SMITHTOWN, NY 11787
GUTIERREZ, MARIBEL
7366 LAZY HILL DRIVE
ORLANDO. FL 32818
H
HAAKINSON, KIMBERLY ANN
7892 SCENIC DRIVE
BOULDER, CO 80303
HABERLE. TRACY LEE
RD#1, BOX 96
WEST HILL ROAD
GLEN GARDNER, NJ 08826
HABERNICKEL. HELEN SHEPARD
315 GLENWOOD ROAD
RIDGEWOOD. NJ 07450
HAECKEL, MARK STEPHAN
WESTCHESTER AVENUE
R.D. 4 BOX 76
POUND RIDGE, NY 10576
HAGE, CHRISTOPHER THOMAS
4844 PAT ANN TERRACE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
HAGE, THOMAS MITCHELL
4844 PAT ANN TERRACE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
HAHN, JR JAMES ANTHONY
128 POCCONOCK TRAIL
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
HALL, DENNIS GEORGE
7 BLACKTHORN COURT
PALM COAST, FL 32137
HALL, PATRICIA ANNE
2392 ABBEYWOOD
LISLE, IL 60532
HALL, TRIESTA E LAN
204 SOUTH ORANGE STREET
FELLSMERE, FL 32948
HAMANN, EDWARD
P.O. BOX 720774
ORLANDO, FL 32872-0774
HAMILTON, ANN LOUISE HUGHES
135 PRESTON ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
HAMLIN, ANDREA GORDON
14 CHAPEL STREET
FREEPORT, ME 04032
HAMPTON, LARISSA DAWN
440 OLD ALBEE FARM RD
NOKOMIS, FL 34275
HANDOJO, LISA
1 CHATSWORTH ROAD #02-23
CHATSWORTH COURT
SINGAPORE 1024,
HANNA, RYAN MICHAEL
69 HILLSIDE ROAD
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
HANSEN, KERRY LYNN
3452 CAUSEWAY BLVD
#402 FAIRWIND
JENSEN BEACH. FL 34957
HANSEN, STEVEN MARK
1770 SPRINGVIEW DR
MASON CITY. IA 50401
HANSFORD. ANNE ELIZABETH
460 GREEN GLADE ROAD
BIRMINGHAM. AL 35244
HARDEE, ALICE ANNE
4915 SPRINGFIELD DRIVE
DUNWOODY, GA 30338
HARMON, DAVID ALLAN
13593 BRYNWOOD LANE S.E
FORT MYERS, FL 33912
HARPER, KENNETH DELMAR
7484 WHISPERWOOD DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
HARPER, WILLIAM BRUCE
516 HARDEE ROAD
CORAL GABLES. FL 33146
HARRELL, HOLLISTER
NORTHGATE ALGER CT #38
BRONXVILLE. NY 10708
HARRIGAN, MATTHEW JAMES
43 HILLSIDE PL
RYE. NY 10580
HARRINGTON, KAREN ANN
285 TORPOINT GATE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
HARRINGTON, SCOTT DAVID
1 1 ARTHUR ROAD
WAKEFIELD, MA 01880
HARRISON, SHANNON O NEILL
4757 BEXLEY LANE
MOBILE, AL 36608
HART, JOHN RAVLIN
P O BOX 110
ORANGE LAKE, FL 32681
HARTLEY II, ROBERT HEINSOHN
230 THORN STREET
SEWICKLEY, PA 15143
HARTMANN. ALEESE MILLS
6. AVENUE FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
B-1050 BRUSSELS
BELGIUM.
HARTWIG. NICOLE DAGMAR
CAMPUS BOX 1540
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
HARVEY, PAMELA ANN
4388 POND APPER DRIVE
NAPLES, FL 33999
HARWELL, SARA VIRGINIA
RT 3 BOX 31CC
SIGNAL MOUNTAIN, TN 37377
HASSOLD, WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER
349 THORNBROOK RD
ROSEMONT. PA 19010
HATFIELD, BROOKS ANDERSON
495 RIVERCREST CT
ATLANTA, GA 30328
HATHAWAY, DIANE ELIZABETH
130 WEST ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
OCEAN CITY, NJ 08226
HAUBER, LISA MARIE
40 STRINGER DR
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
HAWKINS. AMI DIANE
967 WILLOW RUN LANE
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
HAWKINS, CHRISTOPHER FRANCIS
4 RAINEY LANE
WESTPORT. CT 06880
HAWKINS. HUBERT WILLIAM
851 MILES ARAGON CONDO 18
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
HAWKINS, SONJA LYNN
1110 MARTIN L KING DRIVE
ORLANDO. FL 32805
HAWKINS, TIMOTHY WALSH
POST OFFICE BOX 22374
LAKE BUENA VISTA, FL 32830
HAYNES. THOMAS JETTON
117 N MAPLE ST
MURFREESBORO, TN 37130
HAZLETT. DANIEL WARREN
4060 NO LAKE DRIVE
SHOREWOOD. Wl 53211
HEARNS. DEANNA JOY
1205 PINEWOOD LANE
OCOEE, FL 34761
HECKSCHER, JONATHAN MAXWELL
330 FAIRHILL ROAD
WYNNEWOOD, PA 19096
HEFNER, ROMY LYNN
39 WEST 425 SILVER GLEN ROAD
ST CHARLES, IL 60175
HELMERS, DAVID LANCASTER
324 WESLEYAN PLACE
OWENSBORO. KY 42301
HENRY, DERRICK LAVON
1018 THUNDERBIRD DRIVE
DAYTONA BEACH. FL 32017
HENSEL, DONALD PAUL
210 WATERBURY LANE
INDIAN HARBOUR BCH., FL 32937
HEPBURN, SAMANTHA GAIL
P O BOX N272
NASSAU
BAHAMAS,
HERMAN, DAVID RUSSELL
9940 CASTLETON STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32817
HERMANSEN, JOHN ERIC
205 HACIENDA DRIVE
C/O HACIENDA DEL SOL
MERRITT ISLAND. FL 32952
HERNANDEZ. FRANK PATRICK
2013 DOWN WOODS LANE
WINDERMERE, FL 34786
HERNANDEZ. GRACE BEATRICE
8070 WELLSMERE CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32811
HERNANDEZ. MICHAEL J
51 1 1 -A LAKE CATLINA DRIVE
BOCA RATON. FL 33496
HERRINGTON MIMI EVELYN
4303 UNIVERSITY BLVD
DALLAS, TX 75205
HICKEY. GREGORY WILLIAM
73 APPLE TREE LANE
NEW CANAAN. CT 06840
HIGGINS. ERIN MURPHY
130 HUNTERS TRAIL
LONGWOOD. FL 32779
HIGGINS, GEOFFREY C.
185 MAIN STREET
CONCORD. MA 01 742
HIGHAM, ANDREA ELIZABETH
FIDDLERS CREEK ROAD
TITUAVILLE, NJ 08560
HIGHFIELD. HOLLI NOELLE
3305 TRINITY ROAD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40206
HILBERS. TODD ANDREW
2930 KELL RD
SIGNAL MOUNTAIN. TN 37377
HILDEBRANDT. KENNETH MARK
40 TIMBER ROCK TRAIL
BERNARDSVILLE, NJ 07924
HILL, ANDREW BEATTIE
7013 MAPLE AVENUE
CHEVY CHASE, MD 20815
HILL, SARA CATHARINE
3653 MAPLEWOOD
DALLAS, TX 75205
HILLENMEYER. LOUIS EDWARD
466 WOODLAKE WAY
LEXINGTON. KY 40502
HIVELY
.
TARA MICHELLE
2322 CARRIAGE RUN ROAD
KISSIMMEE. FL 34741
HOBBS LANNEN, ELIZABETH FRAZIER
1569 WILD FOX DRIVE
CASSELBERRY, FL 32707
HOBSON, ANDREA YVETTE
P. O BOX 636
KINGSHILL ,
ST. CROIX, VI 00851
HODGES, CAROLYN ELIZABETH
3176 NORTH 18TH STREET
ARLINGTON. VA 22201
HOEPNER, JR., THEODORE JOHN
823 NORTH LAKE ADAIR BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32804
HOFFMAN, KYLE LUANN
1405 PAULA DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32703
HOLCOMB, JENNIFER
RT. 5 BOX 466R
FAYETTEVILLE. AR 72701
HOLDEN, CHRISTINE ANNE
41 HILLYER CIRCLE
MIDDLETOWN, NJ 07748
HOLDEN, STEPHANIE JEAN
41 HILLYER CIRCLE
MIDDLETOWN, NJ 07748
HOLLAND, JEANNE ELIZABETH
230 LAZELL STREET
HINGHAM, MA 02043
HOLLETT, NICOLE MARIE
96 DOROTHEA DRIVE
DARTMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA
CANADA, B2 W4 C4,
HOLLINGSWORTH, NANCY VIRGINIA
600 MUSEUM DRIVE
CHARLOTTE, NC 28207
HOLLY, JR.. ROBERT LEE
37 GOULDING PLACE
ROSWELL. GA 30075
HOLMES. FRANCES FAYANN
205 PARK PLACE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
HOLSINGER, JILL MELINDA
16306 SHADYBANK DRIVE
DALLAS, TX 75248
HOLT, LISA DELE
5901 WEST OAKS DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
HOLTZER, KIM
5697 TULIP AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32809
HOPE-GILL. LAURA MARGARET
4415 MANGROVE PL
SARASOTA, FL 34242
HORN, STEPHEN ALAN
44 LEE GATE LANE
GROSSE POINTE, Ml 48236
HORNE, AMANDA FRANCES
254 OTIS ROAD
BARRINGTON HILLS, IL 60010
HOSFORD, JENNIFER KATHERINE
1 1 79 SPRINGDALE RD
GAINESVILLE. GA 30501
HOUSEL. LAURALISA
14724 TALL TREE DRIVE
LUTZ. FL 33549
HOWARD, STEVEN PATRICK
606 MARTIN AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
HOWARD, TYMOTHI ANNE
110 EAST FIRST STREET
SANFORD, FL 32771
HOWAT. SCOTT DOUGLAS
2207 MALLARD CIRCLE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
HSIAO, JAY CHUNG
871 CHESTNUT LAKE DRIVE
MARIETTA, GA 30068
HUBER, MARY NANNETTE
13577 COACHLAMP LANE
SILVER SPRINGS, MD 20906
HUDSON, LESLIE CAROLYN
304 KING ST.
SYLVESTER, GA 31791
HUDSON, SYBIL SLADE
5560 CONWAY DRIVE
MARIETTA. GA 30067
HUEY. DEREK SCOTT
412 SOUTH TULPEHOCKEN ROAD
READING, PA 19601
HUG, ALLISON INGERSOLL
85 EAST END AVENUE
MEW YORK, NY 10028
HUGGINS, MARK PROVOST
173 RIVERSIDE DR.
MEW YORK. NY 10024
(
HUGHES, DAVID GEORGE
321 BRIAR FARM LANE
- <IRKWOOD, MO 63122
HUGHES. ERICA ROSE
1 1972 NORTHWEST 2ND COURT
I30RAL SPRINGS, FL 33071
HUMANN. KRISTEN JEAN
4381 S W PARKGATE BLVD
[PALM CITY. FL 34990
HUNT, SHANNON ELIZABETH
526 WARRENTON RD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
HURLEY, JR . JAMES SHERRILL
20 PARK AVENUE
I MADISON. CT 06443
HURSH, ANTONIO RICARDO
1281 DEERLAKE CIRCLE
APOPKA. FL 32712
[HUSAR. BARBARA J.
840 WESLEY CIRCLE
APARTMENT 310
APOPKA, FL 32703
HUTCHINSON. KELLY DAVID
110 S. SEWALLS PT ROAD
STUART. FL 34996
HYDE. PETER DAVID
4920 COMINITO EXQUISITO
SAN DIEGO. CA 92130
I
ILLMAN. SIMON MARTIN
123 RANT MEADOW, LEVERSTOCK
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. HERTS
ENGLAND HP3 8PQ.
ILTSOPOULOS, ZOE MARIA
293 EAST TOWNE PLACE
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
IMBEMBA, HELEN-ELIZABETH LISA
5930 DORCHESTER WAY
ROCKVILLE, A/ID 20852
INFANTE, JEANNIE REBECCA
5414 TRIBUNE DRIVE
ORLANDO. FL 32812
INGMANSON, GRETCHEN ELISE
7983 SHADOW HILL DRIVE
LA MESA, CA 92041
IRVING. CAROLYN ELIZABETH
P. O. BOX 422744
KISSIMMEE. FL 34742
J
JACKSON. LAURA SUZANNE
11 LAWTON LANE
SALISBURY, NC 28144
JACKSON. WILLIAM HARRY
1526 KNOB ROAD
CHARLESTON, WV 25314
JACKSON IV, IRA JEROME
1553 CARR ST
RALEIGH. NC 27608
JACOB, RAQUEL
8 SUTHERLAND CRESCENT
DARLING POINT 2027
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.
JACOBS, PINO MARIA
200 AFTON SQUARE
#206
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
JACOBS. WILLIAM MARLIN
51 OAK STREET
BABSON PARK, FL 33827
JACOBSON, AMANDA REGINA
545 JULIE LANE
WINTER SPRINGS. FL 32708
JANETTE, JENNIFER MELINDA
200 KREAG ROAD
FAIRPORT, NY 14450
JANSEN. SCOTT TIMOTHY
2828 BURNHAM CT.
ATLANTA, GA 30360
JARRETT, SUZANNE NATALIE
100 HARTLAND STREET
HARTFORD, CT 061 12
JASPER, AUTRY ALLYN
1919 EAST LA RUA STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
JASSIR, DAVID
3371 EDGECLIFFE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32806
JE BAILEY. OMAR HAMID
8519 TULIP COURT
BAY HILL
ORLANDO, FL 32819
JENKINS. MARK ROY
4552 GEORGIA STREET APT #5
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
JENKINS, SHEM CHRISTOPHER
24 MAJESTIC WAY
MARLTON, NJ 08053
JENNINGS, ERIKA JOHNSON
130 S. PHELPS AVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32489
JENSEN. CHRISTOPHER COLBY
593 TREVINO COURT
N FT MYERS. FL 33903
JENSEN, PAIGE ELIZABETH
16212 RANCHITA
DALLAS. TX 75248
JOHNSON, BRIAN DAVID
1 1 1 55 SOUTHWEST 40 STREET
DAVIE. FL 33328
JOHNSON, CHRISTIN WYNNE
2512 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
ASHLAND, KY41101
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER RICE
1216 COUNTRY LANE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
JOHNSON, EMILY ELLIOTT
112 GROVE LANE
ATHENS . AL 35611
JOHNSON, KERRIE ANN
7 AZALEA ROAD
WINCHESTER. MA 01890
JOHNSON, ROBERT ANTHONY
531 SPANISH TRACE DRIVE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
JOHNSON, SARAH VICTORIA
915 EAST 2ND AVENUE
MONMOUTH, IL 61462
JOHNSON, THOMAS MICHAEL
51 1 LAKE SUE AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
JOHNSTON, ALEXANDER TIMOTHY
6812 ENTRADA PLACE
BOCA RATON, FL 33433
JOHNSTON, JANE KELLY
2517 FINGER ROAD
GREEN BAY, Wl 54302
JOINER, CYNTHIA LORENE
15351 CAPE DRIVE. NORTH
JACKSONVILLE. FL 32226
JONES. CATHERINE HAYDON
11 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NEW YORK. NY 10023
JONES. KASSHIA LAVELLE
553 SCARBOROUGH RD.
ELLENWOOD, GA 30049
JONES, KEITH CHARLES
43 BRIARWOOD COURT
PRINCETON, NJ 08540-9402
JONES. LESLIE SUE
P. O BOX 97
O FALLON, IL 62269
JONES, MASON CARRINGTON
24 MORNINGSIDE PARK
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
JONES, NICOLE JENE
270 BABCOCK ST.
#13 B
BOSTON, MA 02215
JONES, WILLIAM BUCKLEY
2 HUNTER STREET
OLD GREENWICH, CT 06870
JORDAN, DEBORAH LYNN
22 ALDEN ST.
P.O B, 668
SOUTH HARWICH, MA 02661
JORDAN, MEGHAN ELIZABETH
24 FAIRHAVEN ROAD
NASHUA, NH 03060
JOSEPH, RICHARD WAYNE
PROSPECT FOUNDATION
C/O BERCO LIMITED, BOX HM 901
HAMILTON 5, BERMUDA,
JOSHI, HEIMA
1813 WINGFIELD DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
JOSIAH, CHARMAINE IFEOMA
9810 HEDIN DRIVE
SILVER SPRING, MD 20903
JOYCE, MICHELLE LEIGH
65 ROBINWOOD DR
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72207
JUNKER, SHAUN DAVID
5825 JONQUIL LANE NORTH
PLYMOUTH . MN 55442
JUREK, JOSEPH BERNARD
10 CHANDLER ROAD
ANDOVER, MA 01810
K
KAHN, LISBETH KATHRYN
940 SWEETWATER LANE
BOCA RATON, FL 33431
KALIL. PAUL EDWARD
12721 NORTHWEST FIRST STREET
PLANTATION. FL 32325
KALIN. KATHRYN GILL
429 CHEESE SPRING ROAD
NEW CANAAN. CT 06840
KALMAN. STEVEN JEFFREY
7 RAPHAEL WAY
WESTPORT. CT 06880
KANDELL, STEPHEN JON
4989 COURTLAND LOOP
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
KARGER. MICHAEL JOHN
471 RUTLEDGE DRIVE
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, NY 10598
KASKEL, ALLISON JOY
465 PARK AVENUE
APT 13E
NEW YORK, NY 10022
KASPER, CHRISTINE ELIZABETH
3145 THISTLEHILL DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
KAULFUSS, KELLY CRISTIN
403 CENTER STREET
BETHLEHEM. PA 18018
KEATING. REMINGTON RADEL
40 PHEASANT LANE
GREENWICH, CT 06830
KEBBON, MARY MAUDE
333 EAST 68 STREET
NEW YORK CITY, NY 10021
KELL, MICHAEL WALLACE
1851 RAYNALE
BIRMINGHAM, Ml 48009
KELLER, BRIDGET JEAN
603 ATLANTIC STREET
MELBOURNE BEACH, FL 32951
KELLOGG. LEE IRWIN
39 STEWART ROAD
SHORT HILLS, NJ 07078
KELLY, JAMES PETER
24 WOODLAND WAY
REHOBOTH, MA 02769
KELLY, JAMES PATRICK
5808 BRITTANY VALLEY RD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40222
KELLY. MARY TARRY
1 1 7 BROCKENBRAUGH COURT
METAIRIE, LA 70005
KELPIEN. ELAINE GAIL
3695 NORTH CARAMBOLA CIRCLE
COCONUT CREEK, FL 33066
KEMPER, KIMBERLY
21469 AVALON DRIVE
ROCKY RIVER, OH 44116
KENNEDY, ASHLEY ELIZABETH
3004 SHERWOOD ROAD
ORLANDO. FL 32803
KENNEDY. FRANCIS CAMERON
430 ARGONNE DRIVE
ATLANTA. GA 30305
KENWOOD. CLIFFORD MORRIS
1834 BROADWAY
NEW ORLEANS. LA 70118
KERR, MARION FRANCES
301 SEAPATH TOWER
WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH, NC 28480
KETH, SARAH JANE
517 WHISPER WOOD DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
KHAN. SUSAN FAZIA
200 DANA WAY
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
KIBORT. ALICE CHRISTOFF
365 FOREST AVE
RYE, NY 10580
KILE, KRISTOPHER TRENTON
611-117 CHESTNUT OAK CIRCLE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
KIMMEL, DANIEL DEAN
300 LAKE LAWN DRIVE
MILFORD, DE 19963
KIMPTON, GRAHAM LAWRENCE
2900 PACIFIC AVENUE, #301
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 1
5
KINDEL, AARON LAWRENCE
703 ST MICHAEL LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
KING, MARGARET ELIZABETH
15 WEST 90TH SEDGLEY ROAD
BURR RIDGE, IL 60521
KINNIE, JUDY L
6126 CLARCONA- OCOEE ROAD
ORLANDO. FL 32810
KINNIE. SHANNON LEIGH
6126 CLARCONA-OCOEE ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32810
KLEEMAN, KARRI LYNN
1 1285 BANK ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45247
KLEICH, KAREN L
6622 BANNER LAKE CIRCLE. #8308
ORLANDO, FL 32821
KLEIN, JENNIFER MEREDITH
7829 CHARGER TRAIL N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
KLEIN, MARC DOUGLAS
35 EAST 84TH STREET
APARTMENT 7B
NEW YORK, NY 10028
KLETKE, KRISTEN JEANNE
6097 BALBOA CIR . APT 201
BOCA RATON, FL 33433
KLINE II. JEFFREY BRANDON
12861 SOUTHWEST 68TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33156
KLINGER. HEATHER A,
24 LAKESIDE DRIVE
GRANBY, CT 06035
KLOTZBACH, SEAN MICHAEL
22 BALTIC STREET
EDISON, NJ 08820
KNAPP, AMY JEANNE
30 ORCHARD ST
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
KOCAN, ELIZABETH
400 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
APARTMENT 403
ORLANDO, FL 32803
KOLETIC. LYNN MARIE
11930 LAKE MIST CIRCLE
TAMPA, FL 33617
KONG, TAE - SIK
3004 WILFORD PACK COURT
ANTIOCH, TN 37013
KOPPENAL, MICHAEL ROBERT
117 SECOND AVE
HAWTHORNE, NJ 07506
KORN, NICOLE LEIGH
4376 TIDEWATER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32812
KOSTER. ROBIN JENNIFER
102 AMBERJACK LANE
JUPITER, FL 33477
KOVAC, REBECCA LEE ELAINE
2085 WEST STATE ROAD 426
OVIEDO. FL 32765
KRAEBEL, KATHLEEN PATRICIA
909 PINECROFT COURT
FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
KRAUSE, CRISTINA CARMEN
5252 E KALEY STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32812
KREIDER, AMY DE HAVEN
1947 SUMMERFIELD ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
KREYENBERG, KATHRIN
AM WASSERBOGEN 15
D-8032 LOCHHAM
WEST GERMANY,
KRISKA. DOUGLAS JOHN
2011 NOVEM DR
FENTON, MO 63026
KROLL, GLENN DAVID
4 SHORE PARK ROAD
GREAT NECK, NY 11023
KUCKLICK, HEATHER RENE
15929 LARKSPUR STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32828
KURTZ, JUDITH C
800 MC INTYRE AVE
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
KWON, DENIS
725 W. CURRY DR
BLUE BELL, PA 19422
KYLE, CRAIG PAUL
14630 DICKENS STREET, #106
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403
L
LA CHANCE, FAE ANTOINETTE
1707 CRAWFORD DRIVE
SALISBURY. MD 21801
LA GRECA. KELLY ANNE
917 DONATION DRIVE
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23455
LA SOTA, TODD RICHARD
13113 WALMER
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66209
LACLE, RICHARD RANDOLPH
BARBA Dl JONKUMAN STREET
P. O. BOX 362 ARUBA
DUTCH WEST INDIES,
LACSAMANA, ANNE ELIZABETH
5799 SOUTH ATLANTIC AVENUE
NEW SMYRNA BEACH. FL 32069
LADAN, AMIR ARDALON
4653 TIFFANY WOODS CIRCLE
OVIEDO, FL 32765
LADEWIG, JR
,
PHILIP LANE
3717 VILLANOVA
DALLAS, TX 75225
LAHEY III, EDWARD VINCENT
564 HARBOR RD
SOUTHPORT. CT 06490
LAI, PEAN CHIN
1111 N BUMBY AVE.
ORLANDO, FL 32803
LAM, JENNIFER BIC
790 EAST LAKE SUE AVE
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
LAMBERT. ELIZABETH ANN
15515 CLARIDON TROY ROAD
BURTON. OH 44021
LAMOTHE. NICOLE MARIE
443 HAMPTON CREST
UNIT A 107
HEATHROW. FL 32746
LANDO, JUDDSON ASCHNER
6 GRANTLEY COURT
YORK, PA 17403
LANDRES, CLAUDIA BESS
6900 LOCH LOMOND DR
BETHESDA. MD 20817
LANDRES, TIMOTHY TRAIN
6900 LOCH LOMOND DR
BETHESDA. MD 20817
LANDRETH, RACHEL RUSH
6563 STILLWELL BECKETT
OXFORD, OH 45056
LANDRUM. LISA ANNE
5203 TOMAHAWK RD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40207
LANES, MELISSA DAWN
23 RIKER HILL ROAD
LIVINGSTON, NJ 07039
LARGE, NINA LEE
1725 EAST WILLOW GROVE AVENUE
LAVEROCK, PA 19118
LARSEN, BRITT ANN
6405 OLD SAUK ROAD
MADISON. Wl 53705
LARSEN, KARI BETH
100 THE WATERWAY
MANHASSET, NY 11030
LARSEN. LISA NATALIE
1408 SAILBOAT CIRCLE
WELLINGTON. FL 33414
LARSEN. TAWN LEIGH
6405 OLD SAUK ROAD
MADISON. Wl 53705
LASHER, KENDRA JADE
8 TAHOE LANE
SEA RANCH LAKES. FL 33308
LATINA. ANDREA
79 LADDERLOOK ROAD
WARWICK. Rl 02886
LAUREANNO, ROBERT CHRISTOPHER
P.O. BOX 371
TIVERTON, Rl 02878
LAVANDIER, NURY JANICE
9735 NORTH WEST 52ND STREET
APARTMENT #114
MIAMI. FL 33178
LAWRENCE, APRIL NOELLE
212 MORGAN LANE
SPOTSYLVANIA, VA 22553
LE BLANC. WILLIAM BERNARD
302 BLACKBURN POINT ROAD
OSPREY, FL 34229
LEARNARD. VANESSA BALDWIN
48 HILLGREST AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118
LEBLOND, DONALD PATRICK
20 HOLLY DRIVE
NASHUA, NH 03063
LEE, ENJOLIE FARBER
BLUE MILL ROAD
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
LEE, JASON DELANE
8 EAST 3RD STREET
HINSDALE. IL 60521
LEESON, CARINA MARIE
1204 AUGUSTA NATIONAL BLVD
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
LEGG, JENNIFER MATTHAI
646 PARKVIEW LANE
NAPLES, FL 33940
LEMON, WILLIAM KEITH
1039 NORTH VIRGINIA AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
LENDZION, KRIYA JOY
34 COUNTRY HILL
WEST BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
LENNICX. PAUL CHRISTOPHER
19 FOXCHASE DRIVE
DOTHAN, AL 36301
LERCH. RICHARD J.
526 NORTH ROSE LANE
HAVERFORD. PA 19041
LEVIN, ROSS DOUGLAS
245-53 UNQUOWA ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
LEVY, TERESITA AMANDA
667 ESTADO. APT. 2
MIRAMAR. PR 00907
LEWIS, GAIL WOOD
6820 PALLAZZO
CORAL GABLES, FL 33146
LEWIS. MIGUEL A
379 NORTHEAST 158TH STREET
MIAMI. FL 33162
LEWIS. MONA LISE
1920 WOODHAVEN CIRCLE #79
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
LEWIS, TAMARA LYNN
2 CARRIAGE HILL CIRCLE
CASSELBERRY, FL 32707
LIEBEL, SCOTT ROBERT
3972 SOMERSET DRIVE
SARASOTA, FL 34242
LIEBST, TATIANA LEE
7242 WONDER LANE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32244
LIGHTNER. KRISTIN ANN
736 COUNT POURTALES
COLORADO SPRINGS. CO 80906
LILIENTHAL. TAMARA JO
490 ROLLING DRIVE
WEST CHESTER. PA 19380
LINDSAY, DAVID CHARLES
1528 GULF VIEW DRIVE
SARASOTA, FL 34236
LIVESEY, ALLAN BUTTRICK
101 PHILLIPS WAY
PALM HARBOR, FL 34683
LLOYD, ANNE TAYLOR
2626 NORFOLK ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32803
LLOYD. JENNIFER RACHEL
3852 SUTTON PLACE BLVD #903
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
LLULL. ANTONIA B.
420 BRIDLE PATH
CASSELBERRY. FL 32707
LOGAN. LAUREN ELIZABETH
3728 CANOE LANE
LOUISVILLE, KY 40207
LONG
.
ROBERT WILLIAM
4205 MOORLAND DR
MIDLAND, Ml 48640
LOOK, CHRISTINE ANNE
32 WALKER S RIDGE CT
PONTE VEDRA BEACH, FL 32082
LOPEZ. PAOLA
9929 NORTHWEST 5TH LANE
MIAMI. FL 33172
LORENZO. RICHARD C
14730 S W 52 TERRACE
MIAMI, FL 33185
LOVE. CHRISTOPHE LEE
3217 DRAGOON PLACE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
LOWE. ANDREW THOMAS
7 WOODFORD LANE
MALVERN. PA 19355
LOWE. KEVIN MC CRIMMON
104 E. SHEARWATER CT
PORT LIBERTE
JERSEY CITY. NJ 07305
LUDES. JOHN MATTHEW
18 PINE DRIVE
FREDONIA. NY 14063
LUDWIG. ALLISON ELIZABETH
125 LAUREL OAK DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
M
MAALI, MANAR JESSE
8709 MASTER LINK COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32819
MACKIN, ROBBIANNE TEAGA
BOX 442
BERNARDSTON. MA 01337
MADER, CHRISTOPHER SCOTT
59 FOSTER RD
TEWKSBURY, MA 01876
MAGARGEE. TODD ANTHONY
661 TIMBER LANE
DEVON. PA 19333
MAGRI. LAUREN ELIZABETH
224 LUMAHAI PLACE
HONOLULU. HI 96825
MAHONEY. JOHN CHRISTIAN
78 WEST BARE HILL ROAD
HARVARD, MA 01451
MAJORS. MELYNDA ELIZABETH
ROUTE ONE. BOX A
ORRVILLE.AL 36767
MALCOLMSON, PERRIE ELIZABETH
7251 S, W. 133 TERRACE
/IIAMI, FL 33156
1ALL0Y, STEPHEN NEVILLE
3 GRISWOLD ROAD
tYE. NY 10580
1ALM, JENNIFER LYN
235 JASMINE CIRCLE
I LAUDERDALE. FL 33326
<1ALO, LISA KAY
\0 BOX 9470
IT. THOMAS, VI 00801
1ANCINI. ELIZABETH ANN
758 SOUTH HIAWASEE APT 41
JRLANDO. FL 32811
1ANDE', CHRIS MICHAEL
950 HAPPY HOLLOW ROAD
lORAVILLE, GA 30360
1ANSON, LISA YVETTE
54 MACY AVENUE
AKE HELEN, FL 32744
1ANWARING, LEE HEATHER
015 39TH AVENUE
'ERO BEACH. FL 32960
1ARESI. CATHERINE PIERSON
85 SPRINGLINE DRIVE
'ERO BEACH, FL 32963
1ARGULES, STACEY DEBRA
3 PALESTINE ROAD
JEWTOWN, CT 06470
1ARINARI, AMY LYNN
BROPHY DRIVE
RENTON, NJ 08638
1ARKEY, LEIGH CROSBY
RINGBOLT ROAD
IINGHAM, MA 02043
1ARSH, CATHERINE MARIE
200 N. LAKESHORE DRIVE
:HICAGO , IL 60610
1ARSHALL, ERIC KENDALL
21 SOUTH CHANCELLOR STREET
IEWTOWN. PA 18940
1ARSHALL, GRAEME MC CLUER
36 APAWAMIS AVENUE
IYE, NY 10580
1ARSHALL, JR., WILLIAM HUMPHREY
12 WEST SURF ROAD
1CEAN CITY, NJ 08226
1ARTIN, SCOTT ANTHONY
655 JILLMARIE DRIVE
:INCINNATI, OH 45239
1ARTINEZ. DANNY PATRICK
029 NORTH INDIAN RIVER DRIVE
:OCOA, FL 32922
IARTINEZ. MARIA EUGENIA
703 PEACHTREE DRIVE
EMPLE TERRACE, FL 33617
IARTINEZ, MICHELE
717 FOUNTAINHEAD DR.
AKE MARY. FL 32746
1ASON, ROBERT CONGDON
24 N 4 AVE W
ULUTH. MN 55806
IATHEWS, AMANDA EASTMAN
01 WEST TYNE DRIVE
IASHVILLE, TN 37205
1ATTHEWS, HILLARY COLLEEN
284 HARBOUR COURT DRIVE
ONGBOAT KEY, FL 34228
IAXWELL, JASON CAIN
02 NORTH TREMAIN STREET
IT. DORA, FL 32757
IAYHEW, KATHERINE ASHLEY
51 PONTEVEDRA BLVD
ONTE VEDRA, FL 32082
IAYO, JACK MORRIS
582 NEWPORT LAKE CIRCLE
OCA RATON, FL 33496
MAZCURI. MARY LOUISE
1854 LONG POND DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
MAZO, JENNIFER ANN
P.O. BOX 261
FAIR HAVEN, NJ 07704
MC CARRY. KATHLEEN MARIE
CAMPUS BOX 1896
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
MC CARTHY. PAULA LOUISE
33 GREY LANE
LYNNFIELD. MA 10940
MC CLAIN. CHRISTOPHER LYNN
1776 WEST WESLY ROAD
ATLANTA. GA 30327
MC CORMACK, JENNIFER LYNNE
1570 EUNICE LANE
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
MC EWEN, KEELEY KRISTINE
630 BOK RD.
NAZARETH, PA 18064
MC GEE. WILLIAM RAYMOND
22 LIZBETH LANE
BERWYN, PA 19312
MCGINN, TRACIEJANELL
3008 REDFORD DRIVE
GREENSBORO, NC 27408
MC GOWAN. MATTHEW AUSTIN
17 ENGLISHMAN COURT
NORTH BETHESDA, MD 20852
MCGUIRE. JOHN O'BRIEN
26 CEDARCLIFF ROAD
ASHEVILLE, NC 28803
MC HAM, RYLIE R
1801 ROXBURY ROAD
COLUMBUS. OH 43212
MC INNIS, WILLIAM ROGERS
4128 HYER
DALLAS. TX 75205
MC INTOSH, SHEILA ANNE
2818 PARKLAND DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
MC KINNEY, DONALD THORNBURY
1509 NORTHCREST COURT
FORT WORTH, TX 76107
MC LEOD. DANYAL EVE
645 DUNMAR CIRCLE
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32707
MC MANUS, JODY ANNE
P O BOX 32
CHERRY VALLEY. MA 01611
MC MORROUGH, TED DUNCAN
3621 WIMBLEDON DRIVE
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
MC NALLY
,
SHANNON G.
2200 BECK STREET
NEW ORLEANS. LA 70131
MEAD, CATHERINE ANNE
202 MORTON ROAD
COLUMBUS, NE 68601
MEADOW. AMY RUTH
4 WHITING ROAD
WELLESLEY, MA 02181
MECHEM. ALLISON HALL
6075 REDBIRD HOLLOW LANE
CINCINNATI, OH 45243
MEDINA. MARITZA
300 MORRIS AVENUE
EAST 140 ST., APT 2 B
BRONX. NY 10451
MEDLIN, MELINDA LEA
6915 BOLLING BROOK COVE
GERMANTOWN, TN 38138
MEEHAN. LISA MARIE
1740 MARLBOROUGH DRIVE
ATLANTA. GA 30350
MEHIEL. DENNIS DORIAN
33 BAYBERRY ROAD
ARMONK. NY 10504
MEIER. ILENA MARIE
581 LAURENT ROAD
HILLSBOROUGH. CA 94010
MELCHIONE, DAVID RICHARD
14370 SOUNDVIEW AVENUE
SOUTHOLD, NY 11971
MELI, JENNIFER ANN
112-20 72ND DRIVE
FOREST HILLS. NY 10375
MELINI, DOUGLAS JON
2076 EAST LANDIS AVENUE
VINELAND. NJ 08360
MELTZER. WENDY JILL
8531 WEST HOWELL ROAD
BETHESDA. MD 20817
MELVIN. CAM SHIELDS
223 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
MENACHO, CARLOS ALBERTO
3520 W GLENCOE ST
COCONUT GROVE. FL 33133
MENDEZ. GABRIELA MARIA
970 B EAST MICHIGAN
ORLANDO. FL 32806
MENDEZ. ROBERTO ALEJANDRO
970 B EAST MICHIGAN
ORLANDO. FL 32806
MENDOZA. ORLANDO
967 DELCHESTER ROAD
EDGEMONT. PA 19028
MEREDITH, MALON CLIFTON
11 RICHMOND ROAD
ROWAYTON, CT 06853
METZDORF, ERIK ROBERT
ROLLINS COLLEGE
CAMPUS BOX 2846
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
MIARS, GRAYDON EDWARD
1905 DOUGLAS
JOLIET, IL 60435
MICHAIL, DAVID FOUAD
225A MIMOSA LANE
WOODSTOWN. NJ 08098
MILLER, AMIE MEREDITH
6666 SOUTHWEST 96TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33156
MILLER, CHRISTY DANA
4 SQUIRREL HILL ROAD
WAYLAND, MA 01778
MILLER. JANE ADAMS
P O BOX 24883
GALLOWS BAY, CHRISTIANSTED
ST. CROIX. VI 00824
MILLER, JASON ROBERT
635 RABBIT ROAD
SANIBEL ISLAND, FL 33957
MILLER, JENNIFER
133 WAKEFIELD CRESCENT
LONDON. ONTARIO
CANADA N5 X1 Z6.
MILLER, KELLY ANN
90 FIFTH ST.
GARDEN CITY, NY 11530
MILLER, LISA SIGNE
33 NORTH RIDGEWOOD
KENTFIELD, CA 94904
MILLER. MATTHEU IRWIN
10 PARTRIDGE CIRCLE
WINTER SPRINGS. FL 32708
MILLS. JILLMARIE
1333 MONTE LARGO, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87112
MILOT. JENNIFER LYNN
925 A 1 A
HILLSBORO BEACH, FL 33062
MINDEL. ALICIA DAWN
2235 SIX BRANCHES DRIVE
ROSWELL. GA 30076
MITCHELL, CHRISTINA LA VERNE
106 47TH STREET N E
WASHINGTON, DC 20019
MITCHELL. GERARD LEMAR
476 IPSWICH STREET #100
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
MITCHELL. MARIA ELENA
8057 ALDERWOOD DR
SARASOTA. FL 33580
MLECKO, RUTH THERESE
474 CHAPEL COURT
PITTSBURGH. PA 15237
MOE, ANNE ELISE
KRISTINSVEI 36
KRISTIANSAND SOUTH
NORWAY 4633,
MOFFET, JEFFREY RONALD
3903 ALGIERS RD.
RANDALLSTOWN, MD 21 133
MOHRMANN. JENNIFER RUTH
1834 BRITTANIA COURT
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
MOLLIS, DONNA ROSEANNE
1375 JAMAICA ROAD
MARCO ISLAND. FL 33937
MONGIOVI, JOHN ALAN
2717 WEST OSBORNE AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
MONTGOMERY, ESTELLE-MARIE EBELE
314 E SECOND STREET
NORTHFIELD
,
MN 55057
MOODY, LISA ALLISON
05640 TWIN PALMS ROAD
FRUITLAND PARK, FL 34731
MOOK. JENNIFER LEIGH
1603 COTTAGEWOOD DR.
BRANDON, FL 33511
MOONE, LISA MC DONALD
3602 MULLEN AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33609
MOORE, BRIAN TODD
707 LAKESIDE DRIVE
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408
MOORE, CLARA BEVERLY
4 WAVERLY COURT
HOUSTON. TX 77005
MOORE, WENDY LOGAN
5314 YOLANDA LANE
DALLAS, TX 75229
MORAN. CLIFTON O.
7216 MAILLER ST
ORLANDO. FL 32818
MORAN, ERIN ELIZABETH
52 WESTMINSTER ROAD
CHATHAM. NJ 07928
MOREIRA ANA MARIA
741 N GREENWAY DR
CORAL GABLES. FL 33134
MORGAN, M CHRISTINA
850 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10021
MORGAN, MICHELLE ELIZEBETH
898 HENDRY DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32822
MORIARTY, KELLY ANN
614 BIRNIE AVENUE
WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA 01089
MOROSANI, KATHERINE CARMICHAEL
SUITE #201 - FOREST CENTER
932 HENDERSONVILLE ROAD
ASHEVILLE, NC 28803
MORRIS, DAWN ELIZABETH
815 BUCKWOOD
ORLANDO, FL 32806
MORRIS. JEFFREY HOWARD
66 CHERRY VALLEY ROAD
GREENWICH. CT 06831
MORRIS. OMAR A.
P. 0. BOX 224
COLUMBUS, MS 39703
MORRIS, ROBERT ARTHUR
1400 KENILWORTH STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34231
MORTON, SEAN PATRICK
116 PALMETTO DUNES CIRCLE
NAPLES, FL 33962
MORTREUX, VINCENT OMER
2009 WOODY DRIVE
WINDERMERE, FL 34786
MOSLEY, DEVITA LA SHAUN
1045 REBEL FOREST DR.
ATLANTA. GA 30315
MOSLEY, MARIA ELAYNA
1309 SOUTHEAST 40TH COURT
OCALA, FL 32671
MOSS, JENNIFER NEWTON
R.R. 1, BOX 303
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
MOTLEY. ALEXA S.
7822 MIDDAY LANE
ALEX. VA 22306
MOTSINGER, MEREDITH JANE
1321 MYRTLE DRIVE
LONGWOOD. FL 32750
MOULTON, MARY EVELYN
1195 COMMONWEALTH ROAD
PENSACOLA, FL 32504
MUELLER. JUDIT KRISZTINA
POST OFFICE BOX 949
BOCA GRANDE, FL 33921
MULLER, CHANDLER ROBINSON
201 CHELTON CIRCLE
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
MULLIGAN, MELISSA LYNNE
P O BOX 1116
JACKSON, WY 83001
MURLEY, ALLYSON LEIGH
1280 NORTHWEST 8 STREET
BOCA RATON. FL 33432
MURNO, CHRISTINE ANNE
P. O. BOX 83
MURDOCK, FL 33938
MYERS. JOHN CLEMENT
1631 NORTH HALE
FULLERTON, CA 92631
N
NADEAU, DANIEL FERRIS
11 THOMAS STREET
ROCHESTER, NH 03867
NAEDER, CHRISTINA DIANE
8801 SHORE RD.
BROOKLYN, NY 11209
NAGRANI, NICHOLAS ARJUN
219 EAST CENTER STREET
SEBRING, FL 33870
NALLEY, KIRK M.
4 VICTORIA ROAD
MANCHESTER, MA 01944
NANNEN, REBECCA ELIZABETH
282 RAFAEL BOULEVARD N. E.
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33704
NASH, MICHAEL THOMAS
323 - 1 A RUNAWAY BAY
MISHAWAKA, IN 46545
NASSIF, ALEXANDRA MARIE
430 HOLT AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
NEEDLEMAN, JASON LAURENCE
4012 HANOVER STREET
DALLAS, TX 75225
NEEFUS. BRAD JAMES
18 SAILORS NEEDLE ROAD
MATTITUCK, NY 11952
NESMITH, LARA LYNN
498 SOMERSET DRIVE
ATHENS, GA 30606
NGUYEN, THUYTRAN MAU
8221 LOST LAKE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
NGUYEN, TRANG THUY
4308 CAROUSEL ROAD
ORLANDO. FL 32808
NGUYEN, VAN QUYNH
1 164 WOODLAND TERRACE TRAI
L
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS. FL 32714
NGUYEN, YUNG QUYNH
1164 WOODLAND TERRACE TRAIL
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
NICHOLS, BRENDA LYNNE
113 LOCUST STREET
NEWARK, DE 19711
NICHOLSON, DAVID MICHAEL
3205 HONEY HILL LANE
LEXINGTON, KY 40502
NICKELSON, JESSE LUCAS
3916 NORTHAMPTON ST.. N. W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20015
NICOLOSI, SUZANNE MARIE
611 NORTH MC KINLEY AVENUE
TURNERSVILLE, NJ 08012
NIEBLING. WALTER LAWRENCE
66 HOWE STREET
BAY HEAD, NJ 08742
NIELSEN, NOELL LYNN
8265 S. W. 184TH TERRACE
MIAMI. FL 33157
NITZ, EMILY ANNE
952 BIRD BAY COURT
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
NOBLE. JR., GEORGE WARNER
5 UNIVERSITY LANE
MANCHESTER. MA 01944
NORMAN, H. TODD
4419 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
CORAL GABLES, FL 33146
NORTH. TERRY LYNN
ROUTE 1, BOX 812
HAZARD, KY 41201
NOTMAN. DEREK NEERGAARD
418 POINT ROAD
MARION. MA 02738
NUESE, SUSAN DAWN
485 TURTLE CIRCLE
SATELLITE BEACH, FL 32937
o
O'BARR, KEVIN PATRICK
140 ANGUS LANE
ATHENS, GA 30607
O'BRIEN. ANN ELIZABETH
770 BROOKSIDE ROAD
MAITLAND, FL 32751
O'BRIEN, MARLENE
7 PETER COOPER ROAD
NEW YORK, NY 10010
O'BRIEN, PAUL EDWARD
13429 N. E. 115TH CT
REDMOND, WA 98052
O'DAY, ELLEN CLAIRE
8019 LANGBROOK ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, VA 22152
O'DONNELL, BRIAN THOMAS
BOX 1239
MILFORD, PA 18337
O'DONNELL, MATTHEW JOHN
BOX 1239
MILFORD, PA 18337
O'DONNELL, PATRICK JUSTIN
8319 KERRY ROAD
CHEVY CHASE, MD 20815
O'DONNELL, STEPHEN BROADWELL
P.O. BOX 1293
MILFORD, PA 18337
O'HAIRE, DEIRDRE BURKE
575 SOUTH A 1 A
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
O'NEILL. KERRI ANN
2140 ARLINGTON DRIVE
ANCHORAGE, AK 99517
O'NEILL, MEGAN CLARK
60 PROSPECT AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
O'SHAUGHNESSY. DAVID TUCKER
168 EAST 74 STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
OBANDO, SANTIAGO
800 CELLA
ST. LOUIS, MO 63124
OBER III, ROBERT FAIRCHILD
C/O DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
KENT SCHOOL
KENT, CT 06757
OH, CHANG HOON
10544 GARDENWOOD ROAD
ORANGEWOOD VILLAGE
ORLANDO. FL 32821
OHLMS. DEREK LEE RODRIGUEZ
14172 CROSSTRAILS DRIVE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63017
OHNELL. CARIN MASSEY
KHAKUM WOOD ROAD
GREENWICH, CT 06831
OLDHAM, MARK STEPHEN
1652 PINE VALLEY DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
OLINGER, LINDA WOODS
1105 PHEASANT CIRCLE
WINTER SPRINGS. FL 32708
OMENSETTER. EVANITTA XENIA
6805 SOUTH WALL STREET
TAMPA, FL 33616
OMO, RACHEL VILLAREAL
1808 BARTON DRIVE
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
ORING. MONICA SUZANNE
19605 BEACHCLIFF BOULEVARD
ROCKY RIVER. OH 44116
ORIZONDO, PETER LOUIS
3320 STONEWOOD CT.
ORLANDO, FL 32806
ORTHWEIN, PAMELA ANN
4647 POLO LANE NORTHWEST
ATLANTA, GA 30339
ORTIZ, CHRISTIE ANNE
1771 MOHICAN TRAIL
MAITLAND, FL 32751
OSMANSKI, JULIE ANNE
17330 S W 246 ST
HOMESTEAD, FL 33031
OSTERVOLD, EDWARD LARS
1834 WEST NANCY CREEK DRIVE
ATLANTA, GA 30341
OTZEN, LIZA EMERY
171 NORTH LAKE SHORE, BOX 486
WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191
OU, MEI-LAN
6090 18TH STREET, NORTHWEST
NAPLES, FL 33999
OUELLETTE, LANCE EDWARD
ROLLINS COLLEGE
CAMPUS BOX 2084
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
P
PACIFIC, JON ROSS
16 GOLDFINCH DRIVE
WYOMISSING, PA 19610
PADIN, ALEJANDRA SUSANA
CERRO TINTILLO #500
GUAYNABO, PR 00657
PADUANO, GINA MARIE
151 ST. FRANCIS WOODS RD.
MADISON. CT 06443
PALMER, DIANE MELINDA
423-A W. BRIAR PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
PALMER, JAMES LAWRENCE
45 EAST 89TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10128
PALMIOTTO. DANIELLE HELENE
42 BARNES ROAD
OSSINING, NY 10562
PALULIAN, ANIK KRISTCHIAN
18 MC KINLEY STREET
ROWAYTON, CT 06853
PANAGAK1S. NICHOLAS PETER
2848 COBBLESTONE DRIVE
PALM HARBOR, FL 34684
PAPPAS, DEBRA ANN
9999 SUMMER BREEZE DRIVE
APT. 305
SUNRISE, FL 33322
PAPPAS, KARI JEANNE
2601 COZUMEL DR.
TAMPA, FL 33618
PARK, ROBERT CHRISTOPHER
107 PINE NEEDLE LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
PARKER, JAMES DAVID
561 NORTH EAST 33 COURT
POMPANO BEACH , FL 33064
PARKER, KATHLEEN LIZABETH
3059 CRANE STRAND DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
PATTEN, AMANDA PAULINE
136 INVERWAY
INVERNESS, IL 60067
PATTON, JOELLE LYNETTE
16245 E. SHIRLEY SHORES RD
TAVARES
,
FL 32778
PAVAO, SARAH HERSEY
2110 NORTH LAKESHORE DRIVE
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514
PAYNE, LAUREN ELIZABETH
1685 BOWOOD ROAD
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408
PEED, LAURA KATHLEEN
820 LAKE ADAIR BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32804
PEELE, REBECCA ANNE
20 W. LUCERNE CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32801
PEIRCE. KAREN PATRICIA
88 FERRY ROAD
BRISTOL. RI 02809
PELHAM. MARY FRANCES
429 NEWBOLD ROAD
JENKINTOWN, PA 19046
PELOQUIN, CHRISTINE CATHERINE
6037 CEDAR PINE DRIVE
)RLANDO, FL 32819
'ENNEKAMP, KIMBERLY JOY
106 GLEN RD.
ENKINTOWN, PA 19046
'EQUENO. MARY ELIZABETH
i!086 SUSSEX ROAD
vinter park. fl 32792
>erez, jorge
51 rothwell avenue
:liffside park, nj 07010
'erez, nelsy marisol
075 northwest 30th street. #2
tQAMI, FL 33127
'ERINI. HEATHER GRACE
I SEAL HARBOR ROAD
IPT. #544
VINTHROP, MA 02152
'ERKINS. TRACY ANN
i60 8TH STREET NORTH
LPARTMENT 13
NAPLES, FL 33940
•ERONI, HEATHER LISA
!36 QUAY ASSISI
4EW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 32169
'ERRY, VALERIE LYNN
!342 S. W, DUNDEE COURT
>ALM CITY, FL 34990
'ERSAUD, BABITA
['544 RIVER TREE CIRCLE
5ANFORD, FL 32771
'ERSONS, DAVID LOUIS
.571 SUNNYSIDE DRIVE
yIAITLAND, FL 32751
3ETERSON, JANE AMY
4820 13TH PLACE NORTH
'LYMOUTH, MN 55447
'ETERSON, KIMBERLY
i32 PETHERTON PLACE
'ENSACOLA, FL 32506
PETERSON, LINDSAY MOORE
3
. O BOX 104
:HAUTAQUA, NY 14722
'ETROSKY, LARA MICHELLE
10581 96TH STREET, NORTH
-ARGO, FL 34643
3ETRY, PAMELA ANN
i-D ROMAN KNOLL CT
:OCKEYSVILLE, MD 21030
^EVEHOUSE, MITZI ANN
f'444 GRAND COURT
•vinter park, fl 32792
3fahler, phaidra amber
|1480 angel drive
5anibel. fl 33957
:
dhillips. lydiat.
11434-a wagon road
jrlando. fl 32826
3hillips, marshall edwin
515 fairville road
:hadds ford, pa 19317
3hipps, chad franklin
sural route 1, box 296
alexandria, in 46001
phipps. gavin broward schaffer
520 lake ridge road
tallahassee, fl 32312
picton, carol lillard
107 redbird lane
terrace park, oh 45174
pierson. karen faye
517 southeast 12th street
belle glade. fl 33430
pierson, stacy bernard
3407 baer street
houston. tx 77020
pilla, ryan frederick
P. O BOX 148
HICKORY ROAD
BALDWIN PLACE, NY 10505
PINO, JR., MARIA LUISA
918 VERSAILLES CIRCLE
MAITLAND, FL 32751
PIRES, KIMBERLY DEANE
4532 KINCARDIAN DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32257
PIROS, ANDREW ROBERT
337 TANGERINE STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
PITTS, JENNIFER LYN
1633 BAMBOO DR.
VENICE, FL 33595
PLANE, DENNIS LOWELL
980 S. LAKE SYBELIA DRIVE
MAITLAND. FL 32751
PLANTE, JR.. PAUL RONALD
510 NORTH OCEAN BOULEVARD
POMPANO BEACH. FL 33062
POLAND. SUSAN JANE
6456 KINGSWOOD DRIVE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
POLLOM, GRETCHEN JANE
405 LARK AVENUE
MC ALLEN, TX 78504
POONAWALA. HUSSEIN
3933 SALMON DRIVE
ORLANDO. FL 32811
PORT, CHRISTOPHER NEIL
1639 BALD EAGLE DRIVE
ARNOLD. MD 21012
POTTER, JR.. WILLIAM BARTLETT
ROUTE 4, BOX 442
EASTON, MD 21601
POUGH. TRACIE SHENNELL
8545 BRAZIL RD.
JACKSONVILLE. FL 32208
POVALSKI. BARBARA CLAIRE
30 RIVERSIDE DR
RUMSON. NJ 07760
POVEROMO. LARA JANE
WINTON MEADOWS. P O BOX 6328SS
NASSAU
BAHAMAS,
POWELL, JOHN MANLEY
FOX PASSAGE, N. LEE HGWY
CLEVELAND, TN 37312
POWELL, MELANIE DIANE
42 PENINSULA DRIVE
GRANBURY, TX 76048
POYNTER, JENNIFER MARIE
1140 REDFIELD RIDGE
DUNWOODY, GA 30338
PRANCL, CHRISTOPHER LEE
1585 MULLET LAND
NAPLES, FL 33962
PREAUS, DAVID CARRINGTON
1321 PINE ST.
NEW ORLEANS. LA 70118
PREBLE, KRISTIN ANNE
P. O BOX 26
BRADFORD WOODS, PA 15015
PRICE, AMY ELIZABETH
450 CHEROKEE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32801
PRICE, DARREN JAMES
21 WELLS ROAD. BEAUMARIS
MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA 3193
AUSTRALIA 3193.
PUTT, KIRK ALLEN
2 BRIARWOOD DRIVE
ELVERSON. PA 19520
PYFROM, SHELLY ELIZABETH
P O BOX N-361
NASSAU
BAHAMAS,
PYNE, DEREK CHARLES
15 SCOTTSDALE ROAD
CENTERVILLE, MA 02632
Q
QUETEL, CAROLYN ANN
LINDBERG BAY 25E
SAINT THOMAS, VI 00803
QUIJADA. MARIA SOLEDAD
1039 RIDGECREST
ORLANDO. FL 32806
R
RAAEN. SANDRA LEE
2031 WEST TOURNAMENT DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32703
RAGG. AMY CHRISTINE
16723 LAKESHORE DRIVE
TAMPA. FL 33624
RAKOVIC, MILICA
48 MESTROVICEVA STREET
BELGRADE. PROVINCE OF SERBIA
YUGOSLAVIA 11000,
RALTON. DEBORAH HEDWIGA
BEEMDEN 8
5541 AB REUSEL
NETHERLANDS,
RAMOS. RUTH MARIA
5498 27TH AVENUE S W
NAPLES, FL 33999
RAMSDELL, JAMES WHITMAN
26 DEERFOOT RD
SOUTHBORO. MA 01772
RAMSEY, CAREY EUGENE
2562 RED VALLEY RD N W
ATLANTA, GA 30305
RANDAK. MATTHEW TODD
531 S. WASHINGTON
DRIVE
SARASOTA, FL 34236
RANS. ROBERT RICHARD
10 TIMBERLANE
PEMBROKE
BERMUDA H M 0 6.
RASHKOW, MARK
2125 BERKELEY ROAD
HIGHLAND PARK. IL 60035
RAURELL SOTO, A MIGUEL
211 CENTRAL PARK WEST
NEW YORK, NY 10024
RAUSEN. SUSAN
100 BLECKER ST #14A
NEW YORK, NY 10012
RAY, BRIAN LEE
5955 CHEVELLE DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE. FL 32244
REED, ADRIAN WEAVER
P O BOX 375
JUPITER ISLAND
HOBE SOUND, FL 33475
REED, ANNABELLE MARTHA
P O BOX 267
HOWEY IN THE HILLS. FL 34737
REED. STACEY ELIZABETH
9489 N W. 39TH PLACE
FT. LAUDERDALE. FL 33351
REED. JR., ROBERT GABRIEL
1500 GAY ROAD
APARTMENT 18-D
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
REESE, KATHRYNN SUZANNE
25620 WEST LONG BEACH
INGLESIDE. IL 60041
REEVES, DAVID ARTHUR
P.O BOX 1737
EVERGREEN, CO 80439
REEVES, MICHAEL GUERIN
41 WORTHINGTON AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45215
REICHER. JENNIFER DEE
6 CARDINAL COURT
MONTVALE, NJ 07645
REID JR
.
JOHN ROBERT
336 WEST BAY DRIVE
VENICE. FL 33595
REILLY, KELLY LYNN
76 LADOGA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
REINHARD, ANDREW ALEXANDER
27 SANDI DRIVE
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
REINSTEIN. HEIDI MARIE
261 BUTTERFIELD ROAD
SAN ANSELMO. CA 94960
RENDLE, CHRISTOPHER G
1350 GEORGETOWNE CIRCLE
SARASOTA, FL 34232
RENES. CHRISTINA P
3515 REGENT STREET
TAMPA. FL 33629
REOCH. GINGER RUSSELL
POST OFFICE BOX 973
KENNEBUNKPORT. ME 04046
RESHA. CHARLES JOSEPH
4426 S TRACE BLVD
OLD HICKORY, TN 37138
REYNOLDS. AMY CATHERINE
453 PARK STREET
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
REYNOLDS, NICOLE DANIELLE
BOX 327 A
R F D #1
ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
RHEA, KENNETH ALFRED
2200 19TH STREET, NORTHWEST
APARTMENT #506
WASHINGTON. DC 20009
RHODES, JENNIFER
1100S ORLANDO AVE
MAITLAND. FL 32751
RHODES. JUDITH CATHERINE
1100S ORLANDO AVE. #405-6
MAITLAND. FL 32751
RHYNE. AMY ELIZABETH
8895 GLEN FERRY DR
ALPHARETTA, GA 30201
RICE, MICHELLE DIANNE
4945 MORVEN ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
RICE, ROBERT WILLARD
911 SEDDON COVE WAY
TAMPA, FL 33602
RICHARD, CHAD TAYLOR
1410 MAURY ROAD
ORLANDO. FL 32804
RICHARD. WENDY SUSAN
3502 LAKE HARNEY CIRCLE
GENEVA, FL 32732
RICHARDS. MATTHEW ROBERT
672 SMOKERISE BLVD
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
RICHARDS. VALENCIA DISERY
POST OFFICE BOX 824
KINGS HILL
ST CROIX. VI 00851
RICHARDSON. MARA GAIL
2550 ALAFAYA TR #6104
ORLANDO, FL 32526
RICHEY, PENELOPE SUZANNE
606 31 ST STREET WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34205
RIERA. FELIX JORGE
12745 S. W. 69TH AVENUE
MIAMI. FL 33156
RIFKIN. JOEL DAVID
12 CAUSEWAY RD
HINGHAM, MA 02043
RIFKIN, RICHARD ARTHUR
556 SOLITAIRE PALM DRIVE
INDIALANTIC, FL 32903
RIHM, VALERIE JO
807 WILSHIRE COURT
CASSELBERRY. FL 32707
RILEY. KEITH EDWARD
296 MONROE AVENUE
RIVER EDGE
,
NJ 07661
RIOS, JASMIN IVETTE
600 NE 36TH ST.
MIAMI. FL 33137
RIPPEON, BRANDON ORMAN
14931 SPRINGFIELD ROAD
GERMANTOWN, MD 20874
RISLEY. REBECCA MANVILLE
133 CALHOUN STREET
WASHINGTON, CT 06794
RIVA, BRIAN DOUGLAS
255 MILLERTON RD
POST OFFICE BOX 333
SHARON, CT 06069
RIVAS, ALAIN
P.O. BOX 570105
ORLANDO, FL 32807
RIVAS, JOSE IGNACIO
P.O. BOX #570105
ORLANDO . FL 32807
RIVAS, JR
.
JOSE ANTONIO
P.O. BOX 570105
ORLANDO, FL 32807
RIZZOLO, CHRISTOPHER
1783 N. W. SHORE TERRACE
STUART, FL 34994
ROBERTS. AMANDA JANE
5517 WINGATE DRIVE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70122
ROBERTS, DENNIS MICHAEL
10250 E MOUNTAIN VIEW RD
#163
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85258
ROBERTS, ELIZABETH CELESTE
422 WEST FAIRBANKS AVENUE
APARTMENT 203
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
ROBERTS, MICHELLE LEE
CRAWFISH CABIN STREET
WEWAHITCHKA, FL 32465
ROBERTSON, ELAINE
RUA SARA VILELA 60
JARDIM BOTANICO
RIO DE JAN BRAZIL, 22460
ROBILOTTI, JAMES G
40 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10011
ROBINSON, LA SHALONDA DE SHAE
P. O. BOX 622
SANFORD, FL 32772
ROBINSON, WILLIAM PETERS
4075 HEUTTE DRIVE
NORFOLK, VA 23518
RODER. MELISSA ANN
2600 E COMMERCIAL BLVD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33308
RODGERS, JEFFREY SULLIVANT
2072 JESSUP
OVIEDO, FL 32765
RODRIGUEZ, ARMANDO CHARLES HABANA
508 SWEETWATER CLUB CIRCLE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
RODRIGUEZ, MARIANNE
104 LAKE BRANTLEY TERRACE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
RODRIGUEZ, MICHELLE TERESITA
5151 DONATELLO STREET
CORAL GABLES. FL 33146
RODRIGUEZ, PEGGY SUSAN
2625 JEFFERSON AVE.
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
ROGERS, ROBIAUN LEURISE
3059 POMONA WAY
EAST POINT, GA 30344
ROGERS, SCOTT QUILLIAN
6500 RIVERVIEW BOULEVARD, WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34209
ROLLER, THERESA LYNN
825 RIVERBEND BLVD
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
ROMAN, LINDA M
849 HEATHER GLEN CIRCLE
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
RONDEAU, DAVID ADAM
2 MULBERRY ROAD
BRISTOL, Rl 02809
ROOK, COLEEN M
520 MEAD DRIVE
OVIEDO, FL 32765
ROONEY, SCARLETT ELIZABETH
910 NIX ROAD
ALPHARETTA, GA 30201
ROOT, HILLARY LEE
3750 CRAYTON ROAD
NAPLES, FL 33940
ROSATO, MARY CULLEN
2901 NATCHEZ LANE
MEMPHIS, TN 381 1
1
ROSE, RYAN LOUISE
508 MYSTIC LANE
ARNOLD, MD 21012
ROSENDAHL, ANDREAS HENDRIK
390 LAKE LULU DR.
WINTER HAVEN. FL 33880
ROSQUIST, JOHAN BERTIL
ORCHARD DENE, RIVERSDALE
BOURNE END, BUCKS
ENGLAND SL8 5 EB,
ROSS. ALVIN DURAND
P O BOX 1932
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
ROTHSCHILD. DARREN MARTIN
1672 WINDING CREEK ROAD
PALM HARBOR, FL 34683
ROTZ, STEVEN DIRK
136 BEECHWOOD LANE
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
ROUNDS, GREGORY JAMES
1 SPRUCE RD
SWANSEA, MA 02777
ROWE, CATHERINE RAMONA
424 VANDERBILT ROAD
ASHEVILLE, NC 28803
ROY, GEORGE J
12309 BRAXTED DR.
ORLANDO, FL 32821
ROY, LORRIE LYNN
7568 BENT BOW TR.
WINTER PARK. FL 32792
LA CANADA
GUATEMALA,
RUIZ, BLANCA NINETTE
500 FIFTH AVE,
MELBOURNE BEACH, FL 32951
RUIZ, MARIA LIZETTE
500 FIFTH AVE
MELBOURNE BEACH, FL 32951
RUPURED, RAYMOND ("CHIP") DUDLEY
1695 LAZY RIVER LANE
DUNWOODY, GA 30350
RYAN, TERENCE JOSEPH
99 TAMARA CIRCLE
AVON, CT 06001
s
ROYDEN, ALEXA
201 SWEETWATER CREEK DR.
LONGWOOD. FL 32779
RUBINSTEIN, JESSICA ANNE
333 WEST END AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10023
RUDOLPH, KIRKT.
491 HELEN STREET
DUNEDIN, FL 34698
RUFF, ARIELA MONIQUE
24CALLE 10-35 ZONA 14
EAST
SAAL, TY PATRICK
10265 LAS CASITAS N. E
ALBUQUERQUE. NM 87111
SADEEK. DELA J
7726 COUNTRY PLACE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
SAENZ, PAUL BRANDON
15103 ROUNDUP DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33624
SALLICK, DANIEL HARRISON
169 KOHANZA STREET
DANBURY, CT 06811
SALOMON, MICHELLE ANN
3140 PENWA COURT
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
SALOMON, PASCALE TAMMIE
9 DUKE STREET
MATTAPAN, MA 02126
SALVAGE, KRISTEN RENEE
16 HENRY DRIVE
AUBURN, NY 13021
SANCHEZ. GINA ELIZABETH
1924 LOCH BERRY ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
SANCHEZ, OLGA MERCEDES
1482 GRANDVIEW BOULEVARD
KISSIMMEE, FL 34744
SANDERS, GERALD EUGENE
192 KINGS ROW
MARIETTA, GA 30067
SANDERS, STEPHANIE KATHERINE
192 KINGS ROW
MARIETTA, GA 30067
SANDERS. WILLIAM CURTIS
21 ORCHARD DRIVE
GREENWICH, CT 06830
SANDFORD, SUSAN ELODIE
62 ADMIRAL ROAD
TORONTO ONTARIO
CANADA,
SANDS, SAMUEL STEVENS
13601 MANTUA MILL ROAD
GLYNDON, MD 21071
SANGER, CHRISTOPHER DURANT
1157 BIRD LANE
SANIBEL ISLAND, FL 33957
SANIUK, RYAN DAVID
63 DUTTON HILL ROAD
GRAY, ME 04039
SANTO-DOMINGO, MIGUEL
15 SHEFFIELD WAY
GREENWICH, CT 06831
SAPORITO, MICHELLE CHRISTINE
607 MORGAN STREET
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
SATTER, JONATHAN ROBERT
P O BOX 507
CENTER HARBOR, NH 03226
SAWRUK, CATHERINE ANN
1410 ALBERTA EAST
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
SCALES, MATTHEW BUTLER
27 POND STREET
MEDWAY. MA 02053
SCALES, JR., EARL LYTLE
P. O. BOX 247
WEIRSDALE, FL 32695
SCANDRETT, SANDRA JANE
10807 N. PEBBLE LANE
MEQUON, Wl 53092
SCAR, JULIE ANN
1 1 040 NORTHWEST 28TH STREET
CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065
SCHALL, JEREMY CHARLES
22 WILDWOOD ROAD
ANDOVER, MA 01810
SCHANK, AMIE NICOLE
813COQUINA COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32807
SCHAPIRO, DARA MARIE
3403 ENGLEMEADE ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21208
SCHEEL, FREDERICK DANIEL
17967 EDGEWOOD WALK
SOUTH BEND, IN 46635
SCHMIDT, SHANI ALLYN
1361 S.W. 17 ST.
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
SCHNUR, ALDEN CONVERSE
4 PROSPECT STREET
MYSTIC, CT 06355
SCHORER, KIMBERLY KAREN
9330 OLD BURKE LAKE RD.
BURKE, VA 22015
SCHORER, KRISTEN LYNN
9330 OLD BURKE LAKE ROAD
BURKE. VA 22015
SCHULTZ, STEPHANIE LYNN
5200 DOWNING ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21212
SCHWARTZ, ANDREW JAY
6680 N. CLIPPINGER DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45243
SCHWARZ, SERENA REED
1220 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10128
SCIARRETTA, MARIA ELENA
3 CAYUGA ROAD
SEA RANCH LAKES, FL 33308
SCOBEE, RICHARD JOSEPH
626 RALPH MCGILL
BOULEVARD N E.
ATLANTA, GA 30312
SCOTT, DAWN ANNETTE
105 BARNHARDT CIRCLE
FT. OGLETHORPE, GA 30742
SCOTT, LYNNE ELLIOT
24, LEDCAMEROCH ROAD
BEARSDEN, GLASGOW 961 2AE
SCOTLAND, U.K.,
SCOTT, PETER DIXON
33 JUNIPER ROAD
WESTON, MA 021 93
SEBASTIAN, TANIA SAKINA
1790 MARKHAM GLEN CIR
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
SEIDLER, VIRGINIA ROSE
20 CATO LANE
NANTUCKET, MA 02554
SELLMAN, JONATHAN BURGESS
5 CLIFF RD.
WELLESLEY, MA 02181
SELTON, ROBERT WARREN
82 LAUREL OAK
AMELIA ISLAND, FL 32034
ENAVININ, LISA
4160 TERN LANE
:LEARWATER. FL 34622
.EYMOUR. FRED
9 BAXTER STREET
.INGHAMTON, NY 12905
lHAHEEN. MELISSA JUDITH
16 GOLDEN BEACH DRIVE
iOLDEN BEACH . FL 33160
;HANLEY, PATRICK TERRENCE
7 RIDGE DRIVE
lERKELEY HEIGHTS, NJ 07922
IHARP. STACY FIELD
44 SPIELMAN HWY
IURLINGTON, CT 06013
IHEARER. KIMBERLY JANE
905 WEST MAIN STREET
1UNCIE. IN 47304
JHEPARD, DAVID BRUCE
fOUTE 1 BOX 188 R
juincy, fl 32351
sherman. daniel ordway
10 west end avenue
jew york, ny 10024
jherrill, robert gardner
03 townsend pl nw
atlanta, ga 30327
shineman, carrie ellen
11 atkinson lane
sudbury, ma 01776
shipley. lauren jo
,8 harrowgate dr
;herry hill, nj 08003
5hriber, john steven
101 east 80th street
jew york, ny 10021
shub. carolyn lisa
224 roxboro road
ongwood, fl 32750
jsiegel, solomon elliot
i3bradenham
iGGERTSVILLE. NY 14226
SIGMAN, LEIGH ALLISON
!040 VENETIAN WAY
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
SILVER, ALIZA KAYON
1541 LYNDALE BOULEVARD
BITLAND, FL 32751
5ILVERSTEIN. KAREN ELLYSE
> GLENMERE PL.
}LD BRIDGE. NJ 08857
5IMKO. ELISE AYNSLEY
!9 WARRINGTON DRIVE
_AKE BLUFF. IL 60044
SIMMONS. CHRISTINA MARIE
>08 SOUTH RIDGEWOOD
3ELAND, FL 32720
SIMS, JAMES GRAHAM
3432 WEST RIVERSIDE DRIVE
M MYERS. FL 33901
SINCLAIR. DOUGLAS ROBERT
1221 SOUTHWEST 72ND TERRACE
DAVIE. FL 33314
SINGH, BHALIN
3D 3
A/ILDVIEW#4
-IGONIER, PA 15658
3IOK, DONALD DREW
1100 SHORE RD. & LEO FRASE DR
^ORTHFIELD. NJ 08225
3IVITILLI, ROBERTO.
158 COCKSFIELD DOWNSVIEW
ONTARIO
DANADA M 3 H 3 T 5.
3KIDMORE, GAYNA PATRICIA
2021 ROLLINS DRIVE
COCOA, FL 32922
SKINNER, TRINA LYNN
776 SARA JANE LANE
MERRITT ISLAND. FL 32952
SKODNIK, STELLA MARIS
4630 TIFFANY WOODS CIRCLE
OVIEDO. FL 32765
SLAVENS, JILL KATHRYN
414 PARK NORTH COURT
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
SMILEY, HEATHER RUTH
188 TOLLGATE BRANCH
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
SMITH. BENJAMIN BASSETT
2421 LANDINGS CIRCLE
BRADENTON, FL 34209
SMITH, CATHERINE MACON
1408 REGENCY OAKS DRIVE WEST
MOBILE. AL 36609
SMITH. CHRISTOPHER RICHARDSON
3 PINETUM LANE
COS COB, CT 06807
SMITH. COURTNEY LEE
9424 TURNBERRY DRIVE
POTOMAC, MD 20854
SMITH. DANIELLE MC CORMICK
27 BELDENWOOD ROAD
SIMSBURY, CT 06070
SMITH. LASHEENA KATREECE
256 S W FOURTH STREET
PAHOKEE. FL 33476
SMITH, MELISSA ARDEN
4525 FERNCROFT CIRCLE
TAMPA. FL 33629
SMITH, ROBYN MICHELE
7013 SNOWHILL ROAD
OOLTEWAH. TN 37363
SMITH, STEVEN WAYNE
1146 OAKS BLVD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
SNIDER, JORDAN LEE
48 NOB COURT
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10804
SNYDER, MICHELLE LYNN
2808 GRASTY WOODS LANE
BALTIMORE, MD 21208
SOLE. JOHN
RAMBLA D' EGARA 186. 3
08221 TERRASSA (BARCELONA)
SPAIN,
SONNTAG, CARL JOSEPH
6636 CORAL COVE DRIVE
ORLANDO. FL 32818
SORRELL. WAYNE ANDREW
1907 WESTMABBETTE
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
SOTIRHOS, STACEY KATHARINE
AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
ATHENS GREECE
APO NEW YORK, NY 09255
SOUEIDAN, HUSSEIN Y
3191-C WHISPER LAKE LANE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
SOUEIDAN, NATALIE PUGH
3191 WHISPER LAKE LANE
APARTMENT C
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
SPARKS, KRISTEN LEIGH
237 NORTH PEACHTREE STREET
NORCROSS, GA 30071
SPARKS III, JESSE FORNEY
700 VIA LUGANO
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
SPATH. STEFAN ANDREW
110 LONG LEAF LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
SPEERS, EMILY CROWDER
14 PIN OAK LANE
WILTON, CT 06897
SPOFFORD, KARA LEIGH
2724 HILLSIDE COURT
IJAMSVILLE. MD 21754
SPRINGSTEAD, MARY LOUISE
11110 PONCE DE LEON BLVD
BROOKSVILLE, FL 34601
SPURLOCK. LISA DENISE
2104 WOLF ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32808
STALEY, AIMEE NOEL
19536 DESMET PLACE
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20841
STARK, DYLAN BAIRD
133 POLPIS ROAD
NANTUCKET, MA 02554
STARK. SAMUEL ANDREW
7605 MOUNTAIN ROAD N E
ALBUQUERQUE. NM 87110
STEELE. JOHN WILLIAM
1703 SOUTH HARRISON
ALEXANDRIA. IN 46001
STEGMILLER, DAVID JOHN
2632 KENT ROAD
UPPER ARLINGTON, OH 43221
STEINBACH, MICHELLE HEDDA
2715 N W 23 TERRACE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32605
STEPEK, ANDREW RICHARD
312 BOWLINE COURT
SEVERNA PARK. MD 21146
STEPHENSON. KIMBERLY ANN
1 1 40 MARKHAM WOODS RD
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
STETSON. TRACY ALISE
249 LIVE OAK LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
STEVENS, SARAH ANN
3945 GRANDVIEW
MEMPHIS, TN 38111
STEWART, SUSAN DRYDEN
51 E 90TH ST #7D
NEW YORK, NY 10128-1205
STEWART, WENDY HUNTER
102 CREST DRIVE
TARRYTOWN, NY 10591
STILLMAN, LAUREN JENNIFER
1938 LONG LAKE SHORE
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Ml 48031
STONEY, NATALIE ODETTE
1529 MOCKINGBIRD LANE
LONGWOOD. FL 32750
STORY, SARA MARIE
11621 MONICA LANE
HOUSTON, TX 77024
STOTLER, MARY ANNE
457 SUN LAKE CIRCLE
APARTMENT 111
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
STOVER, JANEL HASTINGS
4616 BRUNNING COURT
DUNWOODY, GA 30338
STRAUS, ALEX RAFAEL
801 WEST END AVE.
NEW YORK, NY 10025
STRINGER, MITCHELL WILLIAM
3428 KEYSER ROAD
BALTIMORE. MD 21208
STRONG, CAROLINE HOWTH
4933 E 17TH ST.
TUCSON, AZ 8571
1
STULTS, JENNIFER ANN
1049 S. YACHTSMAN DR.
SANIBEL. FL 33957
STURKEN, MARIANNE MEREDITH
4911 CHATHAM WALK
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
SULLIVAN, JOHN FARRELL
14 HICKORY HILL
MANCHESTER, MA 01944
SULLIVAN. NICOLE ANGELYN
38 WICKS END LANE
WILTON. CT 06897
SULLIVAN, TIFFANY BROOKS
SWANS WAY
ESSEX, CT 06426
SUPRISE, SUZANNE JOAN
1541 COLLINS ST
NEENAH, Wl 54956
SUTTON, LAWRENCE JAMES
1210 S E. 14ST.
OCALA. FL 32671
SWAGGART, KEITH WINSLOW
8 LITTLE BROOK ROAD NORTH
DARIEN, CT 06820
SWANN, CAMPBELL T.
300 NORTH KNOWLES AVENUE
APT 309
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
SWANSON. KEVIN LEE
5727 PHEASANT ROAD
BETHLEHEM, PA 18017
SWANSON, MONICA EVELYN
26801 S. W. 197TH AVENUE
HOMESTEAD. FL 33031
SWARD, HEATHER ANN
1218 ASBURY
EVANSTON, IL 60202
SWEENEY, ERIN COLLEEN
3978 THORNRIDGE WAY
ATLANTA, GA 30340
SWEENEY, SEAN PATRICK
1570 COLVIN BLVD.
KENMORE, NY 14223
SWIFT, JONATHAN LYTEL
203 HAISLIP PLACE
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
SZAMWALD. MARIE THERES V
2311 EMBASSY DRIVE
WEST PALM BEACH. FL 33401
T
TABORGA, CRISTINA MERCEDES
7413 CHURCHILL ROAD
MC LEAN, VA 22101
TAGG. RICHARD THOMAS
101 DRINKWATER ROAD
HAMPTON FALLS, NH 03844
TANNER, JASON MATHEW
4720 VELASQUEZ
PENSACOLA. FL 32504
TATE, AMANDA LOUISE
106 FISHER PARADE. PAKURANGA
AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND,
TAYLOR. TORY FORD
407 HILLTOP LANE
HICKORY CREEK, TX 76205
TAYLOR, WILLIAM NELSON
2914 SHADY LAKE CIRCLE
CARROLLTON. TX 75006
TEDDER. LAUREN ALLISON
1701 W CARLTON ST
LONGWOOD. FL 32750
TEDESCHI, CHRISTOPHER DAVID
8225 VENDOME BLVD
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33565
TEJADA. FELIX G
124 ALHAMBRA AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
TERLECKI, ANTHONY JONATHAN
ROUTE 87
RR-1, BOX 424
LEBANON. CT 06249
THANSKI, DEIRDRE SUZANNE
7447 ANTIETAM CT E
WINTER PARK. FL 32792
THEDE. ANASTASIA-MARIE
1408 IDAHO AVENUE
LIBBY, MT 59923
THOMA, AMY JO
4800 NORTH A 1 A,
APARTMENT 302
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
THOMAS. PATRICK SCOTT
3354 STANLEY ROAD
AKRON. OH 44313
THOMAS, PAUL RICHARD
1630 LAUREL ROAD
WINTER PARK. FL 32789
THOMPSON, BRETT MC LEOD
2810 RIVERLAND ROAD
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
THOMPSON, DOUGLAS O' BRIEN
2401 WARWICK ROAD
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27104
THURSTON, DEREK WOOLLEY
RURAL ROUTE 4
BOX 129 A
ALEXANDRIA. IN 46001
TIERNEY, ERIN ELIZABETH
704 JAMESVILLE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
TIGETT, ELIZABETH LEE
2152 ADDISON ROAD
HOUSTON. TX 77030
TILLOU. JEFFREY ELLER
PROSPECT STREET
LITCHFIELD, CT 06759
TIRADO, JAVIER E
COND. MANS DE GARDEN HILLS
APARTMENT 6- B
GUAYNABO, PR 00657
TODD. CHARLES COCHRAN
1055 ARBOR LANE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
TOMPKINS, KELLY BARRY
3540 FLAMINGO AVENUE
SARASOTA, FL 34242
TOMPKINS, THOMASA RENEE
1731 BOGGY CREEK ROAD
KISSIMMEE, FL 34743
TONRA, CHRISTOPHER B
94 BUTLER LANE
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
TOTI, CHARLES RICE
28 PARK AVENUE
BRONXVILLE, NY 10708
TOWNSEND, WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER
717 FOX VALLEY DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
TRAENKLE, ROBERT KURT
850 HACCLESFIELD RD
FURLONG, PA 18925
TREGONING, LORI ANN
49 HARBOR VIEW DRIVE
HULL, MA 02045
TREJOS - TURNER, MOISES, JR.
5642 MERRITT COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32822
TREVISION. RACHEL LYNN
42 STAR ISLAND
MIAMI, FL 33139
TUCKER, CARRIE ELIZABETH
1855 LAKE FRANCIS DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32712
TUFFORD, JENNIFER LYNN
622 LONGMEADOW CIRCLE
LONGWOOD. FL 32779
TULLIS, JAMES FOLSOM
420 ORANGE AVE.
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211
TURNBULL, GWENDOLYN JAYMES
5120 SOUTH WEST 69 PLACE
MIAMI. FL 33155
TURNER, KYLE JONATHAN
1 70 HAZELWOOD CIRCLE
WILLINGBORO. NJ 08046
TUTTLE, MEREDITH AVERILLE DEQROOT
55 CENTRAL PARK, WEST
66TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023
TYREE, ALBERT W
6451 BELFIELD AVENUE
PHILDELPHIA. PA 19119
u
UHLER. MELIN MC KENNA
555 RATTLESNAKE BRIDGE RD
BEDMINSTER. NJ 07921
UNRUH, PETER HAMILTON
164 ROSE LANE
HAVERFORD, PA 19041
UZZO, PAMELA JEAN
14 HAMPTON ROAD
PURCHASE, NY 10577
V
VALDES. ADRIANA AYESHA
2044 SUSSEX ROAD
WINTER PARK. FL 32792
VAN DE KREEKE. MICHIEL JOHAN
3904 BRAGANZA AVE.
MIAMI. FL 33133
VAN DERNOOT, JOSHUA JOHN
18 VALLEY ROAD
WELLESLEY, MA 02181
VAN HOUTEN, SCOTT MICHAEL
1250 OLD MARLBORO RD
CONCORD, MA 01742
VAN LAERE, TIM LEON
23 MORETUSLEI, BRASSCHAAT
ANTWERP. 2130
BELGIUM.
VAN PRAAGH. GILES DELAFIELD
425 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
APT. 6 K
NEW YORK CITY. NY 10025
VAN SCHAICK. PIETER TROUT
P O BOX 315
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA 19073
VAN VLIET. DEREK RIDDER
169 ELM STREET
BYFIELD, MA 01922
VANDERZEE. ANNE SANFORD
1192 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10128
VARAN, RICHARD ANTHONY
401 DEERWOOD AVENUE
ORLANDO. FL 32815
VARNER. REBECCA ANNE
16 LAKESHORE COURT
DANVILLE, IL 61832
VAUGHAN, JENNIFER CHRISTINE
19 CROSSWAY
SCARSDALE, NY 10583
VILLAJUAN, NOEL DACANAY
R D 1. BUTTERNUT HILL
GLENS FALLS. NY 12801
VIOSCA, DYNELLE NICOLE
222 MIDWAY DRIVE
RIVER RIDGE, LA 70123
VIRTUE, TARITA MARIA
859 S. W. 17TH ST
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
VIVIAN, ELIZABETH EVANS
827 LAMBERTS MILL ROAD
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
VLASSIS, DAX
5070 BRIDLE PATH ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, NY 13066
VOCCIA, DANIEL JOSEPH
POST OFFICE BOX 533
WESTHAMPTON, NY 11977
VOGEL, DAVID WAYNE
200 BENGEYFIELD DRIVE
EAST WILLISTON, NY 11596
VOGELBACHER, PIERRE MICHEL
120 SPRING COVE TRAIL
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
VU, HONG MAI
106 SQUIRE HILL ROAD
LONGWOOD. FL 32779
VU. TU ANH
105 MAGNOLIA LAKE COURT
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
w
WACKER, JOHN LEE
699 BOSTON POST ROAD
WESTON, MA 02193
WAHL. JOANNA
10 PIN OAK DRIVE
ROSLYN, NY 11576
WAISANEN, TIMOTHY ALAN
773 CREEKWATER TERRACE
APARTMENT 115
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
WALDROP. PAULA JUNE
2005 KINGSLAND AVE
ORLANDO. FL 32808
WALIZER. USHA SUE
3150 NORTHEAST 11TH TERRACE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064
WALKER, ANGELA D
12 BROOKLEDGE STREET
BOSTON. MA 02121
WALL, ELEANOR WEEKS
4444 WEST LAKESHORE DR
BATON ROUGE, LA 70808
WALLER, PAGE HOGE
56 COWDIN CIRCLE
CHAPPAQUA, NY 10514
WALSH. LAWRENCE HENRY
5039 AMBERSON PLACE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15232
WALTERS. APRIL E.
15231 SPRINGFIELD ROAD
GERMANTOWN. MD 20874
WALTON, MERCER DALZELL
635 ROUGHBEARD ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
WAMHOFF, JENNIFER LORENA
6278 SPYGLASS RIDGE
CINCINNATI, OH 45230
WARD, DEANNA DAWN
3820 LA VISTA CIRCLE
#107
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32217
WARD, JAMES WILLIAM CLARK
BLACK RIVER ROAD
FAR HILLS, NJ 07931
WARNER, KATHY
2826 MANOR CT.
SNELLVILLE, GA 30278
WARNER, THOMAS SHIPLEY
3304 CROYDON DRIVE NORTHWEST
CANTON, OH 44718
WARNOCK, CHERYL RAE
10511 HOMESTEAD DR
TAMPA. FL 33618
WARRICK, SAMANTHA STOCKTON
430 CENTRAL RD
RYE, NH 03870
WARTHEN. ELIZABETH ST. CLAIR
40 WILSHIRE ROAD
GREENWICH. CT 06831
WASHICK, ROBERT ALLEN
1785 KILLARNEY DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
WATERHOUSE, CAROLYN KATHARINE
2310 SOUTH RUFFNER ROAD
MELBOURNE, FL 32901
WATSON. MARY BRENT
3350 VAL DOR PL.
PENSACOLA. FL 32503
WAYNE, LORI BETH
1365 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE
VENICE, FL 34293
WEBB. MICHAEL GEORGE
3810 CLUB DR
ATLANTA, GA 30319
WEBBER, MILETTE ELISE
305 FOREST AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
WEBSTER, MARGARET LEE
5912 CHARLESMEAD AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21212
WEGMAN, KRISTINA MARIE
2725 FALCONBRIDGE DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45238
WEIDMAN, JEFF ROBERT
389 LAKE AVENUE
LANCASTER, NY 14086
WEIDNER, KELLY ANNE
9120 COUNTRY CLUB TRACE
MARANGO. IL 60152
WEISS, WENDY LYNNE
110 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE
WILMINGTON. DE 19803
WELLER. WENDY DALE
2475 SOUTH TROPICAL TRAIL
MERRITT ISLAND, FL 32952
WELLMAN, PATRICIA JO
2319 MOHAWK TRAIL
MAITLAND, FL 32751
WELLS, ERIKASUSANNE
1112 AUTREY
HOUSTON, TX 77006
WELLS, MATTHEW JAMES
206 S BEVERLY DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33609
WERNY, AMBER MARIE
21405 OLEAN BLVD
UNIT 327
PORT CHARLOTTE, FL 33952
WESTMORELAND JR., DANIEL KIRK
1361 CARR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
WHELAN, MERRITT
65 HOLWAY ST
CHATHAM, MA 02633
WHETSELL, AMANDA ROBIN
725 WETHERBORN PLACE
STONE MOUNTAIN, GA 30083
WHISTLER, TANYA
DRAKES HOUSE, BOX 79. ROADTOWN
TOTOLA
BRITISH VIRGIN ISL.
WHITCHURCH, BRADLEY WATSON
303 STONEBRIDGE DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
WHITE. BRIAN DARRELL
45 SPY GLASS ALLEY
DAPE HAZE
PLACIDA. FL 33946
WHITE, KEARY PAGE
307 GOLFVIEW TERR
i/VINTER PARK. FL 32789
WHITE, NICHOLE ARLENE
911 EAST HERON CIRCLE
SOUTHEAST
WINTER HAVEN. FL 33884
WHITE DAVIS, PAUL NEUMARX
2870 BERMUDA AVENUE NORTH
APOPKA, FL 32703
WHITELEY, STACEY ANNE
11902 WINSTEAD LANE
RESTON. VA 22094
WIGHTON, HEATHER MICHELLE
108 JEFFERSON AVENUE
HADDONFIELD, NJ 08033
WILDS, GRAYSON WETHERILL
158 ANCHOR DRIVE
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
468 TARPON COURT
MARCO ISLAND. FL 33937
WOLF, DAVID DENNIS
6995 DENA LANE
CINCINNATI, OH 45237
WOLFE, DANA ERIN
3941 HILLTOP DRIVE
HURON, OH 44839
WOLFGRAMM, ILERAINE FUSIPALA
4000 ORKNEY AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32809
WOLFORTH. JOHN KNIGHT
14 SABAL ISLAND DRIVE
OCEAN RIDGE. FL 33435
WOMBOUGH. KAREN BETH
8438 GRAYLING DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE. FL 32256
WOOD. CYNTHIA SHERRILL
4661 MISTY WAY
OVIEDO, FL 32765
WOOD, GERREN CRAIG
16300 SCHOENBORN STREET
SEPULVEDA, CA 91343
YOUN, Ml JUNG
8813 BAY VILLA COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32819
YOUNG. MARISSA ANN
504 MANOR ROAD
CINNAMINSON, NJ 08077
YOUNG, PATRICIA EVANNA
2 HILLWOOD DRIVE
GIBSONIA, PA 15044
YOUNG, WILLIAM ROETHKE
1711 HOMEWOOD DRIVE
ALTADENA, CA 91001
YOUNG, JR.. MICHAEL LEE
2112 EAST WINTER PARK ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32803
ZANG, CLAIRE MARGARET
104 HILLCREST PARK ROAD
COS COB, CT 06807
ZANOWSK1, LEIGH MICHELE
9404 THURLOE PLACE
ORLANDO. FL 32827
ZAYOTTI, MATTHEW PAUL
P. O. BOX 52
CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02167
ZELKIN, NEIL ALLEN
3211 SPRUCEWOOD LANE
WILMETTE, IL 60091
ZELLER, DAVID WILLIAM
110 PLYMOUTH ROAD
HARWINTON, CT 06791
ZEPP, LAUREL CHARLESE
23200 LAKE ROAD
CASHELMARA #37
BAY VILLAGE, OH 44140
ZEYTOONJIAN, MARK NUBAR
23 CARRIAGE DR.
SOMERS, CT 06071
ZIES, PAUL WILLIAM
3370 NORTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
INDIALANTIC, FL 32903
ZOUMAS. LARRY JOSEPH
WILEY. SARAH ELIZABETH
75 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
TENAFLY. NJ 07670
WOOD, JON CHRISTOPHER
210 ATHERSTONE COURT
LONGWOOD. FL 32779
WILLIAMS, KIMBERLY BROOKE
1878 JESSICA CT
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
WOOD, PETER JAMES
ONE ELK RIVER ROAD
NORTH EAST, MD 21901
WILLIAMS. LESLEY-ANN NICOLE
P.O BOX 7253
SUNNY ISLES
SAINT CROIX, VI 00823
WILLIAMS, MARIA MARA GUERRERO
POST OFFICE BOX 3404
ST. AUGUSTINE, FL 32085
WILLIAMS, MARK CABOT
350 GROVERSAVE#7-H
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06605
WILLIAMS, ROBERT MALCOLM
BOX 7166
ARDSLEY AVENUE WEST
ARDSLEY-ON-HUDSON. NY 10503
WILLIAMS, SUZANNE LYN
315 E. GLEN AVE
RIDGEWOOD. NJ 07450
WILLS, TODD STEPHEN
135 COUNTRY CLUB CIRCLE
MONROE, Ml 48161
WILLSON. CARTER HAYNES
1119 MARLOWE ROAD
RALEIGH, NC 27609
WILSON, CARTER J.
9338 MEADOWBROOK
DALLAS. TX 75220
WILSON, COLLIN JOSEPH
9338 MEADOWBROOK
DALLAS, TX 75220
WILSON, REBECCA CLARE
470 SONGBIRD WAY
APOPKA, FL 32712
WILSON, ROBERT QUAY
2879 CATAWBA LANE
MEMPHIS, TN 38111
WILSON, TRACY ELIZABETH
2041 -2 ENGLISH CHANNEL COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32812
WITHERELL, CHRISTOPHER STEELE
1170 SOUTH CLAYTON STREET
MOUNT DORA, FL 32757
WITTEN. PRISCILLA OLIVIA
240 HOLMAN COURT
PAHOKEE, FL 33476
WOCHNA, MARNIE ANN
2095 N.W. 30 ROAD
BOCA RATON. FL 33431
WOESSNER, LOUIS JOHN
WOODRUFF, DENISE ANN
319 ROESCH AVENUE
ORELAND, PA 19075
WOODS, LUISA VAN DER MARCK
45 EAST 62ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
WOODSTOCK, RODNEY ALBERT
31 BEACHWAY
WESTBROOK, CT 06498
WRIGHT, BETHANY ANN
639 VIA CORONA
MESQUITE, TX 75150
WRIGHT, REBECCA LYNN
POST OFFICE BOX 578
BETHLEHEM, CT 06751
WRIGHT, JR.. WILLIAM DONALD
750 LAKEHILL CIRCLE
LEWISBURG. TN 37091
WULKAN, JOSHUA ZEV
9 CLEVELAND AVENUE
TAKOMA PARK, MD 20912
X
XENAKIS, DEMETRIOS ALEXANDER
1200 SOUTH EAST 15TH AVENUE
DEERFIELD BEACH, FL 33441
XETHALIS, LAMBROS DEMETRIOS
182 STOCKTON STREET
HIGHTSTOWN, NJ 08520
YAGO, JENNIFER A
1830 TAPER DRIVE
UPPER ST. CLAIR, PA 15241
YERKES. JOHN NICHOLAS
1192 PARK AVE
NEW YORK, NY 10128
YOCHUM. JEFFREY LOUIS
405 EAST JACKSON STREET
KISSIMMEE, FL 34744
YONFA, WENDY MICHELLE
1301 BUCKWOOD DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32806
Erin Higgins Todd Tindall Jennifer Reiche
(Layout Editor) (Business Manager) (Features Editor)
Academics Editor Cyd Davis
Residential Groups Editor Dynelle Viosca
Sports Editor Julie Scar
Photo Editor Ken Rhea
Business Staff Paul Saenz, Victor Angustia
Contributing Photographers ... Jo Wellman, John Dukes, Robert
Hartley, Chris Port, Andres Abril, and Tom Haynes.
Contributing Staff . . .Sue Brown, Lynne Koletic, Cara Crowley,
Heather Smiley, Kristen Sparks, Tanya Whistler, Jennifer Miller, and Anne
Hansford.
Special Thanks . . .Dave Herman for help with the computers, Chi Omega
for stuffing envelopes, Sandy Bitman for last minute cash advances and Paul
Viau and Doug Demaree for "advising."
Colophon Editor's Note
Volume 64 of Rollins College's TOMOKAN
yearbook was published by Herff Jones in Mont-
gomery, Alabama. Class portraits were taken by
Larry S. Grimando of Olin Mills, Kissimmee, FL.
The 1991 TOMOKAN was designed using
"Sampler 4," a Pagemaker program designed for
Macintosh computers by Herff Jones. The book
features 64 pages of vibrant color and 224 pages of
black and white for a grand total of 288 pages! We
are not sure what kind of paper each section was
printed on, nor do we really care.
The 1,400 copies of this book will begin official
circulation in September, 1991.
We, the editors, apologize for any errors
which may have incurred during the process of
production. We made a concerted effort to correctly
include every club, every activity and every student
at Rollins. However, as we quickly learned, getting
great pictures of each of you was easier said then
done. We welcome all critizism and encourage all
currently enrolled critics to correct the problems by
joining next year's TOMOKAN staff.
All correspondence should be sent to : The
Tomokan, Campus Box 2754, Rollins College,
Winter Park, Florida, 32789.
Advertisements
and
Friends Forever
"No distance of place or
lapse of time can lessen
the friendship of those
who are thoroughly
persuaded of eachother's
worth." - Robert Southey
ORLANDO. F
rZ4^ Friends Forever


Barney's
Coffee
Coolers . .
.Border . .
.the Mill .
.
i .Where's
I
I
Susan?-
She's at
Bally . .
.KKG . .
.Key West
Cocoa . . .Fourth Fighter . . .the pool
. . .Who wants to go to Sevies? . . .Rollins
Hall . . .Scarianne . . .Here's to you
,
Here's to me, the best of friends we'll
always be . . .Boss . . .Brown Eyed Girl
.
. .You Can't Touch This . . .Conneticut
B$M&b
I
^or New Years .
.
.NYC .
.
.a good Texan .
mJE^L^^^Kh i • .P.O.W. . . .Is she fighting with Peter
T^W[^^f \ again? . . .Mood Swings . . .P.M.S. . .
.Spring Breaks . . .BEANS . . .bagels . .
.grits . . .What are we doing? . . .All My
Kids . . .movies . . .shopping . . .ParkAve.
. . .tans . . .friends . . .formals . . .Beast of
Burden . . .Yogurt Raisins . . .the real
world . . .TCBY . . .Dexter's . . .us!
Susan-
We
love
you and
we'll
miss
you!
Lauren,
Marianne,
Sara
and
Suzanne tor \

LEIGH, KARI, & MORGEN
"Wild women do . . .and
they don't regret it."
XOXXQ
Remember "Days" at Jolly Roily Colly when Jen insisted butt cuts were in, Ruthie got licked, Sarah's ear got slobbered on, Gretchen
aughed and puked (on Gameboy), and we all became sisters for life: X£l We will never forget those Sunday night movies, 4-5-6, RESPECT,
Little House, Lawrence Weiner, the Jeepster, the loft, Upsi, evil looks, TTTTTTin, sellouts, boomtown, BEN-JAM-IN, getting the car seat
vvet, picking through the garbage, who? what? when?, Igor ( it sounds different in Spanish ), Sarah's middle names, Camel lights, protesting
;he "look", how many times those shorts were worn, where Gretchen slept, sharks, and last, but not least, America. We were all such "re's"
and Jen was a dork. Bon Voyage Jen; Ruthie we salute you!! The third floor will never be the same, but room 336 lives on!
"I don't shut up, I grow up, and
when I look at you I throw up! Ha Ha Ha
UGH!!" (SWJR)
'I never have, I never will!" (we'll see)
So many times were shared together, so many things were said (by
so many people) and we had so many laughs that we would just like to
say one more thing. . .
" Would you like some nachos with that Velveeta?" (stoney times)
"I forgot to tell you. . .1 can't move." (ditto)
"Wait, what fraternity is he in? Oh, I don't know him." (everyday)
"Yeah, I've kissed him." (liar)
"I ALWAYS swallow" (Jr.)
"I'll be back in 5 minutes" (alone?)
"gretchen, Gretchen, GRETCHen, GRETCHEN, GRETCHEN!!"
"Honor Bright Snake Bite" (Jen, this is college)
"Work it baby, work it, own it!"(pimp)
"It's my party and I'll cry if I want to!" (you would CRY too!!)
=== Paris, Texas, Winter Park, we'll be sure to make our mark! (JR, RT, SW, GF)
(deaf)
The Gang in Gainesville

Cramming for finals?
Downeast Sporting Classics An Orvis Shop
538 Park Ave. South (407) 645-5100
421 West Fairbanks Ave.
(407) 629-0166
ATTITUDES
Body by Attitudes. Complete beauty care from
your toes! Enjoy the finest care for hair, nails, skin,
tanning and massage. Our European-trained,
award-winning stylists and other professionals will
give you a great new attitiude about your looks.
Thursdays Available
RESTAURANTAND CABERAT
494 Rickenbacker Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
407/898-4251 Located at the Orlando Executive Airport
Fine Italian Eatery and Pizzeria 1
i
216 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, FL 32789
407/629-2770
WINTER PARK TRAVEL!
348 Park Avenue South
Post Office Box J
Winter Park, FL 32790
Telephone 407/645-4444 *No charge for
our services
FAIRBANKS
POLY CLEAN
WASH and DRY,
FOLD, DRY
CLEANING
210 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789
644-2684
Custom Packaging- Crating-
Shipping-Fax-UPS-Federal Express
HA/auxi
V/TM
CAJtE
Winter Park Corners
1941 Aloma Ave.
(407) 677-SHIP
Fax (407) 677-4557
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